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PREFACE

T^HIS
book is intended primarily as a Phonetic Manual

for the use of students in Scottish Training Colleges
and Junior Student Centres, but it is hoped that it may
prove useful to teachers of English of all grades in our

Scottish schools, to lawyers and ministers and all those

who, in the course of their calling, have to engage in

public speaking. Foreigners, too, may find that the more

conservative pronunciation ofeducated Scotland as depicted
in this volume, is easier to acquire than the Southern type
of English, and all students of language should be interested

in the study of the Scottish variety of Standard English.
As the Scotch Education Department has recommended

the study of Phonetics in its Memorandum on the teaching
of Modern Languages (p. 5) and in its Memorandum on

the teaching of English in Primary Schools (p. 8), and as

our Training Centres have incorporated the subject in

their time-tables, it has become practically obligatory for

all teachers of language. Phonetics as the best basis for

Modern Language study, is now generally admitted except
in quarters

"
hopelessly obscurantist." We are also firmly

convinced that some phonetic training in the early stages
of the school curriculum is a desirable thing because it

cultivates the observing faculties of the child, appeals to

an intelligent interest in facts, and has an important

bearing on clear, distinct enunciation, correct pronunciation
and expressive reading. Further it is a preparation for

the work of the Modern Language Department and for
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the study in the higher English Classes of the develop-
ment of English Speech.

A special book for Scottish Students is rendered

necessary because the phonetic basis of educated Scottish

speakers differs in many respects from that of Southern

English, and further because our teachers have peculiar

difficulties to overcome in dealing with pupils whose

everyday speech is Scottish Dialect or Gaelic. Such

difficulties cannot be successfully tackled without some

definite phonetic knowledge and practice such as we have

set forth in this work.

The book is divided into three parts with an Appendix.
Part I deals with the manner and place of formation of the

various sounds and the changes they undergo in combina-

tion with each other. The general plan follows the lines

of Mr Daniel Jones's Pronunciation of English and the

corresponding definitions and descriptions in the two

volumes are made to agree as far as possible. Part I also

enumerates the variations from Standard speech and gives

suggestions for the correction of errors of pronunciation.
Part II consists of a series of texts written in the

speech of the educated middle classes of Scotland (see

p. 4). The alphabet used is that of the International

Phonetic Association. The student who can use this

alphabet easily for reading and writing may be regarded
as possessing a fair knowledge of elementary phonetics.

Part III contains a series of questions on the subject-

matter of Part I which will be found useful for students

who wish to test their own knowledge and for teachers

who desire to test the results of their instruction.

The Appendix contains (1) the ordinary English

spelling of the phonetic texts in Part II, (2) an account

of the chief differences between Scottish and Southern
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English, (3) advice to teachers on the subject of the

teaching of reading.
I have to express my obligation to the following

authors and publishers for kindly allowing me to reproduce

copyright matter : Messrs Sampson Low, Marston and Co.,

for the illustrations of the Larynx (fig. 2) which are taken

from Voice, Song and Speech by Browne and Behnke,
Messrs George Bell and Sons for the poem of Calverley

(No. 8), Mr E. F. Benson and his publishers Messrs Methuen
for the passage from Dodo (No. 20), Mr Austin Dobson
and his publishers Messrs Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner

and Co. for the poem entitled The Cure's Progress (No. 18),

Mr Wilfrid Meynell (Francis Thompson's literary executor)

and Messrs Burns and Gates for Thompson's poem Daisy

(No. 11), The Walter Scott Publishing Company for the

passage from Lowell's My Garden Acquaintance (No 16).

I desire to acknowledge the kindness of Mr Gavin

Greig in permitting me to use a scene from Main's Wooing
and to record his dialect pronunciation and intonation

(No. 21). I take this opportunity also of thanking
Dr Smith, Director of Studies, Aberdeen, and Mr Jackson,

Lecturer on Phonetics, Dundee, for their interest in this

work and their many useful suggestions.

Very special thanks are due to Mr Jones, the general
editor of this series of Phonetic Texts, for many helpful

suggestions and criticisms. I am indebted to him also

for most of the matter in the following paragraphs 14,

1721 with notes, 35, 185188, 194202, 216221,
for help in connection with the intonation curves in Dodo

(No. 20), and the Southern English rendering of the

passage from The Mill on the Floss (No. 19).

W. G.

December, 1912.
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VALUES OF PHONETIC SYMBOLS XV

The following are also used in the course of this book

to indicate variations of normal speech or dialect pronun-
ciation.

Paragraph

d a vowel intermediate between a and a, see 177, 223

I a, see 177, 182,223
o 9, see 177, 223

O B

9 a

a
e

f
a

o

a
I

i

5

&

or

vowels produced with inversion of the tip of the

tongue, see 84, 188

r
nasalized vowels, see S5 35, 185

6* a raised variety of e, see 131

e- e, see 133

XT a lowered form of I, see 130

OT
o, see 39, 167

9 low back lax rounded, see 39, 167

o^- a raised variety of o, see ^ 39, 161

a rounded e
;
French pen
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OB a rounded 6
; French peur

y a rounded i
;
French pu

u+ an advanced u, see 40

ui+ high back unrounded advanced, see 95
P the glottal plosive, see 60, 61

c the breathed front plosive, see 213

j the voiced 213

g the voiced back fricative, see 95

*1
Y > devocalized d, v, z, 199, 203

i)
1

\*
'

I devocalized 1, m, n, n, r, x, 22, 03, 69, 73, 80, 198

.

r semi-rolled r sound, see 83

j the voiced point fricative r sound, see 83, 86, 117, 118

voiced back trill or uvular trill, see 26(8), 27 iv, 85

placed under a symbol, indicates a breathed sound

v voiced sound

+ after a symbol, indicates that the point of arti-

culation has been advanced
-
placed after a symbol, indicates that the point of arti-

culation has been retracted

placed after a symbol indicates a raising of the tongue

lowering

Phonetic symbols printed in italics represent sounds

that may be omitted in pronunciation, thus 9nd means

that it is optional to say an or and,



PART I: PHONETICS

CHAPTER I

PHONETICS AND PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION

1. Phonetics is the science which deals with the

analysis and classification of speech sounds and their

distribution in spoken language. In order to study the

science effectually, whether for its own sake or with a

view to any of its numerous practical applications, we
must have a means of representing with precision the

various elementary speech sounds with which we have to

deal.

2. The letters of the alphabet as used in ordinary

spelling do not answer this purpose. Various ambiguities

present themselves. Thus, in ordinary spelling, a single

letter may represent two consecutive elementary sounds
;

for example x represents ks 1 in fix, fiks, i represents the

group ai in find, faind; groups of two or more con-

secutive letters often represent only one elementary sound
;

thus the group th in thought, Ogt, represents only one

sound, viz. 6
;
the ough in the same word represents only

1 Letters in thick type are phonetic symbols. The various sounds

denoted by them are fully described in 42 184, and a list of the

symbols is given on pp. xi xvi.

G. 1
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one sound, viz. 9. Again the same letter or group of

letters may represent very different sounds or groups of

sounds : thus c denotes the sound k in cat, kat, but B in

city,
r
siti, ough is pronounced in more than half-a-dozen

ways, compare plough, plan, though, So: or 0o:, cough,

kof, etc. And lastly, the same sound or group of sounds

may be represented by different letters or groups of letters.

Thus the sound of the vowel in fade, fed, may be written

ai in raid, red, ay in ray, re:, eigh in weight, wet, ea in

steak, etc. stek.

3. The letters of the alphabet, as used in ordinary

spelling, being thus unsuited for scientific purposes, we
are obliged to adopt a special set of symbols to represent
the various elementary speech sounds, each of these special

symbols representing one and only one distinct elementary
sound.

4. When words are written down by means of a

system of symbols of this kind, they are said to be written

phonetically. Phonetic writing as distinguished from

writing according to the ordinary spelling is generally
called phonetic transcription. The system of phonetic

transcription used in this book is that of the International

Phonetic Association. A list of the symbols used is

given on pages xi xvi.

STYLES OF PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION.

5. The degree of accuracy necessary in phonetic

transcription depends on the object in view. Absolute

accuracy involves the use of a very large number of

symbols and diacritical marks, with the result that the

transcription becomes complicated and difficult to read.
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Transcriptions of this kind are called narrow transcriptions.

If, on the other hand, a transcription is desired which is

easy to read, a certain sacrifice of accuracy is inevitable.

Such transcriptions are called broad transcriptions.

6. In practice it is generally sufficient to use a simple

(broad) form of phonetic transcription; but it is some-

times helpful to supplement this broad transcription by
a rigorously accurate (narrow) form of transcription, which

in this book will always be inclosed in square brackets.

STANDARD PRONUNCIATION.

7. No two persons of the same nationality pronounce
their own language exactly alike. The differences may
arise from a variety of causes, such as locality, social

surroundings, early influence or individual peculiarities.

Thus, the pronunciation current among educated people
in Liverpool differs from that of London, and both differ

from that of Edinburgh. An example of differences of

English pronunciation due to locality may be found in the

sound of r in the word lord. In London the r has been

completely lost, and the word must be written phonetically

Igid. In Liverpool the r is lost as an independent sound,

but causes a peculiar modification of the preceding vowel

Igid (see 188). In Edinburgh the r is either a trill or

fricative consonant lord or [load]. A Scotchman who

spoke Scotch dialect habitually would pronounce the word

with a tense o vowel followed by a glide sound and a

strong trill loard, and as an individual peculiarity we

may sometimes hear a burr or uvular r loRd. This last

variant may be the result of some defect in the vocal

organs or of a childish mispronunciation which parents
and teachers have allowed to go uncorrected.

12
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8. The existence of all these differences renders it

necessary to set up some standard of pronunciation. The

standard adopted in this book is the speech of the educated

middle classes in Scotland. It is the speech of our

Universities, of the pulpit, the platform, and the school,

and although in different districts it may present some

variations, it constitutes on the whole a type of pro-

nunciation quite distinct from that of educated England.
Within this Standard Scottish, it is possible to distinguish

at least three varieties of style; the first is the style of

the pulpit and dignified oratory, the second of careful

conversation and ordinary reading and the third of rapid,

familiar everyday speech. Many varieties, however, are

possible between the two extremes, the size of the audience

and the character of the subject-matter being the chief

determining factors in any particular case. The majority
of our Extracts in Part II are couched in the intermediate

style, i.e. careful conversational.

CHAPTER II

THE ORGANS OF SPEECH

9. The first essential for the student of phonetics is

to have a clear idea of the structure and functions of the

organs of speech. Those who have not already done so

should make a thorough examination of the inside of the

mouth by means of a hand looking-glass. The best way
of doing this is to stand with the back to the light and to

hold the looking-glass in such a position that it reflects
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the light into the mouth and at the same time enables

the observer to see in the glass the interior thus illumi-

nated. It is not difficult to find the right position for

the glass.

10. The following diagram shows all that is essential

for the present book :

B. Back of Tongue.
Bl. Blade of Tongue.
F. Front of Tongue.
Gt. Gullet (food passage).

H. Hard Palate.

LL. Lips.
*-

P. Pharyngal cavity (Pharynx).
K. Teeth Ridge.

S. Soft Palate.

TT. Teeth.

U. Uvula.

V. Position of Vocal Chords.

W. Windpipe.

Fig. 1. The Organs of Speech.

11. The roof of the mouth may be conveniently

regarded as made up of two parts the first constituting

the hard palate behind the teeth ridge and the second

the soft palate, forming in its rear extension a sort of

pendulous tongue in the back of the mouth known as

the uvula. These two parts should be examined carefully

in the looking-glass and they should be felt by the tongue
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or with the finger. The soft palate can be moved up-

wards from the position shown in
fig.

1
;
when raised to

its fullest extent, it touches the back wall of the pharynx
as in fig. 5, p. 19. The teeth ridge is defined as the part

of the roof of the mouth which is convex to the tongue,

the imaginary division between the teeth ridge and hard

palate being made at the point where the roof of the

mouth ceases to be convex to the tongue and begins to

be concave.

12. Note particularly the meaning of the terms
' back

'

and '

front
'

as applied to the tongue. The

part opposite the soft palate when the tongue is in the

position of rest is called the back', the part opposite the

hard palate is called the front, and the part opposite

the teeth ridge is called the blade. The extremity of

the tongue is called the tip or point and is included in

the blade.

THE VOCAL CHORDS. BREATH AND VOICE.

13. The vocal chords are situated in the larynx, just

behind the little knob on the throat known as Adam's

Apple, and resemble two lips (see figs.
1 arid 2); they

run in a horizontal direction from back to front. The

space between them is called the glottis. The edges of

the chords may be kept apart or they may be brought

together so as to close the air passage. When they are

brought close together and air is forced between them

in a very rapid series of puffs, they vibrate, producing a

musical sound, known as Voice (see fig. 2n). When they
are wide apart and air passes between them, the sound

produced is called Breath (see fig.
2 A). Certain inter-

mediate states of the glottis give rise to Whisper. The
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sound h ( 124) is generally pure breath"; the vowel sounds

are practically pure voice.

Fronh Fronl-

Fig. 2. The Larynx as seen through the laryngoscope.

A. Position for Breath. B. Position for Voice.

TT. Tongue. VV. Vocal Chords. W. Windpipe.

14. Breath and voice may be illustrated artificially

by the following simple experiment. Take

a short tube of wood or glass T, say 6 cm.

long and 1 cm. in diameter, and tie on to

one end of it a piece of thin indiarubber

tubing I, of a somewhat larger diameter,

say 3 cm., as shown in the accompanying

diagram. The tube of wood or glass is

taken to represent the windpipe, and the

indiarubber, part of the larynx. The space

enclosed by the edge of the indiarubber

EE, represents the glottis.
Fig. 3.

If we leave the indiarubber part in its natural position

and blow through the tube, air passes out, making a slight

hissing sound. This corresponds to breath. If we take

hold of two opposite points of the edge of the indiarubber

EE, and draw them apart so that two edges of the india-

rubber come into contact along a straight line, we have a
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representation of the glottis in the position for voice, the

two edges which are in contact representing the two vocal

chords. Now, if we blow through the tube, the air in

passing out causes the edges to vibrate and a kind of

musical sound is produced. This sound corresponds to

voice.

15. Every normal speech sound contains either breath

or voice. Those which contain breath are called breathed

sounds, and those which contain voice are called voiced

sounds. Examples of breathed sounds are p, f
; examples

of voiced sounds are b, v 1
. When we speak in a whisper,

voice is replaced throughout by whisper, the breathed

sounds remaining unaltered.

16. It does not require much practice to be able to

recognise by ear the difference between breathed and

voiced sounds. The following well-known tests may,

however, sometimes be found useful. If breathed and

voiced sounds are pronounced while the ears are stopped,

a loud buzzing sound is heard in the latter case but not

in the former. Again, if the throat be touched by the

fingers, a distinct vibration is felt when voiced sounds are

pronounced, but not otherwise. Thirdly, voiced sounds

can be sung while breathed sounds cannot. Compare in

these ways p with b, f with v, t with d, B with z, k in

cat with g in gun, w in wen with the sound of wh in when.

1 In naming the symbols it is well to designate them by their sound

and not by the ordinary names of the letters : thus the symbols p, f are

not called pi, ef like the letters p, f, but are designated by the initial

and final sounds of these two groups respectively.
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CHAPTER III

CLASSIFICATION OF SOUNDS

17. Every speech sound belongs to one or other of

the two main classes known as Vowels and Consonants.

18. A vowel (in normal speech)
1
is defined as a voiced

sound in which the air has a free passage through the

mouth and does not produce any audible friction. All

other sounds (in normal speech) are called consonants.

19. Conversely a consonant may be defined as a

speech sound breathed or voiced in which, in its passage

through the throat and mouth, the air current is com-

pletely or partially impeded, or produces audible friction.

Consonants therefore include (1) all sounds which are not

voiced, e.g. p, s, h, (2) sounds in wjiich the air has an

impeded passage through the mouth or throat, e.g. b, 1,

rolled r, (3) all sounds in which the air does not pass

through the mouth, e.g. m, (4) all sounds in which there

is audible friction, e.g. f, v.

1
Whispered speech is not considered as normal. In whispered

speech voice is replaced throughout by whisper and every sound consists

of audible friction and nothing else (except the '

stops
'

of breathed

plosives, which have no sound at all). The term '

whispered vowels' is

commonly used to designate sounds produced with the organs in the

same positions as for the sounds denned as ' vowels ' in 18, but with

whisper substituted for voice. There is no objection to this terminology ;

but it should be noted that if a whispered vowel were to occur in normal

speech next to a voiced one, the whispered vowel would have to be

regarded as a consonant. This may be seen by pronouncing a whispered a

immediately followed by a voiced a. The result resembles ha with a

very strong kind of h.
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20. The distinction between vowels and consonants

is not an arbitrary physiological distinction. It is in

reality a distinction based on acoustic considerations,

namely on the relative sonority of the various sounds.

Some sounds are more sonorous than others, that is, they

carry better or can be heard at a greater distance. Thus

the sound a pronounced in the normal manner can be

heard at a much greater distance than the sound p or

the sound f pronounced in the normal manner. It so

happens that the sounds defined as vowels in 18 are

noticeably more sonorous than any other speech sounds,

and that is the reason why these sounds are considered

to form one of the two fundamental classes 1
.

21. The relative sonority or carrying power of sounds

depends chiefly on their quality, but also to some extent

on the force of the breath with which they are pronounced.
When there is no great variation in the force of the

breath, the sounds Defined as vowels are more sonorous

than the sounds defined as consonants
;
low vowels ( 32)

are more sonorous than high vowels ( 32); voiced con-

sonants are more sonorous than breathed consonants;

voiced liquid consonants ( 27 v) are more sonorous than

other voiced consonants. The breathed consonants have

1 The line of distinction between vowels and consonants might have

been drawn elsewhere. Thus it is a fact that speech sounds which

consist wholly or in part of ' noise '

(as distinguished from ' musical

sound') are less sonorous than those which contain no perceptible 'noise.'

Hence a perfectly logical classification into vowels and consonants might

be based on the presence or absence of perceptible 'noise.' If this

classification were adopted, the voiced sounds m, n, etc. , and the voiced

1 sounds would have to be classed as vowels because in normal pro-

nunciation they are not accompanied by any perceptible
' noise.

' This

method of classification, however, would be less convenient in practice

than that given in 18.
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very little sonority in comparison with the voiced sounds,

and the differences in sonority between the various

breathed consonants are practically negligible.

CONSONANTS.

22. Some consonants are breathed, others are voiced.

To every breathed consonant corresponds a voiced con-

sonant, i.e. one articulated in the same place and manner,

but with voice substituted for breath, and vice versa ;
thus

V corresponds to f, b to p. It should be noticed that

voiced consonants are usually pronounced with less force

of the breath than breathed consonants. The breathed

forms corresponding to several of the English voiced

consonants, e.g. m, 1, do not occur regularly in English.

It is a good phonetic exercise to deduce unfamiliar

breathed consonants from familiar voiced ones, e.g. to

deduce from m, which is a voiced consonant, the corre-

sponding breathed consonant (phonetic symbol m) 1 and

to deduce from 1 the corresponding breathed consonant I
2

.

This is done by pronouncing sequences such as vfvf. ,

zszs
,
until the method of passing from voice to breath

is clearly felt, and then applying the same method to m,

1, etc., thus obtaining xnmmm ,
1111

,
nnnn

,

etc. m and n are merely an expiration through the nose

with the tongue and lips in the position for b and d

respectively.

23. Speakers from Gaelic districts often fail to bring
out the distinction between certain breathed and voiced

consonants. They must train the ear to recognise the

1 is pictorial of the shape of the glottis when a breathed sound is

produced, v indicates that the sound is voiced.
2 This sound exists in French, e.g. peuple, pocpl ; it is also the sound

of Welsh II, e.g. Llangollen, lancplen.
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difference, and then the mouth to reproduce it in their

speech. See word lists in Part III for practice and 100,

103, 110, 116.

VOWELS.

24 There are numerous positions of the organs of

speech and more especially of the tongue, in which, when
voice is produced, it is accompanied by little or no noise.

In each of these positions a resonance chamber is formed

which modifies the quality of tone produced, and gives

rise to a distinct vowel. The number of possible vowels

which can be distinguished by an ordinary ear is very

large some hundreds but in any one language the

number of distinct vowels is comparatively small. In

Scottish it is not necessary for ordinary purposes to distin-

guish more than fifteen (see Table II, p. 22) in the case of

any one speaker, and seventeen including possible variants.

ISOLATING SOUNDS.

25. Students are recommended from this point on-

wards to practise the isolating of the individual sounds

in a word. To do this effectively (1) they must not be

misled by our modern spelling, and (2) they must dis-

tinguish carefully between breathed and voiced sounds.

In the word thin the first sound is represented by two

letters th = 8, and is breathed, as may be proved by the

fact that it cannot be sung and has a voiced counterpart

in the, Vs. The last sound in thin may be easily got as

it can be prolonged until the ear has caught the effect.

The medial sound i = i strikes the ear with the greatest

effect as it is a vowel. In sounding it must be re-

membered that no vowel should be heard after it, i.e. it

is breath throughout its whole length.
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CLASSIFICATION OF CONSONANTS.

26. As we have already seen, consonants may be

either breathed or voiced speech sounds. We recognise

p, t, k as breathed and b, d, g as voiced sounds. Our

ear, however, notes a further distinction, p and b have

something in common that makes them different from

t and d and k and
g.

A close examination will show us

that p and b are formed at the lips, t and d at the point

of the tongue, and k and g at the back of the tongue.

Consonants, therefore, must be classified according to the

place in the vocal organs where the sound is articulated.

Remembering our description of a consonant as a speech
sound in which the breath current is impeded completely
or partially in the throat or mouth, or produces audible

friction, we might add that consonants must be classified

according to the part of the Vocal Organs where the check

takes place or where the constriction of the breath current

occurs that produces audible friction. Thus we have the

following classes of consonants.

(1) Lips (also called bi-labial) consonants where the

sounds are formed between the two lips. Ex-

amples p, b, m.

(2) Lip-teeth (also called labio-dental) consonants,

articulated between the lower lip and upper
teeth. Examples f, v.

(3) Point-teeth (also called pre-dental or linguo-

dental), articulated between the point of the

tongue and the teeth. Examples 9 in thin,

9in, and V in thee, $i.
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(4) Point (also called post-dental or lingual), articu-

lated between the point of the tongue and the

apex of the teeth ridge. Examples t, d, n, 1, r.

(5) Fore-blade (or pre-alveolar), articulated between

the part of the blade just behind the point
and the teeth ridge. Examples B, z, as in

so, so:, and zone, zon.

(6) After-blade (or post-alveolar), articulated between

the after part of the blade and the after teeth

ridge. Examples J and 5, as in show, Jo:, and

pleasure, plesar.

(7) Front (also called palatal), articulated between

the front (middle) of tongue and the hard

palate. Examples 9 and j, as in hue, 9Ju:,

and you, ju.

(8) Back (also called velar), articulated between the

back of the tongue and the soft palate, as k in

cat, kat, g in gun, gAn, TJ
in long, lot).

(9) Throat (also called glottal or laryngal), articulated

in the glottis, i.e. between the vocal chords, as

h in him, him.

(10) Lips-back (also called labio-velar), articulated in

two places, viz. at the lips and at the back of

the tongue. Examples w in we, wi, and M. in

when,

27. If now we examine such a group of consonants

as d, n, 1, r, we find that they are all voiced and are all

formed at the point of the tongue. Notwithstanding this

double agreement, they are not alike to the ear. We
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must, therefore, seek some other ground of difference

which will be found to consist in the manner in which

the consonant is formed. Five classes can thus be dis-

tinguished.

i. Plosive, formed by completely closing the air

passage and suddenly removing the obstacle, or one of

the obstacles, so that the air escapes, making an explosive

sound. Examples p, d, g. Sometimes no plosion is

heard (see 194 202), in which case the consonant is

more properly called a stop.

ii. Nasal, formed by completely closing the mouth

at some point, the soft palate remaining lowered so that

the air is free to pass out through the nose. Examples

m, n, TJ. (These are the only English sounds in which

the soft palate is lowered.)

iii. Lateral, formed by an obstacle placed in the

middle of the mouth, the air being free to escape at the

sides (see, however, 75). Example 1.

iv. Trilled (or rolled), formed by a rapid succession

of taps of some elastic organ. Example rolled r.

v. Fricative, formed by a narrowing of the air

passage at some point so that the air escapes, making a

kind of hissing sound. Examples f, z. These consonants

may also be called open.

The nasal, lateral, and rolled consonants are sometimes

grouped together under the name of liquids.

28. The following table contains all the consonants

in use in the Standard English of Scotland. In the table,

the horizontal rows contain sounds articulated in the same

manner, the vertical columns contain the sounds that are
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articulated at the same place. The breathed sound is

placed before the voiced and a dash indicates that the

corresponding breathed or voiced sound is wanting, or not

in common use. For the complete designation of each

consonant and examples of its use see Values of Phonetic

Symbols, pp. xi xvi.

29. It is possible to describe each consonant shortly

so as to mark it off completely from the rest and suggest
at the same time its place and manner of formation.

Thus v is the voiced lip-teeth fricative, i.e. it is a speech
sound in which the breath current, having set the vocal

chords in vibration, forces its way out between the upper
teeth and lower lip with audible friction. It is convenient

for class purposes that the students should familiarize

themselves with these consonant names (see pp. xi xvi).

It is well, however, to remember that a mere memorizing
of names is useless unless it has been preceded by ex-

periments on the student's part to test the correctness

of the descriptions here given. For full details about

the sounds in above table see ^ 42 125.

CLASSIFICATION OF VOWELS.

30. When we whisper the vowels we find that we
can still distinguish them from each other. As the voice

effect from the larynx is practically eliminated in the

whispered vowel, we infer that the characteristic qualities

of vowels must depend on the size and shape of the air

passages above the glottis. Of these air passages the

most important is the oral cavity, whose size is varied

mostly by the horizontal and vertical movements of the

tongue. If we pronounce in succession the vowel u in

boor, bu:r, i in beer, bi:r, or the vowel o in mode, mod,
G. 2
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and e in fade, fed, we can easily feel the forward move-

ment of the tongue. So also we can observe the vertical

movement when we pronounce successively the vowels in

food, load, and laud, viz. u, o, and Q.

31. As the surface of the tongue is generally convex

to the roof of the mouth, it is convenient to describe a

vowel position by the highest point of the tongue com-

pared with the rest of its surface. Thus when the highest

point of the tongue is in the back and the long slope to

the front, we call the vowel a back vowel. If the highest

point of the tongue is in the front and the long slope to

the back, we call the sound a front vowel. Lastly we

suppose the highest point of the tongue to be in the

middle of the surface, with an equal slope to back and

front, and we call the vowels so produced mixed vowels

(or flat vowels).

32. In each of these three classes back, mixed and

front vowels it is possible, without shifting the highest

point backwards or forwards, to vary the distance from the

roof of the mouth. In the case of the front and back

vowels, this is done by means of the vertical movement of

the tongue, with the jaw generally working in unison. In

the case of the mixed vowels, the variation of the distance

from the roof is produced by the movement of the jaw
alone, the tongue position being fixed relatively to the

floor of the mouth. In this up and down movement of

the tongue we again select three positions, high, where

the tongue is as far up as possible without producing
audible friction, low, where the tongue is as far down as

it can go without shifting the highest point on its surface

backwards or forwards, and mid, where it is equidistant
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Front Mixed Back

High \i

Mid \e

Low

u/ High

o/ Mid

Low

Fig. 4. Diagram to illustrate classification of vowels, see 30 32.

Fig. 5. Tongue position for i, e, f, u, o, 9.

For the sake of clearness the mouth has been drawn wide open.

22
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from the two extremes. Thus we get the high back

vowel u in food, flid, the mid back o in load, lod, the low

back Q in laud, iQd, the high front i in feet, fit, the mid
front e in fate, fet, and the low front $ in fair, ffa

(Southern English). In Scottish as a rule we have only
two representatives of the mixed vowels, viz., the mid lax

and the mid tense, heard in the first syllable of arrive,

a'raiv, and the second syllable of further, fArftar. In

our texts it will not be necessary to distinguish these

mixed varieties.

33. Rounding. If we contrast a in far and o in for,

we notice that while both are produced with the highest

point of the tongue surface in the back, in the second the

corners of the lips come together, thus narrowing the

opening of the oral cavity. This process is called Rounding
and in the case of the back vowels it is accompanied by
a marked pressure inwards of the cheeks. In the vowel o

in coat, kot, as compared with o in cot, kot, the rounding
is more marked. In Standard Scottish no front vowels

are rounded, but several rounded varieties occur in the

Central and Southern Scottish Dialects. Some of the

back rounded vowels in weak position are reduced in

formal speech to mixed rounded (see 177, 223). The

rounding and unrounding of vowels is a valuable exercise

in ear training and vocal gymnastics and is recommended

to students.

34. Condition of Tongue. Another element which is

often of great importance in determining vowel quality is

the state of the tongue and cheeks, more especially the

first, as regards muscular tension. Vowels produced while

the tongue is in a state of muscular tension are called
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tense vowels
;

i in leap, lip, is an example of a tense vowel.

Those which are produced when the tongue is not in a

state of muscular tension, but is held loosely, are called

lax vowels : an example is i in lip, lip. It is possible that

the tension of the vocal chords may be a contributing

cause of the distinction between vowels like i and i
1
.

35. The soft palate may affect vowel quality. In the

articulation of normal vowels the soft palate is raised so

that it touches the back wall of the pharynx as shewn in

fig. 5, p. 19. The result is that no air can pass through
the nose. It is, however, possible to lower the soft palate

so that it takes up the position shown in
fig. 1, p. 5, and the

air can then pass out through the nose as well as through the

mouth. When vowels are pronounced with the soft palate

lowered in this way, they are said to be nasalized. Nasaliza-

tion is expressed by the symbol
~
placed over the symbol of

the sound which is nasalized. An example of a nasalized

vowel is the French a as in cent, sang, sa. Consonants,

other than nasal consonants, may also be nasalized, but

such nasalized consonants do not occur regularly in any

important language. The movements of the soft palate

may be observed by means of a pencil about 6 in. long
inserted into the mouth. If this is held between the finger

and the upper teeth so that the end inside the mouth rests

lightly against the middle of the soft palate, and groups
of sounds such as a&a&. . .eeel. . . are pronounced, the outer

end of the pencil is seen to rise for the sounds d, i and

to fall for the sounds a, e. Again, if we breathe in

through the nose and out through the mouth the end of

the pencil rises and falls in a similar manner. Nasalized
1 See experiments by E. A. Meyer, described in Festschrift Wilhelm

Vie.tor (Marburg).
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vowels do not occur in Standard Scottish but may be

heard from Gaelic speakers more especially when the

vowels are in proximity to nasal consonants.

36. The following table contains all the vowels used

in Standard Scottish speech :

TABLE II

The phonetic symbols with a plain line under them indicate tense

vowels, those with a zig-zag line indicate rounded vowels.

37. Remarks on Vowel Table : For class purposes it

is better to observe a fixed order in naming the vowels,

viz. (1) height, (2) horizontal position, (3) tenseness or

laxness, (4) rounding. As in the case of the consonants,

the name should also distinguish one vowel from another.

Thus the vowel e in fate, fet, is mid front tense, o in coat,

kot, is mid back tense rounded, i in fit, fit, is high front
lax. The student, however, must be again cautioned
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against the mere memorizing of these vowel names with-

out realizing experimentally how the sounds are formed.

See Exercises in Part III.

38. As an example of the series of investigations

that each student should make for himself in the case

of all the vowels, we might take the sound o in coat.

First we pronounce the word slowly, then cut off the

final consonant, and then the initial, which should leave

us with the sound o (see 32). The sound thus isolated,

we recognize as voiced, because it can be sung, and as the

mouth passage is not sufficiently contracted to cause

audible friction, we call it a vowel. The tongue is in or

near the mid position because if we raise it, we produce
a new sound, viz. u in food, and if we lower it we get the

vowel 9 in law. Again if we feel the tongue with a

finger, we can assure ourselves that in pronouncing o

the highest point on the surface is in the back. If we

pronounce successively the vowels o, a, e, as in coat, kot,

arise, a'raiz, fate, fet, we can feel the progressive move-

ment forward of the tongue which would again prove o

to be formed in the back of the mouth. Then we note

that in o the muscles of the tongue, cheeks and lips, are

all pulled tight, o is a tense vowel. If we relax them,

without shifting the position of the tongue to any great

extent, we get a vowel of different quality, viz. o in cot,

kot. Lastly we can feel and, with the help of a mirror,

see the action of the lips and cheeks in rounding the

sound. If, keeping the tongue in the same position, we

press out the cheeks 1
,
and separate the corners of the lips,

we produce a different sound, something like A in but.

1 This can be done by inserting the index finger and thumb into the

mouth and pressing them apart against the cheeks horizontally.
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With the help of a mirror we can now see distinctly the

position of the tongue in the back of the mouth. Round

the lips and cheeks again and we hear the o sound once

more. We sum up all these experiences in the name

mid back tense rounded. As all normal vowels are voiced,

this may be left unexpressed in our description of the

vowel sounds.

39. If the student will move his tongue slowly from

u to 9 or from i to ^ he will soon discover that there are

many gradations of sound between these extremes. If it

were necessary to indicate intermediate positions more

exactly, we might use the terms high lowered, mid raised,

mid lowered, low raised. Thus the second vowel in

pity, pitiT ,
is high front lax lowered, the vowel in road,

rod, is often in Edinburgh pronunciation the mid back

tense rounded raised (approaching the sound of u), the

vowel in lot, lot, is generally in Scottish mid back lax

rounded, but a common substitute is the same vowel

lowered, and a less common substitute is the low back

lax rounded raised. The low back lax rounded, regular
in Southern English in words like lot, is rare in Scottish.

We can indicate these vowels by means of diacritics, thus

OT mid back lax rounded lowered, 9* low back lax rounded

raised, but as a rule such minute accuracy will not be

necessary in our texts.

40. In the horizontal movement of the tongue, it is

also possible to note gradations of sound between the

normal positions. Thus in the pronunciation (of many
Scottish speakers) of the vowel in good, the highest point

of the tongue is not in the back of the surface but

between that and the middle. We should call such a
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vowel in good an advanced u, and indicate the fact by
the diacritic +, e.g. u + . On the other hand the tongue
is often drawn back slightly from the normal position.

Thus in pronouncing the. vowel in man, Southern English

maen, Scottish speakers generally draw back the tongue.

We might call this vowel ae retracted and write it ae-.

As this vowel is in common use in Scottish, we have a

separate symbol for it, viz. a. In our broad transcription,

diacritic marks can be generally dispensed with, except

now and again to indicate dialect sounds.

41. We are now in a position to consider the speech

sounds in use in our Scottish type of English. It will

in many cases be sufficient to explain the formation of

sounds by using the terms already defined (see 26 40).

Raising of the soft palate (as in fig. 5, p. 19) is to be

implied in the case of all sounds except the nasal

consonants, unless the contrary is stated.

CHAPTER IV

THE PLOSIVE CONSONANTS

P

42. In pronouncing this sound the air passage is

completely blocked by closing the lips and raising the

soft palate; when the lips are opened the air suddenly

escapes from the mouth, and in doing so makes an ex-

plosive sound
;
the vocal chords are not made to vibrate.

This action may be summed up by saying that p is the

breathed lips plosive. Sometimes no plosion occurs, in
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which case the consonant would more properly be called

a breathed lips stop. (See 27 i, 200 202.)

43. p is the usual sound of the letter p. p is also

represented by pp as in happy, 'hapi, and sapped, sapt.

Other less frequent spellings for the same sound are ph,

pe, ppe, gh, as in Glapkam, 'klapam, Grimthorpe, 'gnm-
9orp, steppe, step, hiccough, 'hikap.

44. This sound is formed exactly like p except that

the vocal chords are made to vibrate ( 13) so that '

voice
'

is heard. The formation of the sound b may be expressed

shortly by defining it as the voiced lips plosive.

45. b is the usual sound of the letter b. Note also

bb and pb spellings. Examples baby, 'bebi, pebble, 'pebl,

cupboard, 'kAbard.

46. Breathed point plosive. Articulated with the

point of the tongue against the apex of the teeth ridge.

47. This sound is most frequently written with the

letter t or tt. It is the sound o.f -ed in the past tense

or the past participle of verbs ending in breathed con-

sonants (other than t), e.g. bet, bet, better, 'betar, packed,

pakt, rushed, rA/t, but waited, 'wetjd. Note these other

spellings : debt, det, receipt, n*sit, yacht, jot, caste, kast,

phthisic, 'txzik, mezzotint, 'metsotrat, eight, et, Thames,

temz, indict, in'dait.

48. In careless speech t is often omitted before d\

sit down becomes si'daun instead of sit'daun. So also
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postman, 'postman, becomes 'posrnan, next one, 'nekst-

wan, becomes 'nekswan. These pronunciations should be

avoided in careful speech, especially in school. On the

other hand t is omitted regularly in listen, must n't, and

often, 'hsn, 'mAsnt, 'ofan. 'often is sometimes heard,

especially in very dignified speech.

49. Many speakers advance the point of the tongue
as far as the upper teeth in the articulation of this sound.

This gives a slight lisping effect to the speech and is not

uncommon in Gaelic speakers. Before r the stop in such

cases seems to be very loosely held so that the escape of

breath gives the impression of 9 in thin. Thus trill,

normally tnl, becomes t9nl, and even 0nl. Before 9 or

V, t is commonly advanced towards the teeth as in at

them, at+tSem 1

.

d

50. This sound is formed exactly like t, except that

the breath is replaced by voice. The formation of the

sound d may be expressed shortly by defining it as a

voiced point plosive (or stop).

51. The letter d in our writing stands most commonly
for this sound as in deed, did. Note however sadder,

'sadar, jagged, 'd3agid, horde, hord, should, Jud, Wynd-
ham, 'wmdam, add, ad.

52. Speakers from Gaelic districts tend to unvoice

this sound when final and Scotch dialect speakers also

in adjectival and participial words ending in -ed, e.g.

ragged, crabbed are often pronounced 'ragat and 'krabat

instead of 'ragjd and 'krabjd ;
-ed also after m or n is

1 For + see 40.
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often wrongly unvoiced, e.g. flattened, flatnt, instead of

flatnd. In some parts of Scotland a lengthened n is

used regularly in dialect instead of final nd as in land,

but this must not be carried into standard speech. As
in the case of t (see 49) the point-teeth sound of d

especially before r must be avoided, drop is drop and

neither d+rop nor d + ftrop.

53. The sound d is frequently dropped in conversational

pronunciation when it occurs in the middle of a group
of consonants, especially when preceded or followed by a

nasal. Kindness, grandmother are very commonly, if not

usually, pronounced 'kainnis, 'granmA'Sar. (These are

really cases of assimilation, see 215.) A very common
case is the word and when unstressed. Bread and butter

is generally pronounced bredn'bAtar (not bredand'bAtar)
or even bredm'bAtar, and two-and-six is usually tuan'siks

in conversational pronunciation. So also handful, land-

lady may become 'hanfl, 'lanledi.

k

54. In pronouncing this sound, the glottis is open
but the air passage is completely blocked by raising the

back of the tongue to touch the soft palate which is also

raised so as to shut off the nose passage (see 10, 11).

When the contact of the tongue with the palate is re-

leased by lowering the tongue, the air suddenly escapes

through the mouth and in doing so makes an explosive

sound. We call this sound the breathed back plosive (or

stop).

55. c is the letter most commonly used for this

sound in writing, especially before a, o and u. k is used
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frequently before e and i. ck is used after a short vowel.

Examples : cat, kat, kin, kin, coW, kold, keg, keg, cw,

kAt, /ac&, lak. Notice other spellings : quell, kwel,

except, jk'sept, hough, hok, barque, bark, conquer, Tcorjkar,

ache, ek, 6o#, boks, character, 'karaktar, walk, wqk.

56. In the dialects of Orkney and Shetland this

sound is opened before A\ or w and the fricative x is

the result. Thus question, 'kwestjan becomes *xwestjan

(see 94).

9

57. This sound is formed exactly like k except that

the vocal chords are made to vibrate ( 13) so that
'

voice
'

is heard. The formation of the sound may be expressed

shortly by defining the sound as the voiced back plosive

(or stop).

58. The letter g stands in most words for this sound,

as in gun, gAn. Note also bigger, Taigar, ghost, gost,

examine, ig'zamm, guest, gest, vague, veg, luxurious,

lAg'5urxas. For the wrong use of g after
TJ

see 72.

59. k and g are still pronounced in Scotch dialect

before n as they were in Old English, e.g. knee, gnaw,

kni:, gna:. In East Forfarshire t is substituted for k
in words of the knee class (see 213).

60. This sound is formed by closing the glottis com-

pletely (namely by bringing the edges of the vocal chords

into contact) and suddenly opening it (i.e. separating the

vocal chords again). This action may be expressed shortly

by defining ? as the glottal stop or glottal plosive. This

sound has no letter to represent it in ordinary spelling.
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61. An exaggerated form of this consonant constitutes

the explosive sound heard in coughing. The glottal stop

is common in Scotch dialect pronunciation in the district

between the Firths of Forth and Tay on the east side and

the Firth of Clyde on the west. It is most frequent before

the stop consonants t, p, k, and may be heard also before

the nasals n and
TJ.

It often takes the place of the following

consonant* e.g. pass the butter becomes 'pas'Ba'bAPar.

Cultured speakers from these districts have some

difficulty in completely eliminating this peculiarity, but

it can be very much attenuated by slow and deliberate

utterance. This sound is sometimes heard before strongly

stressed initial vowels and in the emphatic negation no !,

no?.

CHAPTER V

m
62. In pronouncing this sound the mouth passage is

blocked by closing the lips ;
the soft palate is lowered so

that the air passes out through the nose
;
the vocal chords

are in vibration. This formation may be expressed shortly

by defining the sound as the voiced lips nasal consonant.

63. The corresponding breathed consonant does not

occur in Standard Scottish, except in interjections such

as mmm (generally written km, ahem) and in words like

small, etc. (see 212). It may occur in Shetland dialect,

e.g. humpy, hompi, unruly (applied to the sea).
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64. m is the regular sound of the letter m as in man,
man. Other spellings for this sound are to be seen in

hammer, 'hamar, Banff, bamf, damn, dam, phlegm, flem,

holm, horn, lamb, lam.

65. Note that in words like prism, chasm, the m is

syllabic ( 206). 'prizam and even 'prizAm are often

heard, but should be avoided. In careless speech m
often occurs instead of n when preceded by p or b, e.g.

open, 'opn becoming 'opm, cup and saucer becoming

kApm'sQsar instead of kApan'sQsar (see 214).

66. In pronouncing the consonant n, the mouth

passage is blocked by raising the tip of the tongue to

touch the teeth ridge ;
the soft palate is lowered so that

the air passes out through the nose
;
the vocal chords are

in vibration. This formation may be expressed shortly

by defining the sound as a voiced point nasal consonant.

67. n is the regular sound of the letter n. Example
none, nAn. Other examples are : dinner, 'dinar, reign,

ren, gnaw, n<j:, mnemonics, ni'moniks, knee, nil, pneu-

matic, nju'matik.

68. n is frequently syllabic ( 206), especially in

syllables beginning with other point consonants
;
thus :

mutton, ridden, are usually pronounced 'mAtn, 'ridn. In

poetry, however, this syllabic n as well as m often does

not count as a separate syllable and must then be very

lightly pronounced. Example :

" Alas ! the fowls of heaven have wings,
And blasts of heaven will aid their flight."

WORDSWORTH, Affliction of Margaret
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69. The corresponding breathed sound n does not

occur in Standard Scottish except in exclamations and

sometimes sporadically in rapid careless speech, e.g. / don't

know, aiMonrmo: for ai'dontno:
;
1 can't tell, ai'kanntel.

It may occur in Shetland dialect, e.g. knit, knit.

i

70. In pronouncing this sound the mouth passage is

completely blocked by raising the back of the tongue to

touch the soft palate ;
the soft palate is lowered so that

the air passes out through the nose
;
the vocal chords are

in vibration. The formation of the sound may be ex-

pressed shortly by defining it as the voiced back nasal

consonant.

71.
TJ

is the sound of final ng, as in king, kirj, and

of n before letters representing the sounds k and g as in

ink, irjk, finger, 'firjgar. Further examples of the sound

are song, SOTJ, singer, 'snjar, anchor, 'arjkar, congress,

'koijgres, handkerchief, TiaTjkart/if, younger, 'jArjgar.

72. The so-called dropping of g in the termination

-ing is really the substitution of n for
TJ.

In the North

and West Highlands such words as sing, srrj
and singer,

'siTjar,
are often pronounced as

sirjg,
or sirjgg, and 'snjgar.

Ien9 for leTj0 (Length), and a'pnjan for a'pinjan (opinion)

are probably derived from Scotch dialect and should be

avoided.

73. An unvoiced
TJ

is sometimes heard in Shetland

speech, e.g. knee may be heard as
jjTji

: buncle (a knot or

lump) as TjjoTjkl.

74. Notice that in Standard Scottish mb, nd, Tjg
in

words like number, land, longer must not become m, n, TJ
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as in Scotch dialect (see 215). Thus longer is 'lorjgar

and not 'lorjar.

1

75. In the consonant 1, as used generally in Standard

Scottish, the point of the tongue rises to the teeth ridge,

and the air current, split into two portions, passes along
the edges of the tongue. Sometimes the breath passes

out along one edge of the tongue without any appreciable

difference in acoustic effect. Hence the most appropriate

name for this consonant is voiced point lateral (or side).

The small amount of friction accompanying this sound

makes it closely akin to the vowel. It is often called

a vowel-like or vocalic consonant and its comparatively

high sonority gives it a syllabic power (see 205, 206)
under certain conditions, as in battle, 'batl, ladle, 'ledl,

not 'batAl, 'ledAl.

76. Whether in the single word or in the breath

group (see 189), consisting of two or more words, this

consonant is apt to be modified by the influence of con-

tiguous sounds, more particularly vowels. Two varieties

should be specially noted (1) the clear 1 where the point

of the tongue touches the teeth ridge but the back does

not rise (see fig. 6 (i), p. 34), (2) the dark 1 where the back

rises as well as the point (see fig. 6 (ii), p. 34). The clear

1 has a resonance akin to the vowel i and the dark

variety approaches in acoustic effect the vowel u.

77. In the beginning of words the clear 1 is more

common but before back vowels it tends to change into

the dark with the upward movement of the back of the

tongue. The resultant of these changes is very frequently

an 1 intermediate between the clear and dark varieties.

e. 3
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After a vowel or a consonant the dark 1 is the more

common but the clear or intermediate variety may be

frequently heard after lip and point consonants and front

vowels.

78. In the Scotch phrase 'mAkl'gwid, i.e. much good,

the 1 may be formed without point contact while the air

current glides along one side of the back of the tongue.

This form of 1 should be avoided in correct speech.

79. The spellings for the sound 1 are I, II, In, le, as

loud, laud, follow, 'folo, kiln, kxl, apple, 'apl.

80. The breathed I, i.e.
\,

is not a regular speech
sound in Scottish but it may be occasionally heard in

rapid speech between breathed sounds as What will Tom
do ? Aiotl'tomdu: ?
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r sounds

81. Voiced point trilled (rolled). This sound is

formed by a rapid succession of taps of the tip of the

tongue against the teeth ridge.

82. Examples: rude, rud, arrange, a'rend5, waiter,

'wetar, wring, rnj.

83. This is the most common form used in Scotland

of the sound written with the letter r. Within recent

years there has been a tendency to attenuate the force of

the trill especially in final positions and before another

consonant. This tendency is probably due more to imita-

tion of Southern speakers than to a natural development
in the pronunciation. The trill may be reduced (finally

and before consonants) to a single tap [r], or even to a

fricative consonant [j], and in the latter case a change of

quality in the preceding vowel is perceptible.

The consonantal effect, in any case, is never lost in

genuine Scottish speech, and the trill may still be said to

be the characteristic Scottish sound corresponding to the

letter r.

84. In Celtic districts the point trill is not heard, at

least finally and before another consonant. In the first

case it is a fricative consonant in which the point of the

tongue is turned upwards and backwards. In the second

case, i.e. before another consonant, this inverted r can also

be heard, but very frequently the pure consonantal effect is

lost and all that remains is a peculiar modification of the

preceding vowel (see fig. 7, p. 36, and 187, 188). In some
of the Scotch dialects of the North East, r is regularly

dropped before s as purse, horsie, PAS, 'hosj.

32
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85. The consonant produced by the trilling of the

uvula is called the back or uvular r. Its phonetic symbol
is and its use in Scottish is considered a defect of

speech. It is not peculiar to any district in Scotland,

but is often heard from individual speakers. Even when

it is the result of imitation and not of some physical

defect, it is extremely difficult for a grown up person to

get rid of it. The point trill may be got by repeating

Fig. 7. Diagram illustrating Inversion.

tada... at first slowly and then very quickly, the tongue

being kept as loose as possible. The result is that the d

comes out as a slightly trilled r and the succession of

sound tra. When the sound has been practised alone, it

should then be used in words where it stands first, then

in words where it is final, and lastly in words where it is

medial. Regular and careful reading aloud should follow

these exercises.
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86. Those who find difficulty in pronouncing the

point trill might use the point fricative instead (see 117).

This sound may be got by pronouncing first 8 (see 102),

and then gently withdrawing the tongue from the teeth

till the point is about under the upper gum, and a sound

is produced that is neither t5 nor z. If the teeth are

kept an inch apart and an attempt is made to pronounce z,

the result will be an untrilled r. The pupil should

practise the sound attained in either of these ways, until

it has made a decided impression on his ear. He should

then practise it in single words and lastly in connected

speech. Teachers in the Infant Room should be on the

watch for the uvular r, as its correction in early life is in

most cases a comparatively simple matter and a very

important thing for the future comfort and success of the

pupil.

87. Note the incorrect insertion of 9 (see 175)
before the r sound in umbrella, shroud, country, Amba'rela,

fa'raud, 'kAntari for Am'brela, Jraud, 'kAntn.

CHAPTER VI
>

,

THE FRICATIVE CONSONANTS

M
88. This sound may be described as a breathed lips-

back fricative. It is formed by rounding and pushing
forward the lips, at the same time raising the back of

the tongue in the direction of the soft palate.
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89. Ak is represented in our ordinary spelling by wh

and is very seldom replaced by w in Scottish speech.

Examples: when, Aien, whale, Mel, why, Mai, wheel, AuL

90. There is a tendency on the part of some Scotch

speakers to raise the back of the tongue too high, thus

producing the back fricative x (as in Scotch loch) along
with M. This should be avoided.

91. On the other hand, the lowering of the tongue
to a neutral position converts the M. into a bi-labial f.

This has actually taken place in Northern Scotch, the

bi-labial being later changed into the ordinary lip-teeth f,

e.g. O.E. hwaet, N. Scotch fat, Mod. Eng. Aiot.

w
92. The voiced lips-back fricative. This consonant is

formed in the same way as the last, only the vocal chords

are in vibration and the sound is produced with hardly

any friction.

93. w is the consonantal sound of the letter w. It

is used when w occurs at the beginning of a syllable or

is preceded by a consonant, e.g. wait, wet, away, a*we:,

twelve, twelv. The letter u is generally pronounced as w
when preceded by q, e.g. quite, kwart, and often when

preceded by g in unstressed syllables, e.g. language,

'laTjgwjd5. w before r is silent in modern English,

though some of the Scotch dialects still retain it as w
or v, e.g. wrought, modern English TQt, Scotch dialect

wroxt or vroxt. Other examples : one, WAn, dissuade,

di'swed. once, WAHS. cuirass, kwi'ras, choir, kwair,

queen, kwin.

Note that in the colloquial style w is often omitted

in the words will and would, e.g. that will do, Catl'du:.
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94. Breathed back fricative. This sound is formed

by the back of the tongue rising towards the soft palate

but without touching it. It is heard in a few words

derived from Scotch dialect and in some place-names,

e.g. loch, lox, Sauchieburn, 'sQxibArn. In some parts of

Scotland x is substituted for 9 in words like three, xri: for

6ri:, and in Orkney and Shetland dialect it is used for k

in words beginning with kw, as in question, 'xwestjan,

instead of 'kwestjan (see 56).

95. The voiced sound g corresponding to x has been

lost in Modern English. It occurs in Gaelic, e.g. laogh, a

calf, IIH +
CJ.,

and in German, e.g. wagen, vagan. Its pro-

duction from x (see 94) is for English speakers a very

good test of ability to voice a breathed consonant.

96: This sound is formed by pressing the lower lip

against the upper teeth and allowing the air to force its

way between them and through the interstices of the

teeth; the soft palate is raised and the glottis is left

open. The consonant is fully described as the breathed

lip-teeth fricative.

97. Examples of f : fan, fAn, calf, kaf, ruff, rAf,

often, 'ofan, tough, tAf, sapphire, 'safair.

98. The voiced lip-teeth fricative corresponding to

above is written phonetically v.
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99. v occurs in the following spellings : very, 'ven,

nephew, 'nevju (also 'nefju), of, av or ov, twelve, twelv.

100. The Celtic student should exercise great care in

pronouncing this second sound as he is apt to unvoice it.

He should repeat such pairs of words as ruff rove, stuff

stove, life live, fine vine, fear veer, fan van, till his

ear has become used to the distinction between f and v.

e

101. We call this sound the breathed point-teeth

fricative. In its formation, the tip of the tongue is

articulated against the upper teeth, the main part being
more or less flat.

102. The voiced point-teeth fricative. Formed like 9

but with voice.

103. 9 and 8 are generally written th. Celtic speakers
should carefully study the breathed and voiced sounds in

the following examples :

thin, 9in, the, tSi,

path, pa9, paths, paitSz,

thatch, 9at/, that, Sat,

truth, tru9, truths, truitJz,

through, 9ru:, there, tJe:r,

breath, bre9, breathe, bri:S,

ether, 'i9ar, either, 'axtfar, or 'iiftar,

earthen, 'er9an, further, 'fArBar,

method, 'meGad, feather, 'fetfar,

pithy, 'pi9i, wither, 'witSar.

sikst for siksG is derived from Scottish dialect and should

be avoided.
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104. In Orkney and Shetland dialect these sounds

are regularly replaced by t and d (more or less advanced)

respectively. Pupils who find difficulty in getting the

correct sound of 9 or ft should be asked to thrust the

tongue well forward, even between the teeth. When the

sound has been thus obtained and frequently repeated,

the tongue can be gradually withdrawn to the normal

position.

105. In the following words, usage varies between 9

and U in Scottish, though, thence, thither, with. Some

people use wi$ before a vowel and voiced consonant, and

wi9 in other cases.

106. Breathed fore-blade fricative. It differs from 9

in that the fore-blade of the tongue is raised towards the

fore part of the teeth ridge. The point may be somewhat

depressed without changing appreciably the quality of the

sound.

107. The following words exhibit some of the different

ways of writing the sound a : seam, aim, scene, sin, Ciren-

cester, 'sisistar, miss, mis, schism, 'sizm, Worcester, 'wustar,

purse, pArs, christen, 'knsn, boatswain, 'bos'n, ceiling,

'silirj, psalm, sa:m, prance, prans, quartz, kwgrts.

108. Voiced fore-blade fricative. Formed in the same

way as a but with the addition of voice.

109. Examples: zone, zon, his, hiz, discern, di'zern,

muzzle, 'mAzl, as, az, reason, 'ri:zan, furze, fArz, lense,

lenz.
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110. Gaelic speakers should pay great attention to

the z sounds, which they are very apt to unvoice. They
should practise B and z singly and then in such contrasting
words as :

sink, sirjk, zinc, zirjk, hiss, his, his, hiz.

seal, sil, zeal, zil, pence, pens, pens, penz,

pince, pins, pins, pinz, glass, glas, glaze, gleiz,

e, hens, /lens, henz, 6es, blest, blazed, bleizd.

111. Breathed after-blade fricative. When this sound

is compared with B it will be found that in its formation

the tongue is drawn further back so that the after-blade

functions against the after-teeth ridge and the muscles

are held less tense. Some speakers droop the point of the

tongue towards the lower front teeth without changing
the acoustic effect to any great extent.

112. This sound forms with t a kind of consonantal

diphthong, e.g. chair, t/e:r, reach, rit/. In some districts

of Scotland, viz. Caithness and the Shetland Isles, / is

used initially in dialect pronunciation in many words that

should have tj. If the teacher makes the pupil place the

tip of the tongue on the apex of the teeth ridge in the

beginning of the word, the correct pronunciation follows

without difficulty.

113. The sound of / is most frequently written sh

in our present spelling, as shed, Jed. Other examples :

sugar, '/ugar, pressure, 'pre/ar, nation, 'ne/an, racial,

're/al, ocean, 'o/an, schist, Jist.
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3

114. Voiced after-blade fricative. Articulated in the

same manner as the preceding but with the vibration of

the vocal chords. It occurs in the consonantal group d5,

e.g. judge, d^Ad^.

115. In ordinary writing, there is no regular symbol
for 5. Examples : azure, 'e:5ar, confusion, kan'fju:5an,

measure, 'mesar, occasion, a'keisan.

116. Gaelic speakers tend to unvoice this sound as

well as z. The following contrasting words should be

carefully studied :

fashion, 'fa/an, vision, 'visan, church, t/ArtJ, judge,

hitch, hit/, hedge, beds, chew, tfu:, Jew,

chin, t/xn, gin, dyn, chest, t/est, jest,

117. Voiced point fricative. It is articulated by the

tip of the tongue against the teeth ridge, the front part

of the tongue being somewhat hollowed (see fig. 8). It

is a substitute with many Scottish speakers for the trilled

r before consonants and finally (see 83). Among many
Gaelic speakers j in this position is replaced by the

inverted consonant J, i.e. a fricative r sound pronounced
with the tip of the tongue turned back towards the hard

palate, a is used by many speakers after n, a strong trill

in such a case giving the impression of d, e.g. Henry,

'henji, instead of 'hendn.

118. In words where a long vowel or diphthong is

followed by this consonant, an intermediate glide sound

is heard from many speakers. Thus feur, four, fire, might
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be written in narrow transcription, fij, fo*j, fai*r. This

intermediate sound should never develop into A (see 150).

In our texts we shall write fi:r, fo:r, etc., using the same

symbol r for r ( 81) or r ( 83) or j.

Fig. 8. Tongue-positions of the dental fricatives 1
.

J

119. In pronouncing j the air passage is narrowed by

raising the front of the tongue so as nearly to touch the

hard palate. The sound is voiced and uttered with the

minimum of audible friction in Standard Scottish. The

tongue position is only a little higher than that for i (cf.

figs. 5 and 8). The consonant may be described as the

voiced front fricative.

1 For the sake of clearness the mouth has been drawn wide open. As

a matter of fact, in pronouncing , z and
J, 5 the teeth are generally

almost in contact.
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120. Initially it is very often written y as young, JATJ.

Other examples: union, 'junjan, beauty, 'bjuti, genius,

'dsinjas, ewe, ju:, pure, pjuir, opinion, a'pmjan.

121. In Standard Scottish there is not the same

tendency to change j after t into / and after d into 5.

We still say 'netjar and edju'ke/an in careful speech
where in Southern English are heard more commonly

'nert/a and ed5u'kei/an. Former sj and zj have become

/ and 3 frequently in standard speech before a or a syllabic

consonant as in nation, 'ne/an, ocean, 'o/0n, special, 'spe/al.

There are a few examples in other cases, e.g. /u:r for

sure, and '/ugar for sugar, 'ju:5ual for usual. For casual

may be heard from educated people 'kazjual, *ka3ual and

'kagjual. Note also soldier,

9

122. Breathed front fricative. It is heard frequently
in Standard Scottish in words like hue, huge, gu: or gju:,

$ud3 or 9Jud5. hju: and hjuds are also used.

123. It should be observed that w and j differ from

the other fricatives in the fact that they cannot be held

for any time without developing into a vowel. They
seem to resemble the plosive in coming forth with a slight

plosion, but on the other hand they resemble the fricatives

in having the mouth passage open all the time. Both

are accompanied by very little audible friction, w is

consequently very nearly an u and j very nearly an i, and

as a matter of fact, in the history of our speech, vowel

and consonant frequently interchange, cf. one, WAH (Shake-

speare's on or un) with alone, alon, and dialected young
uns, 'JATJ Anz, and Scotch oo u: for wool, wul; former dzuk

and modern djuk for duke.
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124. In the utterance of an initial vowel in English,

the voice effect is generally preceded by a gentle breath

as the chords gradually close for the production of voice.

When the breath current is accelerated so that friction is

caused on the edges of the chords, we become conscious of

a separate sound preceding the vowel. This sound is

written h and may be termed the breathed glottal fricative.

Its popular name the aspirate is not very appropriate,

as initial vowels in Standard Scottish, where we hear no h,

are also generally aspirated, i.e. preceded by a gentle
breath. When this accelerated or stressed breath enters

the oral cavity, the latter has assumed or is assuming the

shape of the following vowel, h therefore must take the

oral shape of the vowel it precedes and h sounds are really

devocalized vowels and have as many varieties as there

are vowels, who and he might be written uu, ii, only it

would not be so convenient as the single symbol h. The

so-called dropping of h is not unknown in Scottish dialect,

e.g. in some of the fishing villages on the north-east coast

and particularly in the Black Isle, Easter Ross. When
a word is specially emphasized, the h is often restored.

125. In Scotch dialect, hit 1 and hAZ or haz are

emphatic forms of it, it, and us, AS. In familiar colloquial

speech h is regularly dropped in pronominal words like

him, her, his, which are habitually used with little stress,

but the h is restored when the pronoun is emphasized,

e.g. / told him so. Not HIM surely, ai'toldimso:. not

'him Juirli. In careful speech the h is more rarely

1 hit is the original form of the pronoun.
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dropped, and in formal reading almost never. Note that

in history, 'histari, the accent is on the first syllable and

therefore h is pronounced, hence we say a history. In

historical, is'tonkl, the accent is on the second, no h is

audible and hence we say an historical. The memory of

history and the written h in historical combine to restore

the pronunciation of h in historical, and hence we have at

present two pronunciations of this word. Note also that

humour and hotel are pronounced by some with the h and

by others without it.

CHAPTER VII

THE VOWELS

THE FRONT VOWELS

i

126. The front vowels are articulated with the front

of the tongue raised towards the hard palate and the whole

body of the tongue moved forward from the back of the

mouth (see fig. 5 (i), p. 19). The exit for the breath current

is between the forepart of the tongue and that part of the

mouth roof which lies between the hard palate and the

teeth. The lips are neutral and somewhat spread and the

tip of the tongue generally touches the lower teeth. When
the tongue is as high as possible without causing audible

friction and the muscles are in a state of tension, the vowel

i is produced as in feet, fit, feed, fid. In Standard Scottish

i except before voiced fricatives, before r and finally, is
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much shorter than in Southern English (see Chap. XIV).
The complete designation of this sound is high front tense.

127. Its most common spellings are: ee, ea,e + con-

sonant + e, ei, ey, ie, i, eo. Examples : keel, lf.il, beat,

bit, mere, mi :r, fever, 'fiivar, ceiling, 'siln), key, ki:, relief,

n*lif, fatigue, fa'tig, people, 'pipl. N.B. real is 'rial and

reel is ril.

128. High front lax. This vowel is produced in prac-

tically the same position as the preceding. Owing to the

muscles of the tongue being lax, the surface of the tongue
is not so convex as in i and consequently the highest

point may be slightly lower. This vowel is generally short

in Scottish but is lengthened somewhat before voiced con-

sonants. In final position, e.g. the second vowel of pity,

it may be often heard with nearly full length. Note,

however, that x is not the short of i as the two vowels

differ in quality and may or may not agree in quantity.

129. The following are some of the ways of writing

this sound : i (the most common), y (always when final),

e, ui, ie, o, u, i + consonant + e. Examples : pin, pin, nymph,

nimf, England, 'mgland, guilt, gilt, sieve, srv, women,

'wiman, puny, 'pjuni, busy, 'bizi, give, grv. Note king is

knj and not kuj, and speak is spik and not spik.

130. When final, as in pity, i is generally somewhat

lowered, e.g. compare first and second vowels in pity. In

the verbal and plural termination es and in the adjectival

and verbal ending -ed, and in the endings -less, -ness, -est,

-et, many speakers use \, a vowel lying between e and i.

Others use a. a tends to become A, an objectionable sound

in these cases, j is a very convenient compromise between
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the extremes of A and i, although a in these terminations

must be recognized as in use in Standard Scottish. I or I

is also the second element in the diphthongs ai and ax

and 01 as in rive, rife, boy, rarv, raif, boi [rarv], [ra-af],

[bot] (see 183).

131. In Scotch dialect i may be pronounced according
to district and neighbouring sound 6 A

, e-, a-1

-, A, \,\ (for
-

see 39). Thus hill is often pronounced as if it were hull

or hell or something between these two. Speakers of

Scotch dialect and Gaelic should pay great attention to

the clear enunciation of the i vowel.

132. Note also that i is not a permissible substitute

for i in stressed open position, as in city, spirit, position.

Scotch dialect has rsite *, 'spire *t, po'zifn for the Standard

'siti, 'spirit, pa'zijan.

e

133. Mid front tense as in fate, fet. It is not

diphthongized as in Southern English. It is very tense

and raised somewhat above the middle position (see

fig. 5(1), p. 19). This raising should not be exaggerated

as it gives the impression of an i sound. To an English-

man the Scottish Mary, me:n, often sounds like miiri.

This vowel occurs generally long, but see Chap. XIV.

134. The most common spellings for this vowel are,

a + consonant + e, ai, ay, ei, ey, ea, eigh. Examples : gale,

gel, rain, ren, ray, re:, vein, ven, obey, o'bei, great,

gret, weigh, we:. Note also : straight, stret, reign, ren,

gauge, ged5, gaol, dsel, dahlia, 'delja, eh, e:. Speakers
accustomed to use Scotch dialect tend to use e or or

a vowel between these two, instead of e.

o. 4
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135. Many if not most Scottish speakers still use this

vowel e in words ending in are, air, ear, eir, ere, as care,

ke:r, stair, steir, tear, te:r, heir, e:r, ere, eir. For other

pronunciations of this class of word see 140, 141.

136. Mid front lax. The front of the tongue is

raised towards the hard palate barely reaching the mid

position, the muscles are lax and the lips neutral. This

vowel is short except when used instead of e before r

(see 140).

137. It is written e (most commonly), ea, a, ue, ei, eo,

ie, u, ai, as beg, beg, bread, bred, many, 'mem, guest, gest.

leisure, 'lesar + 'liisar, leopard, 'lepard, friend, frend,

bury, 'ben, said, sed.

138. Most Scottish speakers still use this vowel

(written e} before r or r + consonant as in confer, kanfer,

fern, fern, etc. For another pronunciation see 178.

139. This vowel is often wrongly substituted for a

(see 143) in words like cab, man, etc. 'dseksTae/fhet is

an affected form for Standard Scottish 'dsaksTm/fhat,
Jack's bashed hat. This e for a may be an attempt to

render the Southern English 8B (see 142). In the North

East, e is often wrongly replaced by i before m and n.

remember, Henry, send are pronounced rr*mimbar, Tixnn,

sznd, for ri'membar, 'henn, send.

140. Many speakers now use e: in words spelled air,

ere, etc. (see 135) before the point fricative a instead of

the old c: . e in such cases is fully long and sometimes is

followed by a slight glide. Thus care, stair, ere would be

keir, steir, eir. When e is thus lengthened, it tends to be
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lowered, hence approaching in many speakers the vowel

of southern speech. If $ is used in these words, it can

never be followed by trilled r without giving a dialectal

effect. Note that the adverb there, generally $e:r, is

often pronounced 8e:r when very emphatic. In familiar

speech in unstressed position it frequently becomes ISar,

e.g. at the beginning of a sentence, there was once a man,

tfarwaz'wAnsa'man. The adjective their when stressed

is $e:r, when unstressed tSer, or in careless speech t$ar.

141. Low front tense (or half tense). This vowel is

used by many Scottish speakers in words of the ' care
'

type instead of the more common e (see 1 135). In this

case the trilled r is replaced by the point fricative a.

The use of for e or e in any other case is strongly

suggestive of dialect speech and must be discountenanced.

142. Low front lax. Place the point of the tongue on

the ridge of the lower teeth, raise the fore part slightly

towards the front palate and open the mouth wide,

without making the muscles of the tongue tense. The

resulting sound will be a practical approximation to the

Southern English vowel in man, etc. This sound actually

occurs in a Scotch Dialect (see Murray's Dialect of the

Southern Counties of Scotland) as a substitute for e in

words like pen, Nell, bell, etc. Its use by some speakers

instead of a (see 143) in words of the man type is

probably an importation from Southern English. It is

heard most frequently about Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Most Scottish speakers who attempt to pronounce maen

42
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say men which is a Cockney pronunciation and to be

avoided. A convenient name for the low front lax would

be the front a.

a (the vowel in man)

143. When the point of the tongue is retracted from

the ae position and the whole tongue shifted slightly

backwards, a new sound is produced which in acoustic

effect is midway between ae and a (see 142, 147). It is

the most common substitute for ae in words like man (see

142), among Scottish speakers and is very similar to the

sound heard in the French patte. Some speakers use a

short a (as in German Mann) in this class of words but

this sound must be considered dialectal. A less objection-

able variety is heard when the tongue is slightly advanced

from the back position, but those who use this vowel tend

to fall back on the objectionable short a. The symbol a

may be understood to indicate a vowel distinct from a
and ae which is most conveniently called the low front lax

retracted or shortly the front a retracted.

144. a is generally the first element in the diphthong
ax heard in high, rise, etc., but see 147. Many good

speakers use ai wherever this diphthong occurs, but the

majority of Scottish speakers use a distinct variant (see

183) when the diphthong is not final nor followed by

r, z, v, .

145. The following are some of the ways in which

this diphthong is spelled : i, i + consonant + e, eigh, y,

y + consonant + e, ui, ig, igh, ai, eye. Examples : find,

faind, mile, mail, height, hart, cry, krai, style, stail,

guide, gaid, sign, sain, sight, sait, aisle, ail, eye, ai.
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146. a (sometimes a) is the first element in the

diphthong in house. The diphthong is commonly written

ou and ow, also ough : doubt, daut, fowl, faul, plough,

plan. In Scotch dialect this diphthong takes the form AU
but this is not recommended for Standard Scottish.

THE BACK VOWELS UNROUNDED

a (as in father)

147. In the formation of this vowel, the back of the

tongue rises in the direction of the soft palate, the rest of

the tongue slopes towards the lower teeth, the point

touching or approaching the roots. In Scottish speech
the back of the tongue rises well towards the mid position

as a general rule but a deeper variety of the vowel may
also be heard with the tongue in the low position. As

these two varieties are not employed to distinguish

different classes of words in Scottish speech, it will be

sufficient for our purposes to call them both the back a.

An objectionable variety of this vowel is heard when the

tongue is in the low position and the muscles of the

tongue and cheeks are drawn tight. The vowel thus

produced reminds one of an o sound, thus father, fa:$ar,

sounds almost \ikefauther, fgiCar or foiftar. a sometimes

occurs as the first element in the diphthongs heard in

high and how, hai, hau, but a (see 144, 146) is more

common. A shortened form of a is heard from many
speakers as a substitute for a (see 143) but its use is

deprecated. Although a is generally shorter than in

Southern English, it is long compared with a or A under

similar conditions.
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE a VOWELS

148. a is used

(1) in all monosyllabic words and their derivatives

ending in r, e.g. car, bar, tar, etc., ka:r, ba:r, ta:r, etc.,

but note war, wart, w<j:r, wprt, etc. where the influence

ofw has rounded the a ;

(2) in words ending in r + consonant, e.g. harp,

harsh, farm, parse, farce, charge, garb, hard, park, etc.

Add sergeant, Derby, 'sardsant, 'darbi;

(3) in words ending in -If, -Ive, -Im half, halve,

balm, calm, haf, ha:v, ba:m, ka:m.

(4) In words where an a vowel is followed by a

breathed fricative, there is a marked tendency in Southern

English to use a instead of ae, thus bath, bo.9, path, pa0,

pass, pas, ask, ask, rasp, rasp, etc. In some of these

words, e.g. path, ask, a may also be heard in Scottish but

most speakers use a (the Scottish equivalent for Southern

English SB) in this class of words; thus ba9, staf, pas, etc.

(5) So also in words of Romance origin ending in

an + consonant, a is more common in Scottish than a.

Examples: grant, grant, chance, t/ans, dance, dans,

command, ka'mand. Note Scottish has only TaitJer,

and 'ra:$ar. For the use of a in Southern English see

Jespersen's Modern English Grammar, pp. 297-310.

149. a is most commonly represented by the letter a

in our ordinary spelling. The following cases may be

specially noted :

(1) Monosyllables ending in a plosive or nasal,

rack, rak, rap, rap, sat, sat, sang, sarj, Sam, sam.
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(2) Words of native origin ending in n + consonant,

sand, sand, land, land, etc. Most words of Romance

origin in n + consonant follow same pronunciation although
the a sound is coming in.

(8) Words spelled with double consonants, especially

rr, II, e.g. happen, 'hapn, battle, 'batl, hammer, 'hamar,

rabbit, 'rabit, marrow, 'maro, sparrow, 'spare, mallow,

'malo, callow, 'kalo, etc. Note also r and I followed by
a vowel, parasol, 'parasol, character, 'karaktar, paladin,

'paladin. In such a word as starry, 'stain, the analogy
of star, stair, has of course prevailed.

A (the vowel in but)
<

150. Mid back tense. The tongue is raised half way
at the back, the muscles seem to be tense, the tip generally
rests on the floor of the mouth, the lips are neutral or

spread.

151. It is written u (most common letter), o, oo, ou,

oe. Examples : duck, dAk, son, SAn, come, kAm, blood, blAd,

touch, tAt/, does, dAZ, fur, fAr, work, WArk, hurt, hArt.

For another pronunciation offur, work, hurt, see 154.

152. Except before r, this vowel, when stressed, shows

no tendency to be advanced or flattened to the mixed

position as in Southern English.
"

In Scotch dialect it is

often lowered and with the tightening of the cheeks gives

the impression of a rounded vowel. This pronunciation

should be avoided even although in words like come and

doth it seems to correspond to the spelling.

153. Before r this vowel is still retained by the

majority of speakers. A strong trill in such a case is

to be deprecated. If a nasal or lateral consonant follows
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a strongly trilled r, a very objectionable vowel sound is

often heard
;

burns becomes bArAnz instead of bArnz

[bAjnz] or [bArnz].

154. When the trill is replaced by a fricative the

result is almost invariably a modification of the vowel in

the direction of the mixed position. The vowel inter-

mediate between A and a might be indicated by A.

Thus the most common pronunciation offur, churn, ward,

is still far, t/Arn, WArd, but fir [fij] etc. is heard from

very good speakers, while far [faj] is not unknown. In

our texts we shall use the A symbol, thus fAr.

155. When a vowel follows r, written rr, the preceding
A is never modified, e.g. hurry, furrow, burrow, are 'hAri,

'fa.ro, 'bAro. The adjective/wrr?/ follows the pronunciation

offur, i.e. 'fAri or 'fin according to individual habit.

THE BACK VOWELS ROUNDED

u (the vowel in food}

156. High back tense rounded. This vowel is pro-

duced in the back of the mouth with the tongue as high up
as possible without producing audible friction (see fig. 5 (2),

p. 19). The tongue is tense, the cheeks are pressed

inwards, the lips rounded and sometimes protruded. The

back of the tongue is slightly advanced from the full back

position in normal speech. In some parts of Scotland, viz.

Gaelic districts and in and around Glasgow, this advancing
is very marked and should be corrected. This vowel

occurs long when final and before r, z, 3, 5, and v. In

ordinary Scottish pronunciation words \ikefull do not differ

from words like fool, food, in quality and only very slightly

in quantity, u is not diphthongized in Scottish.
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157. Some spellings for this sound are oo (most

common), u, u + consonant + e, ou, ue, ew, ui, oe. cool, kul,

truth, tru8, rude, rud, wound, wund, blue, blu:, crew, kru:,

fruit, fl*ut, shoe, /u:.

158. The so called diphthong ju occurs in many

spellings, e.g. u + consonant + e, u, eau, ew, iew, ue, eu.

tune, tjun, use, ju:z (verb), dual, 'djual, beauty, *bjuti, use,

jus (noun),/ew, fju:, view, vju:, due, djui,feud, fjud.

159. After I (not preceded by a consonant), s and z,

ju and u may both be heard but u is more common.

Thus we hear ljut, 'absaljut, sju'prim, sjut, pri'zjum as

well as lut, 'absalut, su'prim, sut, pri'zum. It is wrong
to use J or 5 instead of sj, zj in these cases, although
that is the natural development of the sound and in a

very few words has actually been reached in standard

speech, viz.: Ju:r, '/u:rlr, '/ugar, for sure, surely, sugar.

160. High back lax rounded. This vowel has prac-

tically the same tongue position as u but the lips show

less rounding and protrusion and the muscles of the tongue
and cheeks are lax. It is of rare occurrence in genuine
Scottish but may be heard sometimes in unaccented

position, e.g. in the suffix ful, in the preposition to, and

as the second element in the diphthong au. Examples :

'plentiful, tu, nau. Many speakers use it in the word

woman, 'wuman. Within the last few years, through the

influence of Southern English, some speakers have begun
to use it in the same classes of words as in Southern

English, i.e. (1) in words with the oo spelling followed

by k, e.g. cook, book, etc., (2) in words with u spelling
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preceded by a lip consonant as put, pull, bull, full, bush,

push, puss, (3) words with oo or ou spelling with an

original short vowel or a long vowel shortened, wool,

wood, hood, stood, foot, soot, could, would, should, (4) in

wolf, woman, worsted. The Scottish pronunciation of the

last, viz. : 'wArstjd, is giving way before the other, 'wustjd.

o (the vowel in road)

161. Mid back tense rounded. In pronouncing this

vowel the back of the tongue is raised in the direction of

the soft palate rather higher than the mid position, the

tongue and cheeks are tense, the lips rounded and some-

times protruded (see fig. 5 (2), p. 19). The back of the

tongue is also very slightly advanced from the fully back

position. Among some speakers, especially in the east, the

tongue is raised too far towards the high position and the

lips are overrounded, giving to Southern ears the impres-v

sion of an u sound. This pronunciation should be avoided.

This vowel is not diphthongized in Scottish, and tends to

medium length. It may be heard fully long, finally and

before r, z, 5, v, tJ.

162. Its spellings are : o + consonant + e, oa, ou, ow,

o, oo, ough, oe, ew; rode, rod, road, rod, soul, sol, sow, so:,

most, most, brooch, brot/, dough, do:, woe, wo:, sew, so:.

163. In Scottish this vowel is still used in many
words ending in r + consonant, viz.: (1) afford, board,

ford, hoard, horde, sword, (2) court, courteous, courtesy,

courtier, fort, fourteen, port, comport, deport, import, report,

support, sport, (3) forth, fourth (but o in forty}, (4) coarse,

course, divorce, force, hoarse, resource, (5) borne, mourn,

sworn, torn, worn, (6) forge, (7) pork. Many who use o
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in the others use o in pork, sword, sworn, torn, worn
;

fortify and fortification have always o although fort has o.

Note that corps is sounded ko:r, but corpse is korps.

164. The following words mostly ending in oar and

ore have o in Scottish : boar, bore, boreal, core, door, floor,

fore, four (but o in forty), gore, hoar(y), more, oar, pour,

porous, restore, score, shore, snore, soar, sore, store, story,

swore, tore, wore. See, however, 169.

o (the vowel in rod)

165. Mid back lax rounded. The tongue position

for this vowel is a little lower than for or the muscles are

lax and the lips only slightly rounded.

166. o and a after w are the most common letters

for this sound. Examples : rod, rod, hot, hot, want, wont,

watch, wot/, was, woz. Note also knowledge, 'noljds,

Gloucester, 'glostar, broad, brod, hough, hok, shone, Jon.

167. Many speakers lower this vowel very consider-

ably, influenced doubtless by Southern speech. This

cannot be objected to and is much to be preferred to the

half tense vowel approaching the o sound which many
use. The fully -low back lax rounded is indicated by the

symbol 9.

168. The letter o before r+ consonant has generally

the value of o
;

for exceptions see 163. Examples :

(1) accord, chord, cord, lord, order, record, (2) form (with

derivatives), storm, (3) adorn, born, corn, horn, morn,

scorn, shorn, (4) cork, fork, stork, York, (5) resort, short,

snort, sort, (6) north, (7) George, gorge, (8) corse, corpse,

gorse, remorse.
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169. Through the influence of Southern English,

many speakers use this vowel o (1) in all words of the

r + consonant class (see 163), and (2) in those ending in

oar and ore (see 164). In the second case o is long and

in both classes the r becomes a point fricative.

170. o is the first element in the diphthong 01 in

boy, boil, oil, toil. The tense o is often heard here and is

objectionable, so also are a or a as a substitute for o in

this diphthong.

171. As in the case of e:r (see 140) a slight glide

sound is often developed before r in words of the or class

( 164), but it has not been considered necessary to indicate

this in the texts.

o, (the vowel in law)

172. Low back tense rounded. This vowel, is produced
with the tongue in the low position in the back of the

mouth, the muscles of tongue and cheeks tense and the

lips rounded (see fig. 5 (2), p. 19).

173. al, aw, au, augh, are the most frequent spellings;

walk, wo.k, wall, wo.1, war, wo,:r, hawk, ho,k, laud, lo.d,

caught, kgt. Note that haunch, haunt, jaundice, jaunt,

launch, laundry, vaunt, are heard both with Q and a.

174. o (generally lowered) is a common substitute

for this vowel. Words like thought, brought, are very

frequently pronounced 8ot, brot, even by some 6ot, brot.

This last is particularly objectionable and o, is recommended

in all these cases as the vowel at which most careful

speakers aim. The deep a sound which is used in this

class of words (al, au, aw), in many Scotch dialects, should

also be avoided. Thus walk is not wak, or wok, or wok,
but
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THE MIXED VOWELS

175. Mid mixed lax (or tense}. The tongue is lying

nearly flat in the mouth as in the position for easy

breathing, the highest point is in the middle with an equal

slope to back and front. The mouth is half open, but the

jaw may be lowered from the mid position. The muscles

are generally lax but may become tense before r.

176. There are cases where this vowel may replace

almost any of the other vowels in unstressed position.

This is very common in familiar conversation. Thus :

e becomes 9 in moment, 'momant, but mo'mentas

a a miracle, 'mirakl, mi'rakjulas

a 9 vineyard, 'vmjard, jard
o 9 harmony, 'harmani, har'monjas

Q 9 Augusta, a'gAsta, 'ggast.

177. In very careful speaking there is, in many
cases, a tendency to replace a by strong vowels, i.e. vowels

which can occur in stressed syllables. The tongue takes

up the position of the strong vowel but glides almost

instantaneously to or towards the mixed position. The

acoustic effect is something intermediate between the

strong and reduced vowel. Thus in very careful speaking
moment would not be pronounced either 'momant, as in

ordinary conversation, or 'moment, but the last vowel

would be something in acoustic effect between e and a.

In acknowledge the first vowel in careful speech would

be something intermediate between a and a. So we have

intermediate vowels between o, and a, a and a, o and a,
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o and 9, e and a, A and a. We indicate these modified

vowels in the notation a, i', d, 6, Q. o, e and A, etc.

Conversational Careful

pronunciation
'

pronunciation

vineyard 'vinjard 'vmjcLrd

forget far'get for'get

exercise 'eksarsaiz 'eksersaiz

polite pa'iait po'iait or po'lait

authority a'Ooriti g'Ooriti or o'Oorrti

178. Scottish speakers who do not use 6 in words of

the fern class (see 1 138) use a vowel intermediate between

e and a before fricative r. Examples : stern, stern, serve,

serv, earth, er0, err, er, confer, 'kanfer, pearl, perl, verdict,

'verdikt.

179. Those who do not use A before final r or r +
consonant (see 153, 154) have also an intermediate

vowel. Examples : fur, fir, church, t/Artf. In these

case r is a fricative.

180. Notice that in both these cases the original

vowel must be used when a vowel follows r or rr, e.g. peril,

'peril, hurry, 'hAri, errand, 'erand, curry, 'kAri, merry,
'men. For furry see 155.

181. The mid mixed vowel is used in Scottish speech
in words spelled ir or ir + consonant. The vowel is generally
tense. Examples : bird, bard, first, farst, gird, gard,

firm, farm, chirp, t/arp, fir, far, virgin, 'vard5in, virtue,

'vartju, girl, garl or gjarl.

182. Some speakers use here also an intermediate

vowel which we should write in narrow notation 'i, e.g. bird.

In the central districts of Scotland a book pronunciation i
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is very common as bird, but this is not to be recommended.

When a vowel follows r, i is the only correct sound,

e.g. miracle, mirror, 'mirakl, 'mirar.

183. Many speakers use a as the first element in the

diphthong in rice, light, etc. instead of a (see 144).

This is allowable except when the diphthong ends the

syllable or stands before r, z, v, ft. In ai, the first element

seems half tense and slightly raised and the x is not lowered

as in ax. Ai or AJ is in all cases dialectal. Examples are :

rise, raiz, rice, raxs, tie, tax, tight, tait,

rive, raxv, rife, raif, tied, taid, tide, taid,

sigh, sax, sight, saxt, writhe, rax$, withe, wax0.

184. Note that an inflectional ending does not alter

the sound, e.g. sigh, sax, sighed, said. It sometimes

happens also that people who observe the rule of ax

and ax are occasionally influenced by analogy, e.g. they
will say waxvz instead of waivz, because of the singular

waif. In our texts we use only one form of the diphthong,
viz. ax, as most convenient for general purposes, leaving it

open to readers to use ai in all cases or differentiate as

above.

CHAPTER VIII

NASALIZATION AND INVERSION

NASALIZED SOUNDS

185. Nasalized sounds ( 35), other than the nasal

consonants ( 27 ii), are represented in phonetic transcrip-
tion by the mark

~

placed above the symbol of the normal
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sound. The best known cases of nasalized sounds are the

French vowels e, a, 5, OB (which are approximately the

nasalized forms of the normal vowels e, a, o, OB) heard in

vin, ve, sans, sa, bon, b3, un,- OB. Such sounds do not

occur in Modern English.

186. Celtic speakers often nasalize vowel sounds,

especially those in contact with nasal consonants. Even

when nasalization is the result of habit and not of any

physical defect, it is not easy to get rid of and can be

cured only by constant practice of isolated vowels. It is

better to start practising with high vowels, there being

always less tendency to nasalize these. It is also a good

plan to pronounce z before each vowel, because z is a

sound which cannot be nasalized without losing most of

its characteristic quality. When by means of exercises

such as ziizi:..., zu:zu:zu:..., the student is enabled to

pronounce a pure i and u, which should not require much

practice, the opener vowels may be rendered pure by
exercises such as ieie..., uouo..., ii..., uu..., pronounced
without a break of any kind between the i and e, u and

o, etc. When all the isolated vowels can be pronounced
without nasalization, easy words should be practised.

The greatest difficulty will probably be found in words

in which the vowel is followed by a nasal consonant,

e.g. wine, wain ;
such words should therefore be reserved

till the last. In practising a word such as wain a com-

plete break should at first be made between the i and

the n, thus wai-n; this interval may afterwards be

gradually reduced until the normal pronunciation is

reached.
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INVERTED SOUNDS

187. Inverted sounds are defined as sounds in which

the tip of the tongue is turned upwards towards the hard

palate. They are represented in phonetic transcription

by . placed below the symbol of the normal sound. Varie-

ties of all the dental consonants may be formed with the

tongue inverted.

188. Vowels also may be inverted, that is, pronounced
with a simultaneous turning back of the tip of the tongue
towards the hard palate. Gaelic speakers often use such

a vowel in words spelled with r + consonant, e.g. bird, bad.

See 84, and
fig. 7, p. 36.

CHAPTER IX

189. The sounds produced in a single breath for the

purpose of conveying a thought or a definite part of a

thought are styled a breath group. A breath group may
consist of a single word containing one or more syllables,

or of a number of words, e.g. Jump ! If you hesitate, you
are lost, 'd5Amp !

|| ifju'hezrtetjuar'lost ||.
The parallel

lines indicate the end of each breath group. If we pause
for a new draught of breath at hesitate instead of jump,
we change the meaning entirely or render the sequence of

sounds unintelligible. The breath groups are generally

indicated by the semicolons, colons and periods, and some-

times also by the commas.

0. 5
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190. Within a breath group it is possible to have

oue or more slight pauses without actually renewing the

breath current. The pause may be made for the purpose
of drawing attention to some 4

particular word or phrase,

but it should take place rarely when the sentence consists

of a simple subject, predicate, object or enlargement.

When any of the parts of the sentence become composite,

a slight pause is often advisable and sometimes necessary.

In the second group in 189 a pause is possible after

hesitate, so also he was well aware that all had perished,

hiwazwela'weir $afQlhad'pen/t ||. In public reading
and speaking, the pauses become necessary to make the

meaning clear to the audience. Notice how the meaning

may be completely changed by a wrong pause, e.g. a

sailor going to sea, his wife desires the prayers of the

congregation, a'selargoirjtu'si: hiz'waifdi'zairztSa'prearz-

avSakorjgn'ge/an . Put the pause at wife and the

announcement becomes ludicrous.

CHAPTER X

SOUNDS IN THE BREATH GROUP

GLIDES

191. We have hitherto supposed that it is possible

to break up a word or group of words into a definite

number of distinct sounds, e.g. ball is supposed to consist

of three sounds, b, Q and 1. Now this is only a convenient

way of regarding the sounds in combination, and that it

is not absolutely correct may be inferred from the fact
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that if one pronounces these three sounds distinctly with

a very slight pause between each, one does not thus

reconstitute the word ball, although one may hear a

sequence of sounds that suggest the correct pronunciation

of the word. If, again, we pronounce the word ball very

slowly, without destroying its identity, it is possible to

recognise a sound between Q and 1 which resembles u or

u and a very faint sound between b and Q which is not

the vowel we know as 9. The vowel Q would seem to

consist of at least three parts, an initial, a middle and

a final. The middle part appeals most to the ear and is

what we understand practically as the vowel 9. So also

the 1 consonant may be regarded as having a beginning
different from the acoustic effect by which it is generally

recognised, so that it is not easy to say where the Q ends

and the 1 begins
1
. These intermediate sounds are com-

monly called glides. The term glide literally applies to

the movement of the vocal organs before or after the

positions for definite speech sounds and has been extended

to the sound or sounds associated with their movements.

The on-glide is the sound preceding and the off-glide the

sound following, the principal sound. These faint sounds

just standing on the border of consciousness often affect

the ordinary sounds in a word, frequently even supplant

them, or develop into regular sounds alongside of them.

Thus in Southern English the long tense vowels e and o

as in fade, fed, load, lod, have developed the off-glide

until the present sound is now a diphthong, feid, loud.

Nation was originally pronounced naisiun
;
the influence

1 See Scripture's The Study of Speech Curves, Qualitative Analysis,

p. 43 : "The change from one sound to another is gradual speech is a

fusion and not an agglomeration."

52
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of the glides /, j has gradually changed the medial con-

sonant into /, hence our modern ne/an. In the Scotch

form of ball, viz. ba:, the final consonant has been

absorbed by the preceding glide ;
thus baul becomes bau

and is then monophthongized into ba:
;

so also knoll

becomes knou, knAU. Compare in Standard Scottish

folk, half, now fok, haf. Sometimes the glide affects

the preceding vowels without absorbing the consonant,

as in Modern English ball, bgl, where the original a has

been rounded through the influence of the u-like glide

before 1.

192. Within the breath group, as in the single word,

the recognised sounds are likewise connected by a flow

of intermediate sounds so that the ear alone would not

enable us to distinguish between the different words.

Hence changes occur in the breath group as in the single

word, e.g. 'ISatl'pli:5u for that will please you compared
with pleasure, 'plesar. This change in the breath group
continues only for that particular group or for a group
where similar sounds come into contact and the original

form of the word is restored in other conditions. This

fusion of sounds in the breath group leads often to a

complete obliteration of the word-division, hence the

Scotch sidlm for see till him, the Modern English a newt

for an ewt, a'njut, an orange for a norange, a'nonnds.
It accounts also for the loss of n in a, my, thy as compared
with an, mine, thine.

VOWELS

193. In the word all, gl, at the beginning of a breath

group, the on-glide from silence to the vowel effect is breath,

i.e. the vocal chords close gradually and breath and whisper
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occur before the chords begin to vibrate for the vowel.

We may realize this better if we contrast such a gradual

beginning of the vowel with the clear beginning (where

the vocal chords begin to vibrate without any preliminary

breath) which is rarer in Modern English but common in

German. When the breath beginning is stressed, it gives

the so-called aspirate (see 124), and when the clear

beginning is emphasised we have the glottal catch (see

60). The final vowel in Scottish is not partially de-

vocalised as in some languages but continues voiced to

the end. In Scotch dialect a vowel preceding a final

breath consonant is sometimes followed by a breath as

in what, Maat !

PLOSIVES

194. We have already seen ( 27i) that a plosive

consonant is formed (1) by completely closing the air

passage at some point, and then (2) suddenly removing
the obstacle so that the air escapes with an explosion.

These two elements in the production of a plosive we
call (1) the stop, (2) the plosion. Every plosion must

be preceded by a stop, but every stop is not necessarily

followed by a plosion.

195. If we pronounce a plosive, say p, alone, the

plosion can be heard as a breathed off-glide, when the

articulating organs (the lips) are separated. p
h
might

be used to represent fully the two elements stop and

plosion. Note that nothing is heard during the stop.

196. When we pronounce b alone, the plosion is

voiced in other words the off-glide is a rudimentary
vowel and we might write the consonant b*. In b voice
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may be heard during the whole or part of the stop, but

sometimes not until the articulating organs have released

the breath current.

197. When a breathed plosive occurs before a vowel

in connected speech in Standard Scottish, the emission of

breath is barely perceptible, being strongest in the case of

the back plosive. It never strikes the ear in the same

way as in Southern English or Irish, where pass, pas,

might be written p
has. When a breathed stop occurs

at the end of a breath group (see 189) the plosion

can be distinctly heard.

198. When a breathed plosive is followed by 1 or r, it

is possible to pronounce 1 and r in such a way that voice

begins simultaneously with the plosion. Very often there

is a slight delay before the chords begin to vibrate, and as

the mouth is in the position for 1 or r, a breathed 1 or r

is heard before the regular voiced consonant. Hence try,

ply, are often heard as trrai, pllai (see 212).

199. When initial voiced plosives are followed by a

vowel, the voice may not break out until the release of

the stop. Generally, however, voice may be heard before

the end of the stop. Between vowels, the stop of a voiced

plosive is altogether voice, e.g. abbey, 'abi. At the end

of a breath group, the plosion of a voiced plosive is very
often unvoiced, e.g. bad becomes badh. Amongst Gaelic

speakers the stop is also very often unvoiced, thus bad,

which is objectionable.

200. When a plosive is followed by a nasal formed in

the same part of the mouth, as rotten, sodden, 'rotn, 'sodn,

the vocal organs keep the same position until the voice
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has passed through the nose. In 'rotn the first part of

the stop is breathed, the second part voiced and nasalized,

in 'sodn the stop is voiced throughout and the second

part also nasalized. In broken, *brokn, k is a pure stop,

and no plosion takes place in passing from the back to

the point position, but the voice that follows the silence

is passed through the nose. So also in open, 'opn, the

point of the tongue forms a closure with the teeth ridge

before the lips are parted and nasalized voice follows. In

these two last cases, there is a strong tendency to keep
the same position throughout, and hence such pronuncia-
tions as 'brokrj and 'opm are extremely common. Note

that such pronunciations as 'brokAn, 'opAn should be

avoided. When a nasal is followed by a vowel and pre-

ceded by a stop, there should be no plosion of breath or

voice between the stop and nasal, e.g. hackney is hakni

and not hak^ni or hake
ni.

201. In such a sentence as he came at ten, hi'kem-

at'ten, the impression of a double t is necessary in careful

speech and is caused by the prolonged cessation of sound

before the plosion into the second vowel. The double t is

really a long t. A breath plosion between the two ts

would suggest a halt for lack of breath or thought. Very

rarely such a plosion may be heard when the purpose is

to call attention to a particular word. So also in a phrase
like bad day, 'bad'dei, what we have in careful speech is

a prolonged d, the intervention of a voiced plosion being
abnormal. Sometimes the first part of the stop is breathed

and the second voiced and vice versa, as in silk gown,

'silkgaun, dog-kennel, 'dogkenl, in both cases giving the

impression of two distinct sounds.
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202. When two plosives, formed in different parts of

the mouth, occur together, either in a single word or in

separate words in a breath group, the first must always,

in careful speech, be a pure stop, i.e. there must be no

plosion between the two consonants. Thus we pronounce

fact, fakt, not fakH, abdicate is 'abdiket and not

'abediket, back door is 'bakdoir and not 'bakMoir, red

cart is 'red'kart and not 'redefkart.

INITIAL AND FINAL VOICED FRICATIVES

IN THE BREATH GROUP

203. When a voiced pure fricative ( 27 v), e.g. z, is

initial or final, it is generally not fully voiced. When

initial, as in zeal, zil, it begins breathed and ends voiced,

and when final as in ease, i:z, it begins voiced and ends

breathed. Hence the most correct way of writing ease

would be iizz. When a final fricative is preceded by
another voiced consonant, it is very often completely

devocalised, hence heads, hed|. For distinctness, how-

ever, it is better to voice the whole or at least the first

half of the sound, thus hedzz, hcuvzz. When voicedO ' O

fricatives are preceded and followed by voiced sounds in

the breath group and have therefore no pause before or

after them, they are voiced throughout.
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CHAPTER XI

THE SYLLABLE

204. If we pronounce the word respecting, ris'pektnj,

without any intentional pause between the sounds, we are

still conscious of a grouping of the sounds round three

centres, viz. i, e and i. Yet the sounds seem to flow into

each other so that one cannot say for certain where the

group belonging to i ceases and the group belonging to e

begins. In every-day language we say that the word

respecting has three syllables and we know that in the

great majority of words the centre of the syllable is a

vowel. The liquids also, more especially the nasals and 1,

may be used in this way, i.e. to form syllables, although
our ordinary spelling generally conceals the fact, e.g. button,

'bAtn, bottle, 'botl, where we have two syllables and only
one vowel. Only very rarely are other consonants used

to form a syllable as in the exclamation pst. As we have

already seen (see 20, 21) that vowels are the most sonorous

of sounds, that liquids come next to them, and that the

other consonants have the minimum of sonority, it is easy
to infer a connection between the sonority of sounds and

their power to form syllables. But even vowels are not

always syllabic, e.g. in the diphthongs (see 208), and the

liquids are more frequently non-syllabic than syllabic, as

1 in bolt, bolt, and n in bunt, bAnt. If 'botl and bolt are

compared, it will be noted that in the first word there are

two heights of sonority in o and 1 with a deep fall between

them in t; while in the second word, bolt, there is only
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one height, viz. in o, as there is a fall from o to 1 and from

1 to t without any rise. An undulating line to represent
the flow of sound and the rise and fall of the sonority,

makes this plain to the eye.

0)otl

bolt

205. These facts may be briefly expressed in the fol-

lowing form : when two sounds of a group are separated

by one or more sounds less sonorous than each of them,

the two sounds are said to belong to different syllables;

and conversely a group of sounds is said to form a single

syllable when no two of the sounds are separated by a

sound less sonorous than both of them. Thus in botl

o and 1 are separated by t, a sound less sonorous than

either, and consequently form two syllables, but in bolt

o and t are separated by 1, which is less sonorous than o

but more sonorous than t, hence there is only one syllable.

In the word strange, strend5, although there are seven

sounds, there is only one syllable, because from s to e

there is no break in the rise of sonority, and from e to 3
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there is no break in the fall i.e. there is only one height
of sonority.

206. The most sonorous sound in a syllable is said

to be syllabic. Syllabic consonants are marked when

necessary by , placed under the consonant symbol. It

is, however, necessary only when a vowel follows. Thus

it must be inserted in 'glAtni (the alternative pronunci-
ation of 'glAtani) to show that it does not rhyme with

chutnee, 't/Atni ;
but the mark is quite superfluous in

'pipl because the 1 cannot be sounded in this position

without being syllabic.

207. When two consecutive vowels, or a liquid and a

vowel, form two syllables, there must be either a slight

decrease in the force of the breath between them, or an

insertion of a trace of some consonant or consonantal

vowel (see 208). The former may be observed especially

when the two vowels in question are identical or very
similar as in we saw all, wi'sg'gl, be easy, bi'iizi. The

renewal of stress on the second 9 and i gives the im-

pression of a new identity. In words like create, Crimean,

kri'et, kri'mian, a trace of the consonant j may sometimes

be heard, and in words like lower, 'loar, flower, 'flauar,

bower, 'bauar, a trace of w.

208. When two vowels are not separated either by
consonantal sounds or by a decrease in the force of the

breath, they cannot constitute more than one syllable.

They are then said to form a diphthong. Examples of

diphthongs in Scottish are ax as in high, hai, au as in

how, hau, oi as in boy, box. It should be noted that the

second vowel in these diphthongs is less sonorous than

the first, and may be called a consonantal vowel.
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209. In the diphthong iu, the second vowel is the

more sonorous, and the first through lowering of stress

and sonority becomes consonantal, so that it may be

conveniently written ju as in duke, djuk.

CHAPTER XII

ASSIMILATION

210. When a sound is influenced by another sound

near it, it is said to undergo an assimilation. For the

influence of glide sounds in this process see 191. As-

similations are of various kinds. The most important are

(i) assimilations from voice to breath and breath to voice,

(ii) assimilations affecting the position of the tongue in

pronouncing palatal and dental consonants, (iii) assimila-

tions affecting the position of the lips, (iv) assimilations

under the influence of a nasal consonant.

211. (i) An example of the first kind of assimilation

is found in the English inflectional terminations -5 of the

genitive and plural of nouns, and 3rd person singular of

verbs, and -ed of the past tense and participle of verbs.

In dogs, docjz. the z is voiced under the influence of the

preceding consonant g,
in cats, kats, the s remains breath

because t is a breathed consonant. So we have robed,

robd, and roped, ropt, blazed, bleizd, and blessed, blest.

Note, however, blessed, 'blesjd, and pitted, 'prtid.

In Scotch dialect 1

generally, syllabic -ed of participles

and adjectives, has the d unvoiced. Thus crabbed, 'krabgd,

1 Caithness is an exception.
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seated, 'sitjd, are pronounced Tcrabat and 'sitat. This

should be avoided. Note also the form of is in colloquial

speech, the man's at home, tSa'manzat'hom, but the cat's

lost, 'Sa'kats'lost.

212. Partial assimilation of voice to breath regularly

occurs where a liquid or semi-vowel is preceded by a

breathed consonant in the same syllable; thus in small,

srngl, snuff, snAf place, pies, sweet, swit, try, trai, pew,

pju:, the consonants m, n, 1, w, r, j, are partially devocal-

ized, the sounds beginning breathed and ending voiced.

Thus smmQl, snnAf, piles, SA\.wit, trrai, pfcju:. With

some speakers the assimilation is complete, the words

becoming smgl, etc.

213. (ii) Assimilations affecting the position of the

tongue. Back consonants followed by front vowels are

often advanced towards the front position. Thus the k
of key, Ts.il, is further advanced than that of cot, kot. If

the end of a pencil is placed on the line of contact

between the tongue and the roof of the mouth in each

sound position, the distance between the two articulations

may be approximately measured. Sometimes the back

articulation becomes a front one, e.g. in the word girl,

garl, jarl
1

may sometimes be heard. On the other hand

the effort to preserve the back consonant leads often to

the objectionable Scotch pronunciation gJArl. Under the

influence of a back consonant, n often changes to
TJ, e.g.

bacon, 'bekn, often becomes 'bekrj. In words like month,

anthem, heathen the n has become a point-teeth consonant

through the influence of 9 or 15. The change of kn and

1
j is the symbol for the voiced front plosive or stop, the plosive

corresponding to the fricative j.
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gn to n in words like knee and gnaw is probably first a

change in position and then a nasalization, see 35.

Thus the process would be kn, en 1
, tn, nn, n. The East

Forfarshire tni:, tnok for kne'e and knock give an inter-

mediate stage. Such assimilations as horse shoe, 'hor/Ju:,

does she, 'dA5/i:, of course she does, av'kor/Ji'dAZ, for

'hors/u:,'dAZ/i:, avTcors/i'dAz, are heard in rapid speech

but are avoided by careful speakers (see also 121).

214. (iii) Assimilations affecting the position of the

lips. The k in quite, kwart, is pronounced with lip-

rounding under the influence of the following w. A
lip-teeth nasal consonant is sometimes used instead of

m when followed by f or v, as in comfort, nymph, 'kAmfart,

nimf. In these cases the assimilation is regressive, but

in the same words the process may be progressive and

the f made a pure lip sound to agree with m
; compare

also the pronunciation of obvious and hopeful, 'obvxas,

'hopful. Note also the rounding effect of w in words

like was, watch, war, woz, wot/, wg:r. Before a back

consonant, this rounding is stopped, e.g. wag, wax, wag,
waks.

215. (iv) Nasalizations under the influence of a nasal

consonant. The disappearance of d in kindness, 'kainnis,

grandmother, 'granmAlSar, in familiar speech is due to

this. When the d is nasalized, it becomes n, which then

readily disappears or leaves in a lengthened n evidence

of its former existence, cf. Scotch Ian for land, 'hATjn
for 'hATjgri. In longer, 'Icnjgar. as compared with long,

IOTJ,
we have an example of the opposite process, denasal-

ization. The tongue position is the same for
ijg

and
TJ,

1 c is the symbol for the breathed front plosive or stop.
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only in the first the soft palate has been raised to close

the nasal passage before the tongue position has been

shifted. In the second, the shifting of the tongue position

and the raising of the soft palate are simultaneous.

CHAPTEK XIII

STRESS

216. The force of the breath with which a syllable

is pronounced is called stress. Stress varies from syllable

to syllable. Syllables which are pronounced with greater

stress than the neighbouring syllables are said to be

stressed.

217. It is possible to distinguish many degrees of

stress. If we use the figure 1 to denote the strongest

stress, 2 to denote the second strongest and so on, the

stress of the word opportunity might be marked thus:
24 153
opar'tjuniti. Such accuracy is, however, not necessary
for practical purposes, it is in fact generally sufficient to

distinguish two degrees only stressed and unstressed.

Stressed syllables are marked when necessary by
'

placed

immediately before them, thus father, 'fa:Sar, arrive,

a'raiv, opportunity, opar'tjunrti, what shall we do?,

'Aiot/alwi'du:?.

218. The same words and sentences are not always
stressed in the same way. \

rariations are sometimes

necessary for making the meaning clear, and they are

sometimes due to rhythmical considerations. Thus the
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word injudicious when simply taken to mean '

foolish
'

would have the stress on the third syllable, thus, he was

very injudicious, hiwaz'vernnd5u'di/3s, but when used

in contrast with judicious, the chief stress would be on

the first syllable, the stress on the third being only

secondary, e.g. that was very judicious, Satwaz'ven-

d5u'di/as, / should call it very injudicious, 'ai/adkglrt-

veri'mdsudijas. Untrained speakers often fail to bring

out contrasts of this kind properly.

219. In 'Aurt/alwi'du:, Mot'/alwi'du:, 'jtot/al'wi:-

du:, the variations in stress actually modify the meaning
of the words.

220. The word unknown, Annom, shows clearly how

rhythm may affect stress. Compare an unknown land,

dn'Annom'land, with quite unknown, TcwaitAn'noin.

When isolated, the word would generally be pronounced

'An'noin, the two syllables having equal stress. The

rhythmical principle underlying these changes is a

tendency to avoid consecutive stressed syllables when

possible.

221. When we wish to emphasize a whole word (not

any special part of it, such as the in- of injudicious) we

usually increase the amount of stress on the syllable

which is normally stressed. Thus when magnificent,

mag'nifisant, is pronounced with great emphasis, the

second syllable received a very strong stress, although it

is a very unimportant syllable from the point of view of

meaning. Occasionally an additional stress is put on

some syllable other than that which is normally stressed,

e.g. absolutely when emphasised is sometimes pronounced

'absa'1/utli instead of 'absaljutli.
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222. Words of one syllable that are habitually used

with a low degree of stress in the breath group generally

weaken the vowel. Such words may have two or more

forms, the strong form with the original vowel being still

retained for emphasis and the weaker forms having

generally a mixed vowel. Words of this class include

monosyllabic conjunctions and prepositions, auxiliary

verbs, some pronouns, and the articles. Consonantal

change often goes along with this grading of the vowel,

the voiced consonant and the loss of the aspirate accom-

panying the weaker stress. Examples : and, and, and,

an, n (as in bread and butter, bredn'bAtar, colloquial), as,

az, az, that, Cat, Sat, conjunction and relative compared
with Sat, demonstrative adjective or pronoun, of, ov, av

(as in he is fond of you, hiiz'fondavju), but the adverb

off (the same word originally) being stressed is always

pronounced of, has, haz, haz, az, z, her, his, bar, ar, hiz,

iz, the, before vowels Si, Si, before consonants Sa, a and

an, a before consonants, an before vowels.

223. In words of more than one syllable, the vowel

in the lightly stressed syllable very often undergoes a

change of quality. Most of the vowels in weak position

may in rapid conversation be reduced to the mixed vowel

(see 176), but all degrees between the original quality

and a may be observed in actual speech. Long vowels

being shortened in unstressed position, tend to become

half lax or fully lax. Thus i becomes i and u very often u.

Examples, prepare, pri'peir (a would be careless speech

here), torture, 'tortjur. The vowels u, o, Q, may all be heard

in a lax form in some cases, in others they are reduced to

a vowel intermediate between their normal position and a.

Q. 6
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The tongue has moved towards the mixed position of a

and the rounding of the lips has been decreased. The

symbols for these reduced vowels are ii, ij, 6, o, 9. For

other examples see 177. Note also value, 'valju, 'valju,

'valjii, hollow, 'halo, 'holo, Miolo. 'valja and 'hole, the last

stage in the gradation, are not yet admitted in careful

speech.

CHAPTER XIV

QUANTITY

224. Sounds differ from each other in the time which

is taken to pronounce them. No one sound has a constant

duration. Its length is conditioned by stress, intonation,

the influence of neighbouring sounds and lastly by the

character of the subject matter of the speech. A subject

begetting laughter, mirth, impatience, excitement, calls

for a quick movement; gravity, deliberation, judgment,
demand slow and solemn speech, and all degrees are

possible between these two extremes. Although it is not

difficult for the ear to distinguish many degrees of length
in vowels, we shall not have to consider more than three,

long (sign :), half long (which may be marked if necessary

by ),
and short (unmarked). The following indications

of vowel length may be useful.

VOWEL QUANTITY

225. (i) The tense vowels as a rule are longer than

the corresponding lax ones under the same conditions.

Thus i in heat, hit, is longer than i in hit, hit, i in heed,
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hid, is longer than i in hid, hid. So o in rote, rot, is longer

than o in rot, rot, and e in gate, get, than 6 in get, get.

(ii) The high vowels are shorter than the mid and

low vowels under the same conditions. Thus the a in

mat is about as long as the i in meat, though the latter is

a tense vowel, the o in moss about as long as the u in

goose. Hence if we call i, e, e, o, 9, u, long vowels and

i, e, ae, a, o, u, short vowels, it* means that each vowel is

long or short as compared with a vowel of nearly corre-

sponding height under the same conditions.

(iii) a is generally not so long as in Southern

English. It is longest before final r and a silent I followed

by a voiced labial as bar, balm, bair, bairn; also before V
as pa:$z, faittar, raitJar. A short form of a is often

used as a substitute for a (see 143, 147) but is not

recommended. A in but is quite short but is lengthened
somewhat before voiced consonants.

(iv) The consonant following the vowel or diphthong
modifies the quantity of the latter. Before voiced con-

sonants all vowels may generally be reckoned longer than

they are when a breath consonant follows. Thus the o of

loathe, lo:t$, is much longer than the o of loath, Io0.

Hence a lax vowel before a voiced consonant is often as

long as a tense vowel before a breathed consonant. Thus

rod, rod, and rote, rot, are nearly of the same length.

(v) Diphthongs and final vowels may be regarded
as long, but the latter often become short in monosyllabic
words with weak stress, e.g. we, he, you, wi, hi, ju.

(vi) Shortening of the vowel or diphthong takes

place before a liquid consonant followed in turn by a

breathed consonant. Thus the o, in fault, fglt, is shorter

than the o, in falls, fglz.

62
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(vii) Vowels and diphthongs are shorter in un-

stressed syllables than in stressed. They are shorter also

before another vowel. Thus the 9 in audacious, Q'de/as
is not so long as the Q in audible, 'gdibl, the a in carna-

tion, kar'neJan, is not so long as the a in scarlet, 'skarljt,

the i in feeing, 'f
inj, is shorter than the i in fee, fi: .

226. Standard Scottish differs from Southern English
in shortening tense vowels before plosive consonants.

This shortening is specially marked in the high vowels,

but is less noticeable with lower vowels. Thus the vowel

in brew, bru:, is fully long; so is it also in the past tense

of the verb brewed, bruid, the inflectional ending not

affecting the vowel length. In brood, brud, the vowel

is stopped by the d and at the most is only half long.

Compare in the same way feud, flud, and feued, Quid,

rude or rood, rud, and rued, ru:d, greed, grid, and agreed,

agriid, road, rod, and rowed, ro:d.

227. In our texts the mark for full length : will be

used only

(1) for tense vowels (except A) when these are

final or precede r, z, 3, v, 8 ;
for a see 225 (iii) ;

(2) for 6, used instead of e in words of the
'

fare
'

type (see 140) ;

(3) for o used instead of o in words of the ' more
'

type (see 169).

CONSONANT QUANTITY

228. The length of consonants also varies, but not to

the same extent as that of vowels. The following are the

only rules of importance.
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(i) Final consonants are longer when preceded by
one of the lax vowels than when preceded by one of

the tense vowels or by a diphthong. Thus the n in sin,

sin, is longer than those in seen, scene, sin, sign, sain.

Very often, in the case of 1, m, n, TJ,
the length is equally

distributed over vowel and consonant, e.g. call, kgl.

(ii) The liquids 1, m, n, TJ,
are longer when followed

by voiced consonants than when followed by breathed

consonants. Thus the n in wind, wind, is longer than

that in hint, hint, the 1 in bald, bgld, is longer than that

m fault, fplt.

CHAPTER XV

INTONATION

229. All voiced sounds have a musical quality, arising

from the vibration of the vocal chords. In actual speech,

the voiced sounds are constantly varying in pitch, and this

rise and fall is called Intonation. As the great majority

of our speech sounds are voiced, the intonation of any

given breath group may be regarded as practically con-

tinuous.

230. In singing the voice passes from one pitch to

another by definite intervals indicated in music by notes,

but in speaking one pitch melts imperceptibly into an-

other. Hence intonation in speech is best indicated by
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a curving line, corresponding to the rising and falling of

the pitch. The line h. p. (high

pitch) denotes the upper limit

and the line 1. p. (low pitch) de-
,, , V ., /I, hi'toldmiso:

notes the lower limit of the range
f , T j i he told me so

of intonation. In declamatory

speech this range may extend to two octaves in the case

of men and one and a half in the case of women.

231. When the pitch of the voice rises, we call it a

rising intonation, when it falls, we call it a falling intona-

tion. In a breath group, there may be a uniform rise or

a uniform fall, or more commonly the pitch rises and falls

in the course of the utterance (see 230). When the

pitch remains on one note for an appreciable time, it is

said to be a level intonation. This is comparatively rare

in English speech ;
a high level tone gives a plaintive

effect and a low level suggests hesitation, suspense of

judgment.

232. The pitch of the human voice answers in subtle

fashion to the feeling of the speaker; for instance, by

varying the intonation, the single word Oh ! may be made

to express many different emotions joy, sorrow, pain,

alarm, surprise, etc. In answer to the question
" Are you

cold ?
"

the same word rather may be made, by varying
the tone, to express quite different meanings:

h.p. _
I. p.

'ra:t$ar

i.e. a little, not very. i.e. very much so.
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The extent of the rise or fall varies with the intensity

of the feeling, e.g.

b. p.

1. p . / indicates great astonishment.

MOt

h.p

l. p.
-*^ indicates merely a question.
Mat

'idi9
j aiv'gotanai'dia

Edith, I've got an idea,, (p. 138.)

P- ^=r

marks excitement.

'idiOaiv'gotanai'dia

233. No two persons would agree absolutely in their

intonation in reading or reciting the same passage because

no two persons would approach it in exactly the same

attitude of mind or draw exactly the same meaning from

the words. Indeed it is questionable if the same person
could repeat a passage with exactly the same intonation

as he used on the first occasion. Nevertheless there are

some general principles which have been noted in English
intonation. If they are applied with discretion, they may
prove of some service to those who are influenced by
dialect intonation. The Scotch dialects differ from each

other in this respect and educated speakers very often

carry into their speech some trace of dialect intonation.

It is not possible for us to recommend any other standard

than the general English one.

234. If, in pronouncing the sentence " he came home
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to see me," we stop at the word '

home/ anyone listening

would notice that the sense had been suspended. He
would probably rejoin

"
Well, what then !

"
or ask " Do

you doubt it ?
" On the other hand if the idea in the

mind of the speaker was merely "he came home," the

fall of the voice on ' home '

would indicate the conclusion

of the sense to the hearer. The pitch curves for the two

examples would be

h. p. , , , ,
h. p,

hikem'homta'siimi hikem'hom

This simple example illustrates the fundamental

principle at the root of intonation, viz. the rising tone

suggests suspension, want of finality, question, the falling

tone indicates completion and certainty. An ordinary

statement uttered with conviction and without conflict

of feeling tends to take a rising and falling curve as in

the last example. If the general tone is high, we associate

the conversation or narrative with feelings of cheerfulness

and vivacity, and if low, with an attitude of dejection,

seriousness .or solemnity. Ordinary narrative would be

couched in an intermediate tone, but of course all degrees

are possible even in a single conversation or passage. The

following rules will be helpful to the student.

235. The falling intonation is used for :

(1) Complete statements without any suggestion
of doubt and requiring no rejoinder.

h. P.

itsfla'bEst'Onjaiv'evar'dAn
It's the bent tluing I've ever done. (p. 136.)
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(a) But sentences that are grammatically indepen-

dent of each other are often bound together by a rising

intonation to indicate that they are regarded as parts of a

whole.

h.p.

1. p.

hi'wenttafla'/opand'tjV.za'prezant
He went to the shop and chose a present.

(6) Note also the antithesis :

h. P .

The letter killeth but the spirit giveth life.

(2) Complete commands :

h. P.

'telABMotjuraxttfo'prestoon

Tell us what you write the presto on. (p. 135.)

(a) Sometimes a person does not wish to insist too

strongly on his right to obedience. Hence a polite com-

mand may have a slight rise at the end :

h. p,

l. P .

'raittJa'nem'pliiz

Write the name, please.

(b) When there are several items in a command,
the law. of suspension holds and only the last has the

falling tone:

h. P.

I.P.

jumAst'samjur'nem3nd'f.ntant'hi:r

You must sign your name and enter it here.
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(c) Note that a sentence in question form some-

times really contains a command:

h. p.

1. p.

wilju'duiazjuar'told

Will you do as you are told ?

(3) Complete questions containing a specific inter-

rogative word or phrase :

M.otduju'minbai'tfat

What do you mean by that ?

h. p.

1. P.

wot'durjuminbar'Cat

What do you mean by that ?

But if the question is repeated, the intonation does

not fall :

h.p.

'Atotduai'minbai'ftat

What do I mean by that !

(4) The last of two or more alternative questions :

h. P ILJ I

i. P. "HiT^Sv
didj use-.'j esor'no:

Did you say yes or no ?
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236. A rising intonation is used for :

(1) Complete questions not containing a specific

interrogative word or phrase :

h. p. ...
i

I I i i

l.p. it H H-l -T

'iztSarsAt/aOiTjaza'grild'bon

Is there such a thing as a grilled bone? (p. 131.)

(a) The intonation is sufficient to indicate the

question even without the interrogative form :

b. p.

1. p.

juargoiij'hom
You are going home ?

(6) When the question form is used rhetorically,

the falling tone may be used:

h. P .

arwiglmad
Are we all mad !

(2) Dependent clauses when the principal clause

follows :

h. p.

'ifit'werso:
j itwoza'griivas'fo.It

If it were so, it was a grievous fault, (p. 98.)

(3) Entreaty :

h.p. _

'duisenmisAmOiTj'els
Do send me something else. (p. 131.)
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237. Note that the effect of a rising intonation is

greater if it is immediately preceded by a falling intona-

tion, and the effect of a falling intonation is greater if it

is immediately preceded by a rising.

Thus compare

1p
" ^~-
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238. In the declaratory sentence Scottish speakers

very often jerk up the voice at the end instead of letting

it fall gradually to the close, contrary to 235 (1), e.g.

h.p..

ai'SQihimrAniT)
/ saw him running,

So also with the interrogative sentence containing a

specific interrogative word, see 235 (3)

h. p.

Motarju'duiTj
What are you doing ?

Students ought to train themselves to modify the

pitch of the voice at their own discretion. It is best

to start with exercises that give practice in the simple
rise and fall. A few of such exercises are given in

Part III, pp. 158, 159.





PART II:

PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTIONS

STYLE A

1. PSALM xxni

1 Sa 'lord iz mai '/epard; ai '/al not 'wont.

2 hi 'meke0 mi tu 'lai 'daun in 'grin 'pastjurz
1

: hi

'Iide0 mi bfsaid Sa 'stil 'wgtarz.

3 hi ns'to:re0 2 mai 'sol: hi 'Iide0 mi in Sa 'pa:Sz
3

av 'raitjasn^s for hiz 'nemz 'sek.

4
'je:, So 4 ai 'wgk 0rur Sa 'vali ov Sa '/ado ov 'de0,

ai wil 'fi:r 'no: 'i:vil: for '5au art wi9 5
mi; Sai 'rod and

5ai 'staf 6
'Se: 'kAmfart mi.

5 Sau prfpeirest
7 a 'tebl br*fo:r 8 mi in Sa 'prezans ov

main 'enimiz : Sau a'nomtest mai 'hed wi0 5
'oil

;
mai 'kAp

rAneO 'o:var.

6 '/u:rli 'gudn[s
9 and 'mersi 10

/al 'folo mi 'gl Sa 'de:z

ov mai 'laif : and ai wil 'dwel in 5a 'haus ov Sa 'lord for

'evar.

Alternative Forms

1

'pastjurz
2

ris'to:re0 3
'pa0s

4 0o 5 wiS
6 'staf 7

prr'peirest
8 br'foir 9

'gudn^s
10 'mersi
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2. 1 CORINTHIANS xm

1 So 1 ai 'spik wr0 2 Sa
'tArjz

ov 'men and ov 'endgilz,

and hav not 't/ariti, ai am br'kAm az 'saundirj 'bras 3
,
or 9

'tirjkhrj 'srmbal.

2 and So 1 ai hav Sa 'gift ov 'profesi, and Andar'stand

'gl 'mistanz, and 'o,l 'nole'dg ;
and So 1 ai hav 'o.l 'fe0, so:

Sat ai kud 4 rfmuiv 'mauntinz, and hav not 't/arrti, ai am

'nA0irj.

3 and So 1 ai bfsto: 'gl mai 'gudz
6 tu 'fid Sa 'pu:r,

and So 1 ai giv mai 'bodi tu bi 'bArnd 6
, and hav not 't/ariti,

it 'profit60 mi 'nA0in.

4 't/anti 'sAfare0 'Ion, and iz 'kamd; 't/anti 'snvie0

not; 't/ariti 'vgnte0
7 not rt'self, iz not pAft 'Ap,

5 dA0 not bfheiv itself An'simli, 'sike0 not har x
on,

iz not 'irzili pro'vokt, '0inke0 'no: 'i:vil,

6 n'dgoiseO not in in'ikwrti, bat ri'dgoiseS in ?Sa 'tru9
;

7^ 'be:re0 8 '1 '0inz, brti:ve0 'gl '0inz, 'hope0 'gl '0inz,

en'dju:re0 'gl '0inz.

8 't/ariti 'nevar 'feleO : bAt AveSar Ser bi 'profssiz, 'Se:

Jal 'fel; AieSar Ser bi
'tArjz,

'Se: Jal 'sis; AieSar Ser bi

'noled3, 'it Jal 'vanij a'we:.

9 for wi 'no: in 'part, and wi 'profesai in 'part.

10 bAt Men 'Sat MitJ iz 'perfekt
9

iz 'kAm, Sen 'Sat

MitJ iz in 'port Jal bi dAn a'we:.

11 Aven ai waz a 't/aild, ai 'spek az a 't/aild, ai

Andar'stud 10 az a 't/aild, ai '0gt az a 't/aild: bAt A^en ai

bikem a 'man, ai put
11 a'we: 't/aildi/ '0inz.

1 0o 2 wiS 3 'bras 4 kud 5
'gudz

6 'birnd
7 'vante0 8 'be:rg0 9

'perfekt
10 Andar'stud u

put
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12 far 'nau wi 'si: 6m a 'glas
1

, 'darkli; bat 'Sen 'fes

tu 'fes : 'nau ai 'no: in 'part ;
bat 'Sen Jal ai 'no: 'i:vn az

'glso ai am 'no:n.

13 and 'nau a'baide'9 'fe9, 'hop, 't/anti, 'Si:z 'eri:
;
bAt

Sa 'gretjst ov 'Si:z iz 't/anti.

3. MILTON

Paradise Lost, Book n. 11. 43 70

hi 'sist; and 'nekst him 'molox, 'septerd 'kin,

stud 2
'Ap. Sa 'strongest and Sa 'firs^st 'spirit

Sat 'fgt in 'hevn; 'nau 'firsar bai dis'pe:r
3

:

hiz 'trAst 'woz wi9 4 Si i'ternal 5 tu bi 'dimd

'ikwal in 'stren9, and 'ra:Sar San bi 'les

'ke:rd 6 not tu 'bi at 'gl; wi8 4 'Sat 'ke:r6 'lost

went 'gl hiz 'fi:r; ov 'god, or 'hel, or 'wArs 7

hi 'rekt not, and 'Si:z 'wArdz 8 Ser'aftar9
'spek.

" mai 'sentens iz for 'opan 'wg:r : ov 'wailz,

'mo:r 10
Aneks'pert

11
,
ai 'bost not

;
'Sem let 'So:z

kon'traiv hu 'nid, or 'Aven Se 'nid, 'not 'nau.

for, Avail Se 'sit kon'traivin, Jal Sa 'rest,

'miljanz Sat 'stand in 'armz, and
'lonirj

wet

Sa 'signal tu a'send, sit 'linganrj 'hi:r,

'hevnz 'fjudsrtivz, and for Ser 'dwelinples

ak'sept Sis 'dark o'probrias 'den ov '/em,

Sa 'pnzan ov 'hiz 'tirani hu 'renz

bai aur dr*le: ? 'no:, let AS 'ra:Sar 't/u:z

'armd wi0 4 'hel 'flemz and 'fju:n 'gl at 'WAHS

1
'glos

2 stud 3
dis'pe:r

4 wiS 5 i'ternal 6
'ke:rd, ke:r

7 'wXrs 8 'wXrdz 9 'aftar 10 'mo:r u
Aneks'pert

7
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o:r 'hevnz 'hai 'tauarz tu Tors 1
ri'zistl^s 'we:,

'tArmn 2 aur 'tortjurz intu 'bond 'arrnz

a'genst 3a 'tortjurar; A\en tu 'mit 3a 'noiz

ov hiz 0,1'maiti 'endsm hi Jal 'hi:r

in'fernal 3
'0Andar; and for

'laitmrj si:

'blak 'fair and 'horor 'Jot wi9 4 'ikwal 'redg

aniArj
hiz" 'end3{lz ;

and hiz 'Oron it'self

'mikst wi0 4 tar'te:nan 5 'sAlfXr and 'strend3 'fair,

hiz 'on in'ventid 'torments."

4. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Passage from Julius Caesar, Act ill. Scene 2

(A phonetic transcription of the original 16th century pronuncia-
tion of this passage will be found in Vietor, Shakespeare's

Pronunciation, vol. n. p. 131.)

'antoni. 'frendz, 'romanz, 'kAntrimen, 'lend mi jur 'i:rz;

ai 'kAm tu 'ben 'si:zar, 'not tu 'pre:z him.

Si 'i:vil ?Sat 'men 'du: 'Irvz 'aftar6 Sem;
Sa 'gud

7 iz 'oft in'ter^d
8 wi8 4 Ser 'bonz;

'so: let it bi wi6 4
'si:zar. 5a 'nobl 'brutas

ha0 'told ju 'si:zar woz am'bi/as ;

'if it 'wer so:, it woz a 'gri:vas 'fglt,

and 'gri:vasli ha6 'si:zar 'ansard it.

'hi:r, Andar 'li:v ov 'brutas and 5a 'rest

for 'brutas iz an 'onorabl man;

1
'foi-s

2
'tArniij

3 in'fernal 4 wiS 6 tor/
te:nan

6 'aftar 7
'gud

8 in'terid
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'so: ar Se 'gl, 'o.l 'onorabl men
'kAm 'ai tu 'spik in 'si:zarz 'fjunaral.

'hi: woz mai Trend, 'feSful and 'dsAst tu 'mi:
;

bAt 'brutas 'sez hi woz am'bi/as;

and 'brutas iz an 'onorabl man.

hi ha9 'brgt 'mem 'kaptivz 'horn tu 'rom,

huz 'ransamz did Sa 'dsenaral 'kofarz 'fil;

did 'Sis in 'si:zar sim am'bi/as ?

'Men Sat 5a 'pu:r hav 'kraid, 'siizar ha9 'wept;

am'bi/an Jud
1 bi med ov 'sternar 2

'stAf;

jet 'brutas 'sez hi woz am'bifas;
and 'brutas iz an 'onorabl man.

ju 'gl did 'si: Sat on Sa '1/uperkal

ai 'Srais prfzent^d him a 'kinh 'kraun,

AutJ 'hi did '9rais rffju-'z. woz 'Sis am'bi/an ?

jet 'brutas 'sez hi woz am'bi/as;

and, '/u:r, hi iz an 'onorabl man.

ai 'spik 'not tu 'dis'pru:v Avot 'brutas 'spok,

bAt 'hi:r ai 'am, tu 'spik Avot ai du 'no:.

ju 'gl did '!AV him 'wAns, 'not wi6aut 3
'kg:z;

'Avot 'kg:z wi9'holdz 3
ju Sen, tu 'morn 4 for him ?

'o: 'dsAdgment ! Sau art 'fled tu 'brutif 'bists,

and 'men hav 'lost Ser 'ri:zan. 'be:r 5 wi6 3
mi;

mai 'hart iz in Sa 'kofin 'Se:r6 wi0 3
'si:zar,

and ai mAst 'pg:z, til it 'kAm 'bak tu mi.

The student should compare this version with the

transcription given in Jones' Pronunciation of English,

p. 103.

1
Jud

2
'sternar

3
wiSaut, wiS'holdz, wiS 4 'morn

5 'be:r 6 'Se:r

72
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5. CARLYLE

Passage from the Essay on Burns

'bairan and 'bArnz 1 wer sent 'for9
2 az 'mi/ananz tu

Ser dgenar'e/an, tu 'tit/ it a 'haiar 'doktnn, a 'pju:rar

'tru6; Se had a 'mss^ds tu drlivar, AvitJ 'left Sem 'no:

'rest til it woz a'komphjt; in 'dim '0ro:z ov 'pen, Sis

dfvam bfhest le: 'smoldanrj wiG'm3 Sem
;

for Se 'nju: not

Mot it 'ment, and 'felt it 'onli in mis'tiinas antisr'pe/an,

and Se had tu 'dai wi0aut 3
ar'tikjuletli 'Atanrj it. Se ar

in Sa 'kamp ov 5i 'Ankon'verttd
4

; jet 'not az hai 'mesmdsarz
ov 'ngaras So: 6

benignant 'tru9, bAt az 'soft 'flatanrj 'sinarz,

and in 'plezant 'felo/ip wil Se 'Irv 'Se:r6 : Se ar 'farst

'adjuletid, 'Sen 'persikjutid
7

;
Se a'kompli/ 'litl for 'ASarz;

Se 'faind 'no: 'pis for Sem'selvz, bAt 'onli 'de9 and Sa 'pis

av Sa 'gre:v. wi kon'fes, it iz 'not wi6aut 3 a 'sertan 8

'mornful 9
'Q: Sat wi 'vju: Sa 'fet ov 'Si:z 'nobl 'solz, so:

'nt/li 'gift{d, jet 'ruind tu so: 'litl 'pArpas
10 wi9 3

'gl Ser

'gifts, it 'simz tu AS Sar iz a 'stern 11 'moral 'tgt in 'Sis

pis ov 'histon, 'twais told AS in aur 'on 'taim ! '/u:rli

tu 'men av 'laik 'dsinjas, if Ser bi 'em 'sAt/, it 'kanz wi9 3

it a 'lesan ov 'dip im'presiv sig'mfikans. '/u:rh it wud 12

br'kAm 'sAtf a man, 'fArni/t
13 far Sa 'haqst ov 'gl 'entar-

praiziz, 'Sat ov
biirj

Sa 'pojt ov hiz 'ed$, tu kon'sidar 'wel

Avot it 'iz Sat hi a'tempts, and in 'Aiot 'spirit hi a'tempts

1 'birnz 2
'for9

3
wiS'm, wiSaut, wiS 4

'AnkSn'vert^d
5 0o: 6 'Se:r 7

'persikjutid
8 'sertan 9 'mornful

10
'pXrpas

n 'stern 12 wud 13
'firm/t
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it. for Sa 'wArdz 1 ov 'miltan ar 'tru: in 'o,l 'taimz, and

wer 'nevar 'truar San in 'Sis: "'hi:, hu wud 2 'rait hi'roik

'pofraz, mAst 'mek hiz 'hoi 'laif a hi'roik 'pojm." if hi

kanot 'farst 'so: mek hiz 'laif, 'Sen let him 'hesn from 'Sis

a'rina
;
for naiSar3

its 'lofti 'glo:nz
4

, nor its 'fi:rful 'penlz,

or 'fit for 'him. let him 'dwindl intu a 'modi/ 'balad-

mAngar; let him 'wAr/ip
5 and

br'sirj
Si 'aidalz ov Sa

'taim, and Sa 'taini wil not 'fel tu rrVgrd him. if, indid,

hi kan en'dju:r tu 'liv in 'Sat ka'pasrti ! 'banyan and 'bArnz 6

'kud 7 not liv az 'aid01 'prists, bAt Sa 'fair ov Ser 'on 'harts

kon'sjumd Sem
;
and 'betar rt 'woz for Sem Sat Se 'kud 7

not. for it iz 'not in Sa 'fe:var ov Sa 'gret or ov Sa 'smo,l,

bAt in a 'laif ov 'tru0, and in Si ineks'pjunabl 'sitadel ov

hiz 'ofi 'sol, Sat a 'bairanz or a 'bArnzjz 'stren9 mAst 'lai.

let Sa 'gret stand a'luf from him, or 'no: hau tu 'revarans

him. 'bjutrful iz Sa 'junjan av 'we!0 wi0 8 'fe:var and

'fArSarans 9 for 'Irtaratjar; laik Sa 'kostlrjst 'flauar 'dsa.-r

en'klo:zir) Sa 'lAvlijst 'amaranG. 'jet let 'not Sa rile/an

bi mis'tekn. a 'tru: 'po(t iz not 'wAn hum Se kan 'hair

bai 'mAni or 'flatan tu bi a 'minister av Ser 'plegarz, Ser

'raitar ov o'ke:ganal 'vers^z
10

,
Ser par'vear av 'tebl'wit;

hi 'kanot bi Ser 'minjal, hi 'kanot 'i:vn bi Ser 'partizan. at

Sa 'peril ov 'bo0 'partiz, let 'no: sAt/ 'junjan bi a'temptfd !

wil a 'korsar 11 ov Sa 'sAn wArk 12 'softh in Sa 'harn^s ov a

'dre:hors ? hiz 'hufs ar av 'fair, and hiz 'pa0
13 iz Sru:

Sa 'hevnz, 'bnnirj 'lait tu 'gl 'landz; wil 'hi: 'Umbar on

'mAd 'haiwez, 'dragirj
'el for 'er01i

w
'apitaits from 'do:r 15

tu 'do:r 15
?

1 'wXrdz 2 wud 3 ni:Sar 4
'glo:riz

6
'wXr/rp

6 'blrnz

7 'kud 8 wiS 9 'fXrSarans 10
'vers^z

al 'korsar 12 wXrk
13

'pa0
14 'er0h 15 'do:r
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6. SIR HENRY WOTTON

A Happy Life

hau 'hapi iz 'hi: 'born and 'to,t

Sat 'serveO 1 not a'nASarz 'wil;

huz 'arrnar iz hiz 'onjst '0o,t

and 'simpl 'tru0 hiz 'Atmost 'skil;

huz 'pa/anz 'not hiz 'mostarz ar,

huz 'sol iz 'stil prr*pe:rd
2 for 'de9,

An'taid Antu Sa 'wArld 3 bai 'ke:r*

ov 'pAblik 'fern, or 'praivrt 'bre0;

hu 'enviz 'nAn Sat 't/ans dA0 're:z

nor 'vais; hu 'nevar Andar'stud 5
,

hau 'dipjst 'wundz ar 'givn bai 'pre:z;

nor 'rulz av 'stet, bAt 'rulz av 'gud
6

:

hu ha0 hiz 'laif from 'rumarz 'fri:d,

huz 'kon/ans iz hiz
'strotj rftrit;

huz 'stet kan naiSar 7 'flatararz 'fid,

nor 'ruin 'mek o'presarz 'gret;

hu 'god dA0 'let and 'erli
8

'pre:

'mo:r 9 av hiz 'gres San 'gifts tu 'lend;

and entar'tenz 5a 'harml^s 'de:

wi0 10 a rrlidgas 'buk 11 or 'frsnd.

'Sis 'man iz 'fri:d from 'servail 12 'bandz

ov 'hop tu 'raiz, or 'fi:r tu 'fgl :

'lord ov him'sslf, So: 13 'not ov 'landz
;

and, havir) 'nA0irj, 'jet ha0 'gl.

1 'serveO 2
pn'pe:rd

3 'wXrld 4 'ke:r 5 Andar'stud

8
'gud

7 niSar 8 'erh 9 'mo:r 10 wiS u 'buk

12 'servail
13 0o:
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7. WILLIAM PITT

Passage from Reply to Walpole

Si a'tro/as 'kraim av
'biirj

9
"JATJ man, Aiitf Si 'onorabl

'd3entlman haz, wiQ 1

'sAt/ 'spirit and 'disansi, 't/ardsd

Apon mi, ai Jal naiSar 2
a'tempt tu 'pallet, nor dfnai

;
bAt

kon'tent maiself wiS 1

'wi/irj
Sat 'ai me: bi WAD av 'So:z

huz 'foliz 'sis wit)
1 Ser 'juO; and 'not ov 'Sat 'nAmbar hu

ar 'ignorant in 'spait ov eks'piinans.

A^eSar 'ju0 kan bi im'pjutjd tu 'em 'man az a n'protj,

ai 'wil not as'j'um Sa 'provins ov dr'termimn 3
: bAt, '/u:rh,

'edjj me: bikAm 'd^AStli kon'tsm^tibl, if Si opor'tjunitiz

Autf it 'bnrjz hav 'past
4 a'we: wiSaut 1

im'pru:vment, and

'vais a'pi:rz tu pn'vel A\.sn Sa 'pa/anz hav SAb'saidjd. Sa

'rstj Sat, 'aftar
5

havir) 'sin Sa 'konsikwens^z ov a 'Sauzand

'srorz, kon'tinjuz 'stil tu 'blAndar, and huz 'edg haz 'onli

'ad{d 'obstinasi tu stju'piditi, iz 'Ju:rli Si 'obdgikt ov aiSar 2

ab'horens or kon'tempt ;
and dr'zsrvz 6 not Sat hiz 'gre: 'bed

Jud
7
sfkju^ him from 'insAlts. 'mAtf mo:r8

iz 'hi: tu bi

ab'hord 'hu:, az hi haz ad'vanst in 'ed3, haz n'sidid from

'vartju, and br'kAmz 'mo:r8
'wiki^d wiO 1

'les tem'te/an, hu

'prostitjuts himself for 'niAni AvitJ hi 'kanot en'dgoi, and

'spendz Sa rfmenz ov hiz 'laif in Sa 'ruin ov hiz 'kAntn.

1
wiS, wiSaut 2

ni:Sar, i:Sar 3

dr'terminirj
4
'past

5 'aftar 6 di'zervz 7
Jud

8 mo:r



8. C. S. CALVERLEY

Contentment

'frend, Ser bi 'Se: on hum mis'hap
or 'nevar or 'so: 'reirli

1
'kAmz,

Sat, Aien Se
'ttirjk Se:rof, Se 'snap

dr'raisiv '6Amz;

and Ser bi 'Se: hu 'laitli 'lu:z

Ser 'gl, jet 'fil 'no:
'ekirj

'void
;

Jud
2

'gt a'noi Sam, Se rffjuzz

tu bi e'noid
;

and 'fen wud 3
'ai bi i:n az 'Si:z !

'laif iz wi0 4
'sAt/ 'gl 'bi:r and 'skitlz;

Se 'a:r not 'difikalt tu 'pli:z

a'baut Ser 'vitlz;

Sa 'traut, Sa 'graus, Si 'erli
5

'pi:,

bai 'SAt/, if 'Se:r6
,
ar 'frili 'tekan

;

if 'not, Se 'mAn/ wi0 4 'ikwal 'gli:

Ser 'bit av 'bekan;

're:rli
2
Jud

3 wud 4 wiS 5 'erh 6 '5e:r
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and Aven Se 'waks a 'litl 'ge:

and 't/af
1 Sa 'pAblik aftar 2

'Un/an,

if Se:r kan'frAntjd wi0 3 a 'stre:

pa'lismanz 'trAn/an,

Se 'ge:z Se:rat 4 wi0 3
'autstrst/t 'neks,

and 'laftar Avitf 'no: '9rets kan 'smASar,

and 'tel Sa 'horarstrikan 'eks

Sat 'hi:z a'nASar.

in 'sno:taim if Se 'kros a 'spot

Ave:r 5
'AnsAs'pektjd 'boiz hav 'slid,

Se 'fgl not 'daun ^'So:
6 Se wud 7 'not

'maind if Se 'did;

Aien Sa 'spnrj 'ro:zbAd Avit/ Se 'we:r8

'breks '/ort and 'tAmblz fram its 'stem.

'no: '6o,t av
biir) 'angri 'e:r

9

'dgnz apon 'Sem;

'So: 6 twaz dgi'maimaz 'hand Sat 'plest,

(az 'wel ju 'win) at 'i:vninz 'auar,

in Sa 'Uvd 'bAtnhol Sat 't/est

and 't/en/t 'flauar.

and Aien Se 'travl, if Se 'faind

Sat Se hav 'left Ser 'pokjt'kAmpas
or 'mAn or '0ik 'buts 10

bihaind,

Se 're:z 'no: 'rAmpas,

bat 'plod si'rinh 'on wiS'aut 3
;

'noirj
its 'betar tu ^n'dju:r

Si 'i:vl AutJ bgond 'gl 'daut

ju 'kanot 'kju:r.

1

't/af
2 aftar 3

wiS, wiS'aut 4 Se:rat 5 Aie:r 6
'Go:

7 wud 8 'we:r 9
'e:r

10 'buts
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Aven far Sat 'erli
1 'tren Se:r 'let,

Se du not 'mek Ser 'wo:z Sa 'tekst

av 'sermanz^ m Sa 'taimz, bat 'wet

'on far Sa 'nekst
;

and 'dgAmp in'said, and 'onli 'gnn

Jud
3

it a'pi:r Sat 'Sat 'drai 'wag,

Sa 'gard, o'mrtjd tu 'put
4 'in

Ser 'karpitbag.

9. GOLDSMITH

Passage from the Vicar of Wakefield

aur 'litl habr'te/an waz 'sitjuetid at Sa 'nit
6 av a

'slopirj 'hil, '/eltard wi9 6 a 'bjutifal 'Andarwud 7 bi'hamd,

and a
'pratlirj

'nvar br*fo:r8
;
on 'wAn said a 'medo, on

Si 'ASar a 'grin, mai 'farm kan'sistid av abaut 'twenti

'ekarz av 'eksalant 'land, havirj 'givn a 'hAndrjd 'paund for

mai pridr'sesarz gud'wiR 'nA0irj kud 10 ik'sid Sa 'nitn^s

av mai 'litl ^n'kloigarz, Si 'elmz and 'hsdsroiz a'pi:nr)

wi6 6
in^ks'prssibl 'bjuti. mai 'haus kan'sisfeid av bat 'wAn

'stoin 11
, and waz 'kAvard wi6 6

'8atJ, A\it/ 'ge:v it an 'e:r
12

av 'gret 'snAgn^s ;
Sa 'wglz on Si in'said wer 'naisli 'Avaitwo/t,

and mai 'dgtarz Andar'tuk 13 tu a'dorn Sem witt
6
'piktjarz av

Ser 'on dr'zaimn. So 14 Sa 'sem 'rum servd 15 AS far 'parlar

and 'kit/^n, 'Sat onli 'raed rt Sa 'wgrmar. br'saidz, az it

waz 'kept wi6 6 Si 'Atmast 'nitn^s, Sa 'di/^z, 'plets, and

'koparz biirj
'wel 'skaurd, and 'gl dis'poizd in 'brait 'ro:z

1
'erli

2 'sermanz 3
Jud

4
'put

5 'fut 6 wiS
7 Andarwud 8 br'foir

9
gud'wil

10 kud n 'sto:n

12
'e:r

13 Andar'tuk 14 60: 15 servd
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on Sa '/elvz, Si 'ai waz a'griabli rrli.'vd, and did not 'wont

'rit/ar 'fArnitjar
1

. Sar war '6ri: 'ASar a'partniants 'wAn

far rnai 'waif and mi, a'nASar far aur 'tu: 'dgtarz, wi0in 2

aur 'on, and Sa 'Sard, wi9 2
'tu: 'bedz, far Sa 'rest av Sa

't/ildran.

Sa 'litl rfpAblik tu 'AYitJ ai ge:v 'lg:z waz 'regjuletid in

Sa
'foloirj

'manar : bai 'sAnraiz wi 'Q! a'sembld in aur 'komari

a'partmant, Sa 'fair
biirj 'pri:viasli 'kindld bai Sa 'servant 3

.

dftar 4 wi had sa'ljutid it/ 'ASar wi0 2
'propar 'senmoni 5

,

for ai 'glwjz Sgt 'fit tu kip 'Ap 'sAm mfkanikl 'formz av

'gud
6
'bridin, wiS'aut 2

'AvitJ 'fridam 'evar dfstroiz 'frend/ip,

wi '1 'bent in 'gratitjud tu 'Sat
'biir)

hu 'ge:v AS a'nASar

'de:. 'Sis 'djuti biirj par'formd, mai 'sAn and 'ai w-ent tu

par's/u: aur 'ju:gual
7 'indastn a'brod, Avail mai 'waif and

'dgtarz im'ploid Samselvz in
pro'vaidirj 'brekfast, AvitJ waz

'glwjz 'redi at a 'sertan 8 'taim. ai a'laud 'haf an 'auar

far 'Sis 'mil, and an 'auar far 'dinar; 'Avit/ 'taim waz 'tekn

'Ap in 'inosant 'mar0 bitwin mai 'waif and 'dgtarz, and in

ftlo'sofikl 'tbrcyumants bitwin mai 'SAn and 'mi:.

az wi 'ro:z wi0 2 Sa 'SAn, 'so: wi 'nevar par's/u:d aur

'lebarz aftar 4
it waz gon 'daun, bat rr'tArnd 9 'horn tu Si

ik'spektirj 'famili, M.e:r 10
'smailirj

'luks 11
,
a 'nit 'har0, and

'plezant 'fair, war pn'pe:rd
12

far aur rr'sep/an. nor wer

wi wiO'aut 2
'gests; 'sAmtaimz 'farmar 'flambara, aur

'tgkativ 'nebar, and 'ofn Sa 'blaind 'paipar, wud 13
'pe: AS

a 'vizit and 'test aur 'gusben
14

'wain, far Sa 'mekirj av

AutJ wi had 'lost naiSar 15 Sa rr*sit nor Sa repju'te/an.

5i:z 'harml^s 'pipl had 'sevaral 'we:z av
biirj gud

6
'kAmpani ;

1
'fArnitjar

2
wiSin, wiS, wiSaut 3 'servant 4 'aftar

'senmoni 6/
gud

7
'ju:zjual

8 'sertan 9 rr'tArnd 10
Ave:r

'luks 12
pri'pe:rd

13 wud 14
'gu:zberi

15 ni:Sar
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Avail 'WAD 'plerd, Si 'ASar wud 1

'sir)
SAIH

'su:Sir) 'balad,

"'dgom 'armstronz 'last 2
gud^nait" or "Sa 'krualti av

'barbara 'alan." Sa 'nait waz kan'kludjd in Sa 'manar wi

bfgan Sa 'mormrj, mai
'JATjgist

'boiz
biirj a'point^d tu rid

Sa 'lesnz av Sa 'de:
;
and 'hi: Sat red 'laudjst, dis'tin&tist,

and 'best waz tu hav a 'hepni an 'sAnde tu 'put
4 intu Sa

'pu:rz boks.

10. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Passage from King Lear, Act IV. Scene 7

'doktar. so: 'pli:z jur 'madgasti

Sat wi me: 'wek Sa
'kirj

? hi ha9 'slept 'Ion.

kor'diha. bi 'gAvarnd bai jur 'nol^dg, and pro'sid

i Sa 'swe: av jur 'on 'wil. iz hi a're:d ?

'dsentlman. 'ai, madam; in Sa 'hevinis av 'slip

wi 'put
4

'fre/ 'garments on him.

'doktar. bi 'bai, gud
3
'madam, Aven wi 'du: a'wek him

;

ai 'daut not av hiz 'tsmparans.

kor'dilia. 'ven 'weL

'doktar. 'pli:z ju, 'drg: 'ni:r. 'laudar Sa 'mjuzik 'Se:r 5 !

kor'dilia. o mai 'di:r 'fa.'Sar! resto're/an 'harj

Sai 'medisin on mai 'lips, and let 'Sis 'kis

rr*pe:r
6 'So:z 'vaiolant 'harmz Sat mai 'tu:

'sistarz

hav in Sai 'revarans 'med !

kent. 'kaind and 'di:r 'pnnses !

kor'dilia. had ju 'not bin Ser 'fa:Sar, 'Si:z Aiait 'fleks

had 't/alandgd 'piti av Sam. woz 'Sis a 'fes

1 wud 2 'last
3
gud

4
'put

6
'Se:r

6
rfpe.-r
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tu bi a'po:zd a'genst Sa 'wg:nrj 'windz ?

tu 'stand a'genst Sa 'dip 'dredboltid '0Andar?

in Sa 'most 'teribl and 'nimbi 'strok

ov 'kwik, kros
'laitairj

? tu 'wot/, 'pu:r 'perdy
1

!

wi0 2
'Sis '0in 'helm ? main 'emmiz 'dog,

'So: 3 hi had 'bit mi, Jud
4 hav 'stud 5 'Sat 'nait

a'genst mai 'fair
;
and wost Sau 'fen, 'pu:r 'faiSar,

tu 'hAvl 6 Si wi9 2
'swain, and 'rogz far-lorn,

in '/ort and 'niAsti 'stro.: ? a'lak, a'lak !

tiz 'wAndar Sat Sai 'laif and 'wits at 'wAns

had not kan'klud^d 'o.l. hi 'weks
; 'spik tu him.

'doktar. 'madam, du 'ju: ;
tiz 'fitist.

kor'diha. hau 'dAz mai 'roial 'lord ? hau 'fe:rz
7
jur 'ma-

dgasti ?

li:r. ju du mi
'rorj

tu 'tek mi aut a Sa 'gre:v.

'Sau art a 'sol in 'blis
;
bat 'ai am 'baund

apon a 'Avil av 'fair, Sat main 'on 'ti:rz

du 'sko,ld laik 'moltn 'led;

kor'dilia. 'sar, du ju 'no: mi ?

li:r. ju ar a 'spirit, ai 'no:
;

'Aven did ju 'dai ?

kor'dilia. 'stil, 'stil, 'fa:r 'waid !

'doktar. hi:z 'skers 8 a'wek: let him a'lon aMail.

li:r. 'Ave:r9 hav ai 'bin ? Ave:r 'am ai ? 'ferr 7 'de:lait ?

ai m 'maitili a'bju:zd. ai Jud
4
'i:n 'dai wi9 2

'piti

tu si a'nASar 'SAS. ai 'no: not Avot tu 'se:.

ai wil not 'swe:r 10
'Si:z ar 'mai 'handz. lets 'si:

;

ai 'fil Sis 'pin 'pnk. 'wud 11 ai war a'/u:rd

av mai kan'di/an !

kor'diha. . 'o:, 'luk 12
a'pon- mi, sar,

1 y is rounded i
2 wiS

7 'fe:rz 8 'skers 9 'Ave:r

3
'0o:

4
/ud

10 'swe:r 1

5 'stud

'wud

6 'hovl

12 'luk
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and 'hold jur 'handz in ben^dik/an 'o:r mi.

'no: sar, jii 'mAst not 'nil.

li:r. pre:, 'du: not 'mok mi.

ai am a 'veri 'full/ 'fond 'old 'man,

'fecrskoir1 and 'Apward, not an 'aur 'mo:r 2 or

'les;

'and, tu dil 'plenli,

ai 'fi:r ai am 'not in mai 'perftkt 'maind.

mi'Oirjks
ai Jud

3 'no: 'ju:, and 'no: 'Sis 'man;

'jet ai am 'dautful : for ai am 'menh 'ignarant

'Avot 'pies Sis 'iz, and 'o.l Sa 'skil ai hav

n'membarz not 'Si:z 'garments, nor ai 'no: not

'Aver
4 ai did 'lods 'last

5
'nait. 'du: not 'laf at ini

;

'for, az ai am a 'man, ai '6ink 'Sis 'ledi

"tu bi mai 't/aild kor'dilia.

kor'dilia. and 'so: ai 'am, ai 'am.

li:r. bi jur 'ti:rz 'wet ? 'jes, fe0. ai 'pre:, 'wip not.

if ju hav 'poizn for mi, ai wil 'dnnk it.

ai 'no: ju du not '!AV mi, for jur 'sistarz

'hav, az ai du rr'membar, 'dAn mi
'rorj ;

'ju: hav 'sAm 'kg:z, 'Se: hav 'not.

kor'dilia. 'no: 'kg:z, 'no: 'kg:z.

li:r. 'am ai in 'frans ?

kent. in jur 'on 'kirjdam,
sar.

li:r. 'du: not a'bju:z mi.
* * * * *

kor'dika. wilt 'pli:z jur 'hainis 'wgk ?

li:r. ju mAst 'be:r 6 wi9 7 mi.

'pre: ju nau, far'get and far'giv; ai m 'old and

'fuh/.

2/mo:r 3
Jud

4/Ave:r 5/lost 6 'be:r 7 wiS
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11. FRANCIS THOMPSON

Daisy

Aveir
1 $9 '0isl 'lifts a 'pArpl

2 'kraun

'siks 'fut 3 aut av Sa 'tArf 4
,

and Sa 'he:rbel 5
'/eks an Sa 'windi 'hil

o Sa 'bre0 av Sa 'distant 'sArf 6
!

Sa 'hilz luk 7 'o:var an Sa 'sau0,

and 'sau9ward 'drimz Sa/si:;

and, wi0 8 Sa 'si/briiz 'hand in 'hand,

kem 'inosans and '/i:.

'Aveir1 mid Sa 'gors Sa 'rasben 9

'red far Sa 'gaSarar 'sprinz,

'tu: 't/ildran did wi 'stre: and 'tgk

'waiz, 'aidl, 't/aildij '0inz.

Ji 'lisnd wi0 8
big'lipt sar'praiz,

'brestdip mid 'flauar and 'spam :

bar 'skin waz laik a 'cjrep, huz 'venz

'rAn 'sno: insted av 'wain.

Ji 'nju: not 'So:z 'swit VArdz 10
Ji 'spek,

nor 'nju: bar 'on 'swit 'we:
;

bat Sarz 'nevar a 'bard, so 'swit a
'sorj

'0rond in huz '0rot 'Sat 'de:!,

'o:, Sar war 'flauarz in 'stonrjtan

on Sa 'tArf 4 and on Sa 'spre: ;

bat Sa 'swit^st 'flauar on 'sAs^ks 'hilz

waz Sa 'de:zi 'flauar 'Sat 'de: !

lxAve:r 2
'pXrpl

3 'fut
4 'tArf 6 'he:rbel 6

7 luk 8 wiS 9
'rcLizberi

10 'wA'rdz
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har 'bjuti 'smu:Sd erSs 1 'fArod 'fes!

Ji 'ge:v mi 'toknz '0ri:

a 'luk 2
,
a 'wArd 3 av har 'winsam 'mauG,

'and a 'waild 'rasberi 4
.

a 'ben 'red, a 'gaill^s 'luk 2
,

a 'stil 'wArd 3
, 'stnrjz av 'sand !

and 'jet Se 'med mai 'waild, 'waild 'hart

flai 'daun tu har 'litl 'hand.

for, 'standirj 'artl{s az Si 'e:r
5

,

and 'kandid az Sa 'skaiz,

Ji 'tuk 6 Sa 'benz wi9 7 har 'hand
;

and Sa '!AV wi6 7 har 'swit 'aiz.

Sa 'fe:r^st
8 '0inz hav 'flitest 'end :

Ser 'sent sar'vaivz Ser 'klo:z,

bat Sa 'ro:z^z 'sent iz 'bitanns

tu 'him Sat 'Uvd Sa 'ro:z !

Ji 'lukt 2 a 'litl 'wistfah,

Sen 'went har 'sAn/ain 'we::

Sa 'si:z 'ai had a 'mist on it,

and Sa 'li:vz 'fel frarn Sa 'de:.

Ji 'went har Anrfmembdnr) 'we:,

Ji 'went, and 'left in 'mi:

Sa 'par)
av 'Q! Sa 'partirjz 'gon,

and 'partirjz 'jet tu 'bi:.

Ji 'left mi 'marvslirj Avai 'mai 'sol

waz 'sad Sat 'Ji: waz 'glad;

at 'gl Sa 'sadn^s in Sa 'swit,

Sa 'switnjs in Sa 'sad.

1 er0s 2
'luk, 'lukt 3 'wXrd 4 'ra:zberi 5 'e:r 6 'tuk

7 wiS 8 '
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'stil, 'stil ai 'sim tu 'si: har, 'stil

luk 1

'Ap wi0 2
'soft rfplaiz,

and 'tek Sa 'bsnz wi0 2 har 'hand,

and Sa '!AV wi0 2 har 'Uvli 'aiz.

'nA0irj brYjinz, and 'nA0irj 'endz,

Sat iz not 'pe:d wi0 2
'mon;

for wi ar 'born in 'ASarz 'pen,

and 'pen/ in aur 'on.

12. CHARLES DICKENS

A passage from Dombey and Son

Analysis of the character of P. Dombey
Se war wi0in 2 'tu ar 0ri 'wiks av Sa 'holidez, Aven,

'

'de:, kor'niha 'blimbar 'kojd 'po.1
intu har 'rum, and 'sed,

"'dombi, ai am
'goirj

tu send 'horn jur a'nal^sis."

"'0arjk ju, mam," rr*tArnd 3
'po.1.

"ju 'no: wot ai 'min, du ju, 'dombi?" in'kwaird mis

'blimbar, 'lukin 1 'hard at him 0ru Sa 'spektaklz.

"'no:, mam," sed 'pgl.

'"dombi, 'dombi," sed mis 'blimbar, "ai br*gin tu bi

a'fred ju ar a 'sad 'boi. Aven ju 'dont 'no: Sa 'minirj av

an iks'pre/an, Avai dont ju 'sik far infor'me/an ?"
" misiz 'pipt/in 'told mi ai 'woznt tu ask 4

'kwestjanz,"

rr'tArnd 3
'pgl.

"ai mAst 'beg ju 'not tu 'men/an misiz 'pipt/in tu

'mi:, on 'em a'kaunt, 'dombi," rr'tArnd 3 mis 'blimbar. "ai

'kud 5nt '0ink av
a'lauir)

it. Sa 'kors 6 av 'stAdi 'hi:r iz

'ven 'fa:r rr'muivd from 'em0irj av 'Sat 'sort, a repi'ti/an

1
luk, 'lukirj

2
wiS, wiSin

3 rr'tArnd 4 ask 5 kud 6 'kors

G. 8
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av 'sAtJ a'ljuiganz wud
1 mek it 'nssjsan far 'mi: tu n'kwest

tu 'hi:r, wiSaut 2 a mis'tek, bi'foir 3 'brekfasttaim tu'moro

'mormn, from "verbAm person'a:le' daun tu 'sr'milima

'signo.'"

"ai 'didnt 'min, mam "
br*gan litl 'pgl.

"ai mAst 'trAbl ju 'not tu 'tel mi Sat ju 'didnt 'min,

if ju pli:z, 'dombi," sed mis 'blimbar, hu pri'zsrvd
4 an 'gfel

pa'laitn^s in bar adman'i/anz.
"
'Sat iz a lain av 'argjumant,

ai 'kud 6nt 'drim av par'mitirj."

'pgl felt it 'seftst tu se: 'nA0irj at 'o.l, so hi 'onh 'lukt 6

at mis 'blimbarz 'spektaklz. mis 'blimbar havirj 'Jekn bar

'bed at him 'gre:vli, rfferd 7 tu a 'pepar 'lanrj
bffoir 3 bar.

"'an'alisis av Sa 'karaktar av 'pi: 'dombi.' if mai

rekol'sk/an 'servz 8
mi," sed mis 'blrmbar, 'brekirj 'of, "Sa

'wArd 9
an'aljsis az o'po:zd tu "sinSisis, iz 'SAS di'faind bai

'wgkar. 'Sa rezo'lju/an ov an 'obd3ikt, MeSar ov Sa 'sens^z

or ov Si 'int^lekt, intu its farst 'elements.' az o'po:zd tu

'sin0isis, ju ob'zerv 10
. 'nau ju 'no: Avot an'alisis 'iz, 'dombi."

'dombi 'didnt 'sim tu bi 'absa'tyuth 'blaindid bai Sa

'lait let 'in apon hiz 'int^lekt, bat hi 'rned mis 'blimbar a

litl 'bau.******
"'it me bi 'd3enarah ob'zervd 10 ov 'dombi,'" sed mis

'blimbar, 'ridirj
in a 'laud 'vois, and at 'evn 'sekand 'WArd 9

dfrektir) bar 'spektaklz 'toardz 11 Sa 'litl 'figar bffozr 3 bar :

"'Sat hiz a'bilitiz. and inklin'e/anz ar 'gud
12

,
and Sat hi

haz 'med az 'mAt/ 'progres
13 az Andar Sa 'sarkamstansiz

'kud 6 hav bin eks'pektid. bAt it iz tu bi la'mentid av

1 wud 2 wiSaut 3 brfoir 4
prfzervd

6 'kud 6 'lukt

7 rrTerd 8 'ssrvz 9 'wXrd 10
ob'zerv, ob'zervd ll

'toardz,

'twordz, 'twordz 12
'gud

13
'progres
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'Sis
JArj 'd^sntlmen Sat hi iz 'singjular (Avot iz 'ju^

'tsrmd 2
old'fa/and) in hiz 'karaktar and 'kondakt, and

Sat, wi9aut
3
pri'zentir) 'em9ir) in 'aiSar 4

AvitJ dis'tinth 'kglz

for repro'be/an, hi iz 'ofh 'veri An'laik 'ASar
JATJ ^entlman

av hiz 'eds and 'so/al po'zi/an.' 'nau, 'dombi," sed mis

'blimbar, 'leirj
'daun Sa 'pepar, "du ju Andar'stand 'Sat?"

"ai Sink ai 'du:, mam," sed 'pgl.

"'Sis an'alisis, ju si:, 'dombi," mis 'blimbar kan'tinjud,

"iz
'goirj

tu bi sent 'horn tu jur ns'pektid 'pe:rant
5

. it

wil 'natjurah bi 'ven 'penful tu him tu 'faind Sat ju ar

'singjular in jur 'karaktar and 'kondakt. it iz 'natjurali

'penful tu 'AS; for wi 'kant laik ju, ju 'no:, dombi, az 'wel

az wi kud 6
'wi/."

Ji 'tAt/t Sa 't/aild apon a 'tendar 'point, hi had 'sikqtli

bikAm 'mo:r 7 and 'mo:r 7
sa'lisitas fram 'de: tu 'de:, az Sa

'taim av hiz di'partjar 'dru: 'mo:r 7
'ni:r, Sat 'gi Sa 'haus

Jud
8 'laik him. for SAm 'hidn 'ri:zan, 'veri im'perfiktli

9

Andar'stud 10 bai him'self if Andar'stud 10 at 'Q! hi 'felt

a 'gradjuali in'krisir) 'impAls av a'fek/an, 'toardz 11
glmost

'evri0irj and 'evribodi in Sa 'pies, hi 'kud 6 not 'be:r 12 tu

'Sink Sat Se wud 13 bi 'kwait in'difarant tu him Aven hi

waz 'gon. hi 'wontjd Sem tu rr'membar him 'kaindli
;
and

hi had 'med it hiz 'bizms i:vn tu kan'siliet a 'gret 'hors 14

'/agi 'dog, 't/end 'Ap at Sa 'bak av Sa 'haus, hu had

'pri:viasli bin Sa 'terar av hiz 'laif: Sat i:vn 'hi: mart

'mis him Aven hi waz no 'longar 'Se:r 15
.

'litl '9inkir| Sat in 'Sis hi 'onh '/o:d a'gen Sa 'difarans

bitwin him'self and hiz kom'pi:rz, 'pu:r 'taim
'po.1 'set it

2 'termd 3 wiSaut 4
'i:Sar

5/
pe:rant

6 kud
7 'mo:r 8

Jud
9
im'perfiktli

10 Andar'stud n
'toardz,

'twordz, 'twordz 12 'be:r
13 wud 14 'hors 15 'Se:r

82
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'fore
1 tu mis 'blimbar az 'wel az hi 'kud 2

, and 'begd her,

in dis'pait av Si a'ft/al a'naljsis, tu hav Sa 'gudnjs
3 tu 'trai

an laik him. tu 'misiz 'blimbar, hu had 'dsoind Sem, hi

pr^ferd
4 Sa 'sem pi'ti/an: and Men 'Sat 'ledi kud 2 not

far'beir 5
,
'i:vn in hiz 'prezans, fram givir)

'Atarans tu har

'oft rfpit^d a'pinjan, Sat hi 'woz an 'od 't/aild, 'po.1
'told

har Sat hi waz '/u:r Ji waz 'kwait 'rait; Sat hi '0gt it

'mAst bi hiz 'bonz, bat hi 'didnt 'no:
;
and Sat hi 'hopt Ji

wud 6 ovar'luk 7
rt, far hi waz 'fond av Sam 'o,l.

"not so 'fond," sed
'po.1, wi0 8 a 'mikstjar av tr*miditi

and 'perfikt
9

'frarjkmrs, A^rtJ waz 'wAn av Sa 'most pr'kjuljar

and 'most in'gedgirj 'kwolrtiz av Sa 't/aild, "'not so 'fond

az ai 'am av 'florans, av 'kors 10
;

'Sat kud 2 'nevar bi. ju

'kud 2nt iks'pekt 'Sat, 'kud 2
ju, mam?"

"'o:, Si old'fa/and 'litl 'sol!" kraid misiz 'blnnbar, in

a 'Aiispar.

"bat ai 'laik 'evnbodi 'hi:r 'ven 'mAt/," par's;u:d 'pgl,

"and ai Jud
11

'griiv tu go a'we, and
'6ir)k

Sat 'emwAn

waz 'glad Sat ai waz 'gon, or 'didnt 'ke:r12."

13. ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING

The Forced Recruit

in Sa
'rarjks av Si 'gstnan ju 'faund him,

hi 'daid wi6 8 hiz 'fes tu ju 'gl;

jet 'beri him 'hi:r Me:r 13 a'raund him

ju 'honar jur 'breiv^st Sat 'fgl.

2/kud 3/
gudn|s

4
pnTerd

5 be:r 6 wud
7 luk 8 wiS 9

'perfikt
10 'kors n

/ud
12 'ke:r

13 Me:r
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ven'i/an, feir 1
'fitjard and 'slendar,

hi 'laiz Jot tu 'de9 in hiz 'ju0,

wi0 2 a 'smail on hiz 'lips ovar 'tendar

for em 'mi:r 'sold3arz 'ded 'mau0.

'no: 'strendgar, and 'jet not a 'tretar,

So 3
'eljan Sa 'klo0 on hiz 'brest,

Andar'niQ it hau 'seldam a 'gretar

'JAJJ
'hart haz a 'Jot sent tu 'rest!

bai jur 'enimi 'tortjard and 'god{d

tu 'mart/ wi9 2
Sem, 'stand in Ser 'fail.

hiz 'mAslqt ('si:) 'nevar waz 'lod{d,

'hi:
'fesirj jur 'gAnz wi0 2 'Sat 'smail !

az 'orfanz 'jern
4 'on tu Ser 'mASarz,

hi 'jernd
5 tu jur 'petnat 'bandz;

"let mi 'dai for aur 'itali, 'brASarz,

if 'not in 'ju:r 'rarjks,
bai 'ju:r 'handz !

" 'em 'stretli, 'fair 'stedili ! 'spe:r
5 mi

a 'bgl in Sa 'bodi AvitJ me:

dr!livar mai 'hart 'hi:r, and 'teir6 mi

'Sis 'bads 8V ^ 'Qstnan a'we: !

"

'so: 'Sgt hi, 'so: 'daid hi, Sis 'mornirj.

Avot 'Sen ? 'meni 'AtSarz hav 'daid.

'ai, bAt 'i:zi far 'men tu dai 'skormrj

Sa 'de0strok, hu 'fgt 'said bai 'said:

'wAn 'traikAlar
'flotirj

a'bAv Sem;
strAk 'daun mid trar*Amfant a'klemz

ov an 'itah 'reskjud tu '!AV Sem
and 'ble:zn Sa 'bras 7 wi0 2 Ser 'nemz.

1
fe:r

2 wiS 3 0o 4
'jernd

6
'spe:r

6
'te:r 7 'bras
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bAt 'hi:, wiSaut 1 'witms or 'onar,

'Se:r
2

, '/emd in hiz 'kAntriz regard,

wiS 1 Sa 'tairants hu 'mart/ in a'pon her,

'daid 'feGfal and 'pasiv : 'twoz 'hard.

twoz sa'blaim. in a 'krual ns'tnk/an
kAt 'of fram Sa 'gerdan

3 av 'sAnz,

wiO 1 most 'filial
4

o'bidjans, kan'vik/an,

hiz 'sol 'kist Sa 'lips av har 'gAnz.

'Sat 'mu:vz ju ? 'ne:, 'grAdg not tu 'Jo: it,

Avail
'digit)

a 'gre:v far him 'hi:r:

Si A'Sarz hu 'daid, ssz jur 'po^t,

hav 'glo:n
5

,
let 'him hav a 'ti:r.

14. JAMES BosWELL

A passage from the Life of Johnson
JL O / t'

Johnson. a
'sar, Aven 'pipl 'wot/ mi 'naroli, and ai 'du:

not 'wot/ mai'self, Se wil 'faind mi 'aut tu bi av a par-

'tikjular 'kaunti. in Sa 'sem 'manar 'dAmrj me bi faund

'aut tu bi a 'devan/air
6 man. 'so: 'most 'skot/man me

bi faund 'aut. 'bAt, sar, 'litl aba're/anz ar av 'no: disad-

'vantid3. ai 'nevar kat/t 'malat in a 'skot/ 'aksant; and

'jet 'malat, ai sa'po:z, waz 'past
7 faiv and 'twenti br*fo:r 8

hi 'kem tu 'Undan."

apon a'nASar a'ke.^an ai 'tgkt tu him an Sis 'sAbdg^kt,

havirj mafself 'tekn 'sAm 'penz tu im'pru:v mai pronAn-

si'e/an, bai Si 'ed av Sa 'let mistar '!AV, av 'dru:n 'len

'6iatar, Aven hi woz a 'plear at 'ednbAra, and 'o,lso av 'old

1
wiSaut, wiS 2

'Se:r
3
'gerdan

4
'filjal

5
'glo:n

G
'devan/n-

7
'past

8
'bifo:r
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mistar '/eridan. 'dgonsan 'sed tu mi, "'sar, jur pronAn-

sfe/an iz not o'fensiv." wiS 1
't5is kan'se/an ai waz 'pnti

'wel 'satisfaid, and let mi 'giv mai 'kAntriman av 'nor9

'britan an ad'vais 'not tu 'em at 'absaljut part'ek/an in

'Sis ns'pekt ;
'not tu 'spik 'hai 'ingli/, az wi ar 'apt tu 'ko,l

Avot iz 'fa:r rfmuivd fram Sa 'skotj, bat Avitf iz bai 'no:

minz 'gud
2

'ingli/, and meks "Sa 'fulz hu 'ju:z it" 'truh

rfdikjulas. 'gud
2

'inglif iz 'plen, 'i:zi, and 'smu:S in Sa

'mau0 av an Ana'fektjd 'inglij 'dgsntlman. a 'stAdid and

fak'ti/as pronAnsfe/an, Autf rr'kwairz par'petjual a'ten/an,

and im'po.'ziz par'petjual kan'strent, iz {k'sidinli dis'gAstin.

a 'smgl intar'mikstjar av pro'vin/al pikjulfantjz 'me:,

parhaps, hav an a'griabl ffekt, az Sa 'nots av 'difarant

'bardz kan'kAr 3 in Sa 'harmani av Sa 'gro:v, and 'pli:z

'mo:r4 San if Se war 'o,l ig'zaktli a'laik. ai kud 5 'nem

sAm 'dgentlman av 'airland, tu hum a 'slait pro'por/an
6

av Si 'aksant and resita'ti:v av 'Sat 'kAntn iz an ad'vantidg.

Sa 'sem obzar've/an wil a'plai tu Sa 'd3entlman av 'skotland.

ai du not 'min Sat wi /ud
7
'spik az 'brod az a sertan 8

'prosparas membar av 'parlamant from 'Sat 'kAntn; 'So: 9

it haz bin 'wel ab'zervd 10
, Sat it

" haz bin av 'no: 'smgl 'jus

tu him
;
az it 'rauzjz Si 'aten/an av Sa 'haus bai its AH-

'komanis: and iz 'ikwal tu 'trops and 'figarz in a 'gud
2

'ingli/ 'spikar." ai wud 11
'giv, az an 'instans av 'Avot ai

'min tu reka'mend tu mai 'kAntriman, Sa pronAnsfe/an
av Sa 'let sar 'gilbart 'eliat

;
and me ai prr'zjum tu 'ad 'Sat

av Sa 'prezant 'erl
12 av 'mart/mant, hu 'told mi, wiO 1

'gret

gud 'jumar, Sat Sa 'mastar av a 'Jop in 'lAndan, Ave:r hi

1 wiS 2
'gud

3 kan'kXr 4 'mo:r 5 kud

pro'porjan
7
Jud

8 'sertan 9
'Uo: 10 ab'zervd

11 wud 12
'erl
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waz not 'no:n, 'sed tu him, "ai sa'po:z, sar, ju ar 9n

a'menkan." "'Avai 'so:, sar?" sed hiz 'lord/ip. "br'kQiz,

sar," rfplaid Sa '/opkipar, "ju 'spik naiSar 1

'irjglif
nor

'skotj, bat 'sAtueirj 'difarant from 'bo0, MitJ ai kan'klud

iz Sa 'langwidg av a'menka."

15. LORD BYRON

Greece

'klaim av Si Anfar'gotn 'bre:v!

huz 'land from 'plen tu 'mauntin 'ke:v

woz 'fridamz 'horn or 'gloinz
2

'gre:v !

'/rain av 5a 'maiti ! kan it 'bi:,

Sat 'Sis iz 'gl rfmenz av 'Si: ?

a'prot/, Sau 'krervn, 'kraut/irj 'sle:v:

'se:, iz not 'Sis Osr'mopili?
'Si:z 'wgtarz 'blu: Sat raund ju 'le:v,

o 'servail 3
'ofspnrj av Sa 'fri:

pro'nauns
7
A^ot 'si: 'Aiot '/o:r

4
iz 'Sis ?

Sa 'gAlf, Sa 'rok av 'salamis!

'Si:z 'sinz, Ser 'sto:n 5 not An'no:n,

a'raiz, and 'mek a'gen jur 'o:n;

'snat/ from Si 'a/jz av jur 'sairz

Si 'embarz av Ssr 'formar 'fairz;

and 'hi: hu in Sa 'straif ^ks'pan-z

wil 'ad tu 'Se:rz a 'nem av 'fi:r

Sat 'tiram Jal 'kwek tu 'hi:r,

and 'li:v hiz 'sAnz a 'hop, a 'fern,

'Se: 'tu: wil 'ra:Sar 'dai San '/em :

ni:Sar 2
'glo:nz

3 'servail 4
'/o:r

5 'sto:n
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for 'fridamz 'batl 'WARS br'gAn,

br*kwi:Sd bai 'blidirj
'sair tu 'SAD,

So 1 'bafld 'oft iz 'evar 'wAn.

be:r 2
'witnjs, 'gris,

Sai
'livirj 'pedg !

a'test it 'mem 9 'de01{S 'ed% I

Mail
'kirjz,

in 'dAsti 'darkn^s 'hid,

hav 'left a 'neml^s pira'mid,

'Sai 'hi:roz, So 1 Sa 'dsenral 'dum

ha0 'swept Sa 'kolam from Ser 'turn,

a 'maitiar 'monjumant ka'mand,

Sa 'mauntinz av Ser 'netiv 'land !

'Se:r
3
points Sai 'mju:z tu 'strendsarz 'ai,

Sa 'gre:vz av 'So:z Sat 'kanot 'dai!

twar
'lorj

tu 'tel, and 'sad tu 'tres,

7

itJ 'step from "splendar tu dis'gres;

fnAf ^'no: 'form 'fo: kud 4 'kwel

Sai 'sol, til from it'self it 'fel
;

'jes ! selfa'besmant 'pe:vd Sa 'we:

tu 'vilan 'bondz and 'despot 'swe:.

16. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL

My Garden Acquaintance

Passage from My Study Windows

Sa 'robin haz a 'bad repju'te/an amAr) 'pipl hu 'du

not 'valju Samselvz 'les far
biir)

'fond av 't/eriz. Sar 'iz,

ai ad'mit, a 'spais av vAl'ganti in him, and hiz
'sorj

iz

'ra:Sar av Sa 'blumfild 'sort, 'tu: 'lardgli 'balast^d wi0 5

1 0o 2 be:r 3 'Se:r 4 kud 5 wiS
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'pro:z. hiz 'e0iks ar av Sa purr 'nt/ard 'skul, and Sa 'men

't/ans A\.it/ 'kglz 'forS
1

'gl hiz 'enardgi iz 'gltageSar av Sa

'beli. hi 'nevar haz 'So:z 'fain 'mtarvalz av 'lunasi intu

'AvitJ hiz 'kAznz, t5a 'katbard and Sa 'me: vis, ar 'apt tu 'fo.1.

bat "
far 'a Sat, an 'twais az 'mAkl z 'a Sat," ai 'wud 2 nat

iks't/end3 him far 'gl Sa 't/eriz Sat 'svar kera 'aut av e.'ga
3

'mainar. wi6 4 Avot'evar 'fglts, hi haz nat 'holi 'forfitid 'Sat

s/upi:n'oriti Avrt/ brlonz tu Sa 't/ildran av 'netjar. hi haz

a 'fainar 'test in 'frut San kud 5 bi dis'tild fram 'mem
sAk'sesiv ko'mitiz av Sa hortr'kAltjaral so'saiati, and hi 'its

wi9 4 a
'reh/irj 'gAlp not in'firnar tu doktar 'dsonsanz. hi

'filz and 'frill 'eksarsaiziz hiz 'rait av 'eminant do'men.

'hiz iz Si 'erlnst 6 'mes av 'grin 'pi:z ;
'hiz 'gl Sa 'mAlbenz

ai had 'fansid 'main, bat if hi gets 'glso Sa 'laianz '/e:r
7

av Sa 'rasbenz 8
,
hi iz a 'gret 'plantar, and 'so:z 'So:z 'waild

wAnz in Sa 'wudz 9 Sat 'solas Sa pedestrian and giv a

'momantan 'ka:m 'i:vn tu Sa 'djedid 'viktnnz av Sa 'Avait

'hilz. hi 'kips a 'stnkt 'ai ovar WAnz 'frut, and 'no:z tu

a 'fed av 'pArpl
10 Aven jur 'greps hav 'kukt 11

'lor)
inAf in

Sa 'sAn.
'djuiriTj

Sa sfviir 'draut a fju 'ji:rz ago:, Sa 'robmz

'holi 'vani/t from inai 'gardan. ai naiSar 12
'sg: nor 'herd 13

WAn for '6ri: 'wiks. 'minMail a 'smgl 'form 'grep'vain,

ra:Sar '/ai av 'be:nnu,
simd tu 'famd Sa 'dAsti 'e:r 15

kan'dginjal. and, 'drimirj par'haps av its 'swit 'argos a'kros

Sa 'si:, 'dekt itself wi0 4 a 'sko:r 16 or so av 'fe:r
17

'bAn/^z.

ai 'wot/t Sem from 'de: tu 'de: til Se Jud
18 hav sfkrit^d

'/ugar inAf from Sa 'sAnbimz, and at 'last
19 med 'Ap mai

1
'fore

2 'wud 3
'e/a

4 wiS 5 kud 6 'erlnst

7
/je:r

8 '
ro,;Zberiz 9 'wudz 10

'pXrpl
n 'kukt

12 'ni:Sar
13 'herd 14

'be:rirj
15

'e:r
16 'sko:r 17 fe:f

18
Jud

19 'lost
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'mamd Sat ai wud 1 'selibret mai 'vmt^ Sa 'nekst 'mormn.

bat Sa 'robmz 'tu: had 'sAmhau kept 'not av Sera. Se mAst

hav 'sent 'aut 'spaiz, az 'did Sa 'd3u:z intu Sa 'promist 'land,

bi'fo.T 2 ai waz 'starin. Aven ai 'went wi9 3 mai 'baskit 4
, at

list a 'dAzn av Siz 'winid 'vmtidgarz 'bAsld 'aut fram a'mArj

Sa 'li:vz, and
a'laitir)

on Sa 'niirjst 'triiz mtar'tjend3d SADI

'/nl remarks a'baut mi av a di'rogatan 'netjar. Se had

'feirli
5 'sakt Sa 'vain, 'not 'welintanz 'vetaranz med 'klinar

'wArk 6 av a 'spam/ 'taun; 'not 'fedaralz or kan'fedarets

war 'evar 'mo:r 7
im'par/al in Sa konfis'ke/an av 'njutral

't/ikanz. ai waz
kipir)

mai 'greps a 'sikr^t tu sar'praiz Sa

'fe:r
5

fi'dgl wi6 3
,
bat Sa 'robmz 'med Sam a pro'faundar

'sikrit tu 'har San 'ai had 'ment. Sa 'tatard 'remnant av

a 'singl 'bAn/ waz 'gl mai 'harvest 'horn, hau 'pQltrj it

'lukt 8 at Sa 'botm av mai 'basket
4

, az if a 'hAminbard had

'led har 'eg in an 'iglz 'nest ! ai 'kud 9 not 'help 'lafirj ;
and

Sa 'robmz simd tu 'dsoin 'hartili in Sa 'menmant. Sar

waz a 'netiv 'grep'vain 'klos 'bai, 'blu: wi0 3
its 'les n'faind

a'bAndans, bat mai 'kAmi) '0i:vz prrferd
10 Sa 'form 'fleivar.

kud 9 ai 'taks Sem wi0 3 'wont av 'test ?

17. SIR WALTER SCOTT

Young Lochinvar

o, 'JArj
lox/n'va:r iz kAm 'aut av Sa 'west !

0ru 'Q! Sa 'waid 'bordar hiz 'stid waz Sa 'best
;

and, 'se:v hiz 'gud
11 'brodsord 12

,
hi 'wepanz had 'nAn

;

hi 'rod 'gl An'armd, and hi 'rod 'gl a'lon !

so 'fe9fal in '!AV, and so 'dgntl^s
13 in 'wg:r,

Sar 'never waz 'nait laik Sa
'JATJ

lox/n'va:r!

1 wud 2
bi'fo:r

3 wiS 4 'baskit 5/
fe:rh, 'fe:r

6/wXrk
7 'mo:r 8 'lukt 9 kud 10

prr-fsrd
n
gud

12 sord 13/dantlis
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hi 'sted not far 'brek, and hi 'stopt not far 'ston,

hi 'swam Si esk 'nvar Averr 1 'ford 2 Sar waz 'nAn

bAt, e:r 3 hi a'lait{d at 'neSarbi 'get,

Sa 'braid had kan'sentid ! Sa 'galant 'kem 'let

for, a 'lagard in '!AV, and a 'dastard in 'wo,:r,

waz tu 'wed Sa 'fe:r
4 'elan av 'bre:v loxzn'vcur.

so 'boldli hi 'entard Sa 'neSarbi 'hgl,

amAr) 'braidzman and 'kinzman and 'brASarz and 'gl:

Sen 'spok Sa 'braidz 'fa:Sar, hiz 'hand on hiz 'sord 5

for Sa 'purr, 'kreivn 'braidgrum sed 'nevar a 'wArd 6

" o 'kAm ji in 'pis hi:r, or 'kAm ji in 'wo.:r ?

or tu 'dans 7 at aur 'braidal ?
'JATJ

'lord loxzn'va:r!"

"
ai

'lorj
'wu:d jur 'dgtar, mai 's/ut ju dr'naid :

'!AV 'swelz laik Sa 'solwe, bAt 'ebz laik its 'taid !

and 'nau ai am 'kAm, wi6 8 Sis 'lost '!AV av 'main

tu 'lid bAt 'wAn 'mesar, 'dnnk 'wAn kAp av 'wain !

Ser ar 'mednz in 'skotland, 'mo:r9 'Uvh bai 'fa:r,

Sat wud 10
'gladli bi 'braid tu Sa

'JAIJ
loxjn'vair!"

Sa 'braid kist Sa 'goblit ! Sa 'nart tuk 11
it 'Ap,

hi 'kwaft 12 'of Sa 'wain, and hi '6ru: 'daun Sa 'kAp !

Ji 'lukt 13 'daun tu 'blA/, and Ji 'lukt 13
'Ap tu 'sai

wi6 8 a 'small an bar 'lips, and a 'ti:r in bar 'ai.

hi 'tuk 11 bar 'soft 'hand, e:r 3 bar 'mASar kud 14
'ba:r,

"nau 'tred wi a 'mesar!" sed
'JATJ

lox/n'va:r.

so 'steth hiz 'form, and so '!AV!I bar 'fes,

Sat 'nevar a 'ho,l SAtJ a 'galjard did 'gres !

bar 'mASar did 'fret, and bar 'fa:Sar did 'fjurn,

1 Ave:r 2 'ford
8 e:r 4

'fe:r
5 'sord 6 'wArd

7 'dons 8 wiS 9 'mo:r 10 wud n tuk 12
'kwgft + a

13 'lukt 14 kud
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and Sa 'braidgrum stud 1

'danglirj
hiz 'bon^t and 'pljum ;

and Sa 'braidmednz 'Anspard, "twer 'betar bai 'fair

tu hav 'mat/t aur 'fe:r
2 'kAzn witf

3
'JATJ

lox/n'vcur."

'tAtJ tu har 'hand, and 'wAn 'wArd 4 in har 'i:r,

Se 'rit/t Sa 'ho,l 'do:r 5
, and Sa 't/ardjar stud 1

'ni:r

so 'lait tu Sa 'krup Sa 'fe:r
2

'ledi hi 'SWAH,

so 'lait tu Sa 'sadl bifo:r 6 har hi
'sprArj

!

"Ji iz VAU! wi ar 'gon, ovar 'bank, 'bu/
7
,
and 'ska:r !

Se:l hav 'flit 'stidz Sat 'folo !

"
kwo9

'JAFJ
lox/n'va.:r.

Sar waz 'mauntirj mAr) 'gremz av Sa 'neSarbi 'klan :

'fostarz, 'fenwiks, and 'niAsgrevz, Se 'rod and Se 'ran;

Sar waz
'resirj

and
't/esirj

on 'kanabi 'li:

bat Sa 'lost 'braid av 'neSarbi 'ne:r did Se 'si:,

so 'de:nn 8 in '!AV, and so 'dgntl^s
9 in 'w:r,

hav ji 'e:r herd 10 av 'galant laik
'JAIJ

lox/n'vair?

18. AUSTIN DOBSON

The Cures Progress

'mo3n sj0
12 Sa 'ky:

13re 'daun Sa 'strit

'kAmz wi0 3 hiz 'kaind 'old 'fes,

wi0 3 hiz 'kot worn 14 'be:r 15
, and hiz

'straglirj
'he:r 16

,

and hiz 'grin Am'brela 'kes.

ju me 'si: him 'pas bai Sa 'litl 'grftd
17

'plas'

and Sa 'taim 'o'tel da 'vil';

hi 'smailz, az hi 'go:z, tu Sa "flo3n :rist "ro:z'

and Sa 'p3
18
pje 'teo'fil.'

1 stud 2
'fe:r 3 wiS 4 'WArd 5 'do:r 6 bifo:r

7
'bu/

8
'de:nrj

9
'dantl^s

10 herd u CB is e rounded,
33 12

^ is e rounded, 33 13 y is i rounded
14 worn 15 'be:r 16 'he:r 17 a is a nasalized, 35
18 5 is o nasalized, S 35
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hi 'tArnz 1
, az a 'nil, t)ru Sa 'mar/e 'kul,

Ave:r
2 Sa 'noizi 'fi/waivz. 'ko.1 ;

and hiz 'komplimant 'pe:z tu Sa 'bsl te'reiz,

az Ji 'nits in bar 'cUski 'sto.1.

Sarz a 'letar tu 'drop at Sa 'loksmiOs '/op,

and 'toto, Sa 'Ioksmi9s 'nis,

haz 'dsubilant 'hops, for Sa 'ky:
3re 'grops

in hiz 'telz far a "pe
4

de'pis.'

Sarz a 'lit! dis'pjut wi(3
5 a 'msrt/ant

6 av 'frut,

hu iz 'sed tu bi hetaro'doks,

Sat wil 'endid bi wi9 5 a '"ma 'fwa, 'wi!"

and a 'pin/ fram Sa 'kyi^rez 'boks.

Sar iz 'glso a 'wXrd Sat 'no wAn 'herd

tu Sa '\narz 'dgtar 'lu:;

and a 'pel 't/ik 'fed wi6 5 a 'flikanij 'red,

and a "'bo 7
'dj0

8
'gard ra'sj0

8 !"

bAt a 'grandar 'we: for Sa 'su pre'fe,

and a 'bau for 'mamzel 'an,

and a 'rnok of 'hat tu Sa 'notanz 'kat,

and a 'nod tu Sa 'sakn'stan.

for 'evar 9ru 'laif Sa 'kyi^e 'go:z

wi9 8 a 'small on hiz 'kaind old 'fes,

wi(J
6 hiz 'kot worn9 'be:r 10

, and hiz
'straglirj

'he.T 11
,

and hiz 'grin Am'brela 'kes.

1 'tXrnz 2
A\.e:r

3 y is i rounded 4
is 6 nasalized,

35 5 wiS 6
'mert/ant

7 5 is o nasalized, 35
8
j is e rounded, 33 9 worn 10 'be:r u 'hs:r
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19. GEORGE ELIOT*

A passage from The Mill on the Floss

(Standard Edition, Vol. I. pp. 226, 227)

"'o:, ai 'se:, 'magi," sed 'torn at 'last 1
, 'liftirj 'Ap Sa

'stand, "wi mAst 'kip 'kwaiat 'hi:r, ju no:, if wi 'brek

eniSirj,
misiz

'stelirj
1 'mek as 'krai pe'ka:vi."

"Aiot s 'Sat ?
"

sed 'magi.

"'o:, it s Sa 'latn far a 'gud
2

'skoldirj,"
sed 'torn, 'not

wi9aut 3 'sAm 'praid in hiz 'noladg.
"
iz Ji a 'kros wuman 4

?
"

sed 'magi.

"'ai brli:v ju !" sed 'torn, wi6 3 an jm'fatik 'nod.

"ai 0irjk 'gl 'wiman ar 'krosar San 'men," sed 'magi,

"'ant 'gleg z a 'gret dil 'krosar San
'Arjkl gleg, an 'mA0ar

'skoldz mi 'mo:r 5 San 'fa:Sar dAz."

'"wel, 'ju: 1 bi a 'wuman 4 'SAm de:," sed 'torn,
" so 'ju:

nidnt tglk."

"bat 'ai Jl bi a 'klevar wuman 4
," sed 'magi, wi0 3 a 'tos.

"'o:, ai 'de:rse 6
, and a 'nasti 7

kan'sit^d '0irj.
'evribodi

1 'het ju."

1
'lost

2
'gud

3 wiSaut 4 'wuman 5 'mo:r

6 'de:rse 7 'nasti

* In this and the following extract, consult the corresponding

passages in Jones' Pronunciation of English, pp. 85, 87.
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"
bat ju 'gtnt

1 ta 'het mi, torn
;
it 1 bi 'ven 'wikjd av ju,

far ai Jl 'bi: jur 'sistar."

"'jes, bat 'if ju ar a 'nasti 2
disa'griabl 'Sir),

ai '/al het ju."

"'o bat, torn, ju 'wont ! ai '/ant bi disa'griabl. ai Jl bi

'ven 'gud
3 ta ju and ai Jl bi 'gud

3 tu 'evnbodi. ju 'wont

het mi 'riali, 'wil ju, torn ?
"

"'o:, 'boSar! 'nevar 'maind ! 'kAm, its 'taim far mi ta

'lern 4 mai 'Issnz. 'si: 'hi:r ! Avot ai v got ta 'du:," sed 'torn,

'drgirj 'magi 'toardz 5 him an
'Joirj

Aar hiz 'Siaram, Avail Ji

'pu/t
6 Aar 'he:r 7 bihaind Aar 'i:rz, and prfpe^d

8 harself ta

'pru:v Aar kepa'bilrti av
'helpirj

him in 'juklid. Ji br'gan

ta 'rid wi9 9 'ful 10 'konfidans m bar 'on 'pauarz, bat 'preznth,

bikAmirj 'kwait br'wildard, bar 'fes 'flA/t wi6 9
in'tejn. it

waz Ana'voidabl Ji mAst kan'fes bar in'kompitansi, and ji

waz 'not 'fond av Qjumilfejn
11

.

"
it s 'nonsns !

"
ji ssd,

" an 'ven 'Agli 'stAf 'nobadi nid

'wont ta mek it 'aut."

"'a:, 'Se:r nau, mis 'magi!" sed 'torn, 'drgirj
Sa 'buk 12

a'we:, and 'wagirj hiz 'bed at Aar, "ju 'si: ju ar 'not so

'klevar az ju '0gt
13

ju war."

"'o:," sed 'magi, 'pautirj,
"ai 'de:rseu ai kad 'mek it

'aut, if ai d 'lernt 4 Mot 'go:z br"fo:r 15
,
az 'ju: hav."

" bat '5at s Avot ju 'd3Ast 'kudnt 18
,
mis 'wizdam," sed

'torn, "far its 'gl Sa 'hardar Aien ju 'no: Avot'go:z bffoir 14
;
far

'Sen ju v got ta 'se: 'Avot defrnifn '6ri: iz, and 'Avot 'aksiam

'farv iz. bat 'get a'lorj
wi9 9

ju 'nau
;
ai mAst 'go: 'on wi8 9

'Sis. 'hi:rz Sa 'latn 'gramar. 'si: Avot ju kan 'mek av 'Sat.

1 'otnt 2 'nasti 3
'gud

4
'lern, 'lernt 5

'toardz,

'twordz, twordz 6
'pujt

7 'he:r 8
'prfpe^d

9 wiS 10
'ful

11
hjumilr*ejn

12 'buk 13 '9ot 14 'de:rse 15 brfb:r

16 'kudnt
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Same Extract rendered in Southern English*

'"bu, 'ai 'ssi. 'msegi," sed 'tgm at 'la:st, 'liftirj 'Ap Sa

staend,
"
wi: mas 'ki:p 'kwaiat 'hia, ju: nb'u. if wi: 'brsik

sni9irj,
'misiz

'stelirj
1 'meik as 'krai ps'keivai."

"'wgt s 'Saet?" sed 'maegi.

"'bu, it s Sa 'Isetin far a 'gird 'skbuldirj," sed 'tgm, 'ngt

wiSaut 'sAm 'praid in hiz 'nolidg.

"13 Ji: a 'kro.s wuman?" sed 'msegi.

"'ai b/'li:v ju:!" sed 'tgm, wiS an im'fsetik 'ngd.

"ai 6ink 'g:l 'wimin a 'krgisa
1 San 'men," sed 'msegi.

"'a:nt 'gleg z a 'greit di:l 'krgisa
1 San

'Arjkl gleg, an 'niASa

'skouldz mi: 'mg: San 'fa:Sa dAz."

"'wel, 'ju: 1 bi a 'wuman 'sAm dei," sed 'tgm, "sou 'ju:

ni:dnt tg:k."
" bat 'ai Jl bi a 'kleva wuman," sed 'msegi wiS a 'tg:s

2
.

"
'ou, ai 'dga 'sei, and a 'na:sti 'kansi:tid 'Oin. 'evnbgdi

1 'heit ju:."
" bat ju: 'g:tnt ta 'heit mi, tgm ;

it 1 bi 'ven 'wikid gv

ju:, far ai Jl 'bi: jg: 'sista."

"'jes, bat 'if ju ar a 'na:sti disa'griabl '0in, ai '/sel heit

ju:."

"'ou bat, tgm, ju: 'wount ! ai '/o/:nt bi disagnabl. ai

Jl bi 'ven 'gud te ju: and ai Jl bi gud tu 'evnbgdi. ju:

'wbunt heit mi 'nali, 'wil ju:, tgm ?
"

"'ou, 'b?Sa ! 'neva 'maind ! 'kAm, its 'taim fa mi: ta

'la:n mai 'lesnz. 'si: 'hia ! wgt aiv ggt ta 'du:," sed 'tgm,

'drg:ir) 'msegi ta'wo,:dz
3 him anc?

'Jb'uir)
ha:r iz 'Siarem, wail

Ji: 'pu/t Aa: 'hga bihaind Aa:r 'iaz, and pn'pgad Aa:self

1
'krgsa

2
'tgs

3
'ty:dz

* See Jones' The Pronunciation of English, p. 85. For the exact

value of Mr Jones' symbols see pp. xiv, xv in his book.

a. 9
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ta 'pru:v hai keipa'biliti ev 'helpirj
him in 'ju:khd. Ji:

brtjsen ta 'ri:d wiS 'ful 'konftdans in Aa:r 'oun 'pauaz, bat

'prezntli, bikAmir) 'kwait bi'wildad, ha: 'feis 'flA/t wiS

irr'tei/n. it waz Ana'vQidabl /i: mast kan'fes Aa:r in-

'kompitansi, anc? Ji: waz 'ngt 'fond av hju:milr'ei/n.
"
it s 'nonsns !

"
Ji sed,

" and 'ven 'Agli 'stAf ^'noubadi

ni:d 'w^nt ta meik it 'dut."

"'a:, 'Sa nau, mis 'msegi!" ssd 't?m, 'drgnrj Sa 'buk

a'wsi, and 'wsegirj
Aiz 'hed set Aa:, "ju: 'si: ju a 'n^t sou

'klevar az ju: '0Q:t ju: wa:."

"'6u," sed 'maegi, 'pautirj,
"ai 'dga'sei ai kud 'raeik it

'dut, if ai d 'la:nt wgt 'gouz bi'fg:, az 'ju: hsev."

"bat 't5set s w^t ju: 'dgAst 'kudnt, mis 'wizdam," sed

'torn, "far its 'g:l Sa 'ha:da wen ju: 'nou w?t'gouz bi'fg: ;

fa 'Sen ju: v g^t ta 'sei 'wot defi'm/n '0ri: iz, anrf 'w^t

'seksiam 'faiv iz. bat 'get a'lor)
wiS ju 'nau

;
ai mas^ 'gou

'on wits '5is. 'hiaz Sa 'laetin 'grseina. 'si: wgt ju: kan

'meik av 'Sset."

20. E. F. BENSON

A passage from Dodo (Chap. 4)
1

With intonation curves 2

P

1 Reproduced by kind permission of Mr Benson and the publishers,

Messrs Methuen.
2 See Part I, Ch. xv. p, f, etc. are here used with their usual

musical values to indicate the average loudness of the group. For
||

and
|

see Part I, 189, 190. It is instructive to compare these curves

with those given for the same passage in Jones' Pronunciation of English.
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s/1

'"dodo'dodo"it'kraid,

"
Sa'man'brQtmi'tu/tepid'pot/t'egz !

||

'du:senmi8Am6ir)'els jj

'

P P

/
Si:zri

/

marksw9r'spidilifolod'Ap | baiSia'piiransav'rais'stenz

P P P

'do.T 1
.

||
in'wAn'hand

| Ji'heldSadis'paizd'egz |l

P P

a'kwaiarav'mjuizikpepar.

'do:r

92
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P P

bi'hamdharfoloda'futman 1
| wri^har'brekfasttre:,

P P

irnks'kjuizabl'ignarans |
azto'Motwazri'kwairdavAim.

mf p

'dirr'dodojiwent'on,

mf

j u'no:Avenaimkam'poizi rja'simfan i

mf

afwontsAmeirj'mo.T'tk'saitirjSan'tur'pot/t'egz.

mf
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mf

ju'kuc^nt'it'pot/t'egzata'bgl | 'kud^ju ?

mf mf

Semait'duiveri'welfara'fjunral'mcLrt/ |
ora'noktArn 2

,

mf mf

batSe'wontduifara'simfani,
| js'peJlifarSa'skgrtso.

a'brandian'sodaanda'fjnld'bon

izAvotwAn'riali'wontsfara'skgrtso,

mf

onli'Satadbi'kwaitautavtSa'kwestjan." ||

1 'kud 2 'noktXra
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P

/
idie

/

stenztgktina'lauddi'termind
1/
voi8,

/ P

andemfa'saizdhar'points | wielitl'da/azan'flAn/az

p mf

avSa'di/av'pot/t'Egz. ||
at'Sis'momant

mf mf

'wAnavSamflu'ontatJa'flo.T2
j andtks'plodad.

P

batitsan'il'wind5atblo;z'nobadiem'gud
3

end8feniret'5i8n'li:vdSa'futmaD 4framAiz'stet9vindi
/

sig8n,

1 di'tennind 2
'flo:r

8
gud

* 'futman
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hizi
/

midjat'mi/9nw9z'kli:rlitan'mu:vit.

mf mf

'dodo'eru:AarselfbakinAar'tfe:r
1

/ P

goi'on'goi'on "Ji'kraid | "juar'tui'splendid.

'telasv&otjuraitSa'prestoon."

/ P

"
ai'kant'westa'nASar'momant "sed'idiG

mf

"anmnSa'midlavSamosttn'transirjmo'tif,

1
't/e:r

2 wiS
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mf

'dju'maindmai'smokirjmSa'drQirjrum ?

P P

ann'Qfli'sori | batitmeks'Qltfe'difranstamai'wArk
1

.

mf mf

'bArn 2
alitl'insenstJe:r

3/CLfbarw8rdz 4
||
'duisanmia'bon'dodo

mf

'kAinand'hi:mjtiple:58'skgrtsoletar'on.

f f

\
itsSa'best'eirjaiv'evar'dAn ||

'o:
| 'baiSa'we:,

1
'wirkirj

2 bXrn 8 5e:r 4 'aftarwardz
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ai'tehgrafttaher'trAfanta'kAmta'moro

P f

'hiizmarkan'dAktarju'no: || juken'put^hnn'ApmiJa'viladg

mf

orSa'koUiohfju'laik || hi:z'k\vait'hapi

mf mf

ifhi'getsfnAfbiir || hi:zmai'dgerman
2
kan'dAktarju'no:

mf mf

mf

ai'tuk 3himt9S9/

pnnses5iA5ar'de:

mf

Avenaiwazat'eks
| andwi'glhad'biirtageSar

1

'put
*
'dse

3 'tuk
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mf mf

mSava'randaavSa'bo'sit.
|| julbia'mju:zdwi6

lAnn."

mf p mf

"o/
ra:5ar"sed'dodo

|

mf mf

hikan'slipinSa'haus. ||

/
wilhikAm'erli2ta

/moro ?tt / f

\
'lets'si: | ta'moroz'sAndt ||

'idi8
j aiv'gotanai'dia.

mf

wilhava'dirrhtl'servis 3
1ntJa'haus

mf

wi/

kantgo:ta
/

t/Art/
4 iftt'sno:z

|| and'ju/al'plerjur'mas,

1 wiS 2
'erli

3 'servis *
't/irt/
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and'her'Avotshiznem/alkan'dAkt,

mf

8n(dyberti
1an/

qrantiand'ju8nd
/

ailsirj ||
'wontitbi'lAvh ?

mf . mf

'juan(d)'ailsetJQl'Sat5isaft8r
2'nun.

|| 'teligrafta'trAflar

p mf

orAvot'evarfaz'nem'iz
|

ta'kAmbaiSi'et'twentL

mf

5enhilbi'hi:rbai'twelv,

mf

s~
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P

"
'dodotSatlbi'grand "sed'idiO.

||
afkant/wefnau.

mf mf

gud^bai || 'hAri'Apmai'brekfast

mf p

aim'Qflifarp'set." |j 'idiS'went'baktuSa'drQirjrum,

P

mapar'tikjalarli'/nl'manar.

gud
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21*. GAVIN GREIG

Conversation between Shepherd and Souter

From Mains Wooing, Act I. Sc. 2

SHEPHERD

andante

'or'ar'siitar i pijar'Qi'st^kn'pi

SOUTER

andante
h.p.
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SOUTEB
andante

h. p.

n'fa:widbi't/i:rigina'sutor'w{zna ?
||

SHEPHERD
andante

SOUTER
andante

h. p

'/uirh;

'a:!
| fjitwid'hapn ||

SHEPHERD
andante

h n
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andante

N
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SHEPHERD

andante
h.p _

b{t'kudna?5e|bi'kerit?

SOUTER

andante
h.p. .

SHEPHERD

larghetto
h. P .

h. P .

larghetto

larghetto

itobi 'takna'tArn^run

ma'sgl

1 A is lower than in Standard Scottish.

2 x in me-^xt, re^-xt, etc., is articulated between the

positions for x and 9.
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larghetto

SOUTEB

andante

SHEPHERD

larghetto
h.p.

'wil I 'mebia'am

SOUTEB

andante
h.p.

1 x in me^xt, re^xt, etc., is articulated between the

positions for x and 9.

G. 10
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andante

h. P .

andante

l.p.

Ji'oxttebi'rgal' vvil'sutit

SHEPHERD

andante
h.p. _

l.p.
/.* rt II

i\t wat ?
11

SOUTER

andante

h. P

'wiljish'ama'sutarfarar'sol

andante

l.p.

jn'jiira'sutarfarar'hgrtn'han || dji'si: ?

SHEPHERD

largo
h.p.

'o:'sutarman 1 5cLts'wa:rn'wa,:r
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allegro

'gisSa'bitsnlatsa'wa: ||

SOUTEB

allegro

SHEPHERD

andante

NOTE : andante indicates a moderately slow movement,

largo, a very slow movement, larghetto, slightly accelerated,

allegro, lively.

22. SIR WALTER SCOTT

Passage from The Antiquary, Chap. XL

az Si 'antikwan 'lifted t5a 'lat/ av Sa 'hAt, hi waz sar'praizd

tu hi:r Sa '/nl 'trsmjulas 'vois av 'elspaS 't/antirj 'forS
1 an

'old 'balad in a 'waild and 'dolfal rssita'ti:v.

'for0

102
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"Sa 'henrj '!AVZ Sa 'men 'munlart,

Sa 'makaral '!AVZ x5a 'wamd,

bat Si 'oistar '!AVZ Sa 'dredgirj 'san,

far Se 'kAm av a 'dgentl 'kamd."

a 'dilidgant ka'lektar av Si:z 'ledgandan 'skraps av 'en/ant

'po{tn, hiz 'fut 1

rffjuizd tu 'kros Se '6re/ald Men hiz 'i:r

waz 'SAS a'restid, and hiz 'hand m'stintivli tuk 2
'pens/1

and memor'andam buk 3
. fram 'taim tu 'taim Si 'old

'wuman 4
'spok az if tu Sa 'tjildran "'u 'ai, 'he^mz, 'Avi/t,

'Avi/t ! an a:l bj'ge-^n a 'bomar 'in San 'Sat

nu: 'had jar 'tArj,
be0 'waif an 'kerl,

an 'lasn, 'gret n 'sma:

an CLI WA!
'SITJ

o glen'alnz 'jerl

Sat 'foxt on Sa 'rid har'la:.

Sa 'kronaxs 'kraid an bena'xi:,

an 'dun Sa 'don an 'a:,

an 'hiland an 'laland me 'mArnfa bi:

far Sa 'se:r 'fild o har'la:.

a 'de-^na 'main Sa 'nist 'vers 'wil ma 'memriz 'felt, an Sarz

'Arjka '9oxts kAm 'Aur ma ^'god 'kip as fre tem'te/n !

"

'hi:r bar 'vois 'sAnk in mdis'tinkt 'mAtarirj. "its a

his'tonkl 'balad," sed 'oldbAk 'igarli, "a 'd5enjuin and

An'daut^d 'fragmant av 'minstralsi ! ^'persi
wud ad'mair rts

snn'phsiti 'ntsan 'kud not im'pjun its oSen'tisiti."

"'CLI, bat Sits a 'sod 'Oe^n," sed 'oxiltri, "ta 'si: 'gjuman

'ngtar 'se fa:r Auar'tin az ta bi 'ske^rlan at 'aid 'sanz an Sa

'bak o a 'los laik 'hArz."

"
'hA/, 'hA/ !

"
sed Si 'antikwan,

"
Ji haz 'gotn Sa '0red av

Sa 'sto:n agen
"

and az hi 'spok, Ji 'SATJ
:

'fut
2 tuk 3 buk 4 'wuman
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"Se 'sedlt 9 'hAndar 'nulkAvgit 'stidz,

Se he 'brgidlt 9 'hAndar 'blak,

wi 9
/

t/afr9n o 'stil on it/ 'horsgs 'hid,

9n 9 'gced 'tnjct 9'pon hiz 'bak."

'"tfafron!" iks'klemd Si 'antikw9ri, "fkwivglant, pgr'haps,

tu 'Jevero $9 'wArd z 'wAr9 9 'dolgr," gnd 'daun it 'went

in hiz 'red 'buk 1
.

"Sg 'hgdng 'qdn 9 'mgil, 9 'mgil,

9 'mgil, bjt "beirli 'ten,

'donld kam 'brankgn 'dun S9 'bre:

wi 'tvqnti '0u:znd 'men.

Sgr 'tartgnz Se W9r 'we:v9n '\

o9r gie:vz W9r glcLns9ii Klur,

S9 'pibroxs 'rAij
fre 'S9id tg 'sgid,

wAd 'difgn J9 t9 'hi:r.

S9 'gret 'jerl pi hiz 'stArgps 'stosd

Sat 'hitand 'host t9 'si:
;

'mi: 'hi:r 9 'knjgt S9ts 'stut 9n 'goad

me 'proev 9 dgepAr'di: ;

Avot 'wudst Sau 'du:, mai 'skwarar so: 'ge,

Sgt 'rgidz bisgid mai 'ren,

wgr
'ji: glen'alnz 'erl Sg 'de:

gnd 'ai wgr 'rolgnd 'tjen ?

t9 'tArn Sg 'ren wgr 'sin n '/em,

tg 'fgit wgr 'wAndrgs 'perl,

wud ju 'du nau, 'rolgnd 'tjen,

W9r
'ji: glen'alnz 'erl?'

l/buk
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ji man 'kn, 'he Amz, Sat 'Se^ s 'roland 'tjm, far az 'poe:r an 'aid

az ai 'se*t { Sa 't/Amli 'n;uk, waz mai 'foirbir, n an 'a:fA 'man

hi 'waz 'Sat 'de: i Sa 'fext, bat 'spijli eftar Sa 'jerl had 'fa:an;

far hi 'blemd himsej far Sa 'kunsal hi 'ge:, ta 'fext bifo:r

'ma:r kam 'Ap wi 'mernz, n ebar'din, n
'arjas."

bar 'vois 'ro:z and bikem 'mo:r 'ammetid az /i rr'saitid

Sa 'wgrlaik 'kaunsal av har 'ansjstar :

"'war 'ai glen'alnz 'jerl S^s 'taid,

an
'ji:

war 'roland 't/en,

Sa 'spAr sAd bi ^n ma 'horsas 'said,

an Sa 'braidl a'pon h^z 'men.

if 'Se: he 'tw^nti '0u:znd 'bledz,

an 'wi: twais 'ten taims 'ten,

jet 'Se: he b{t Sar 'tartan 'pledz,

an 'wi: ar 'melkled men.

ma 'hors Jal 'raid 6ru 'ranks se 'reed,

az '0ru: Sa 'moe:rland 'fern,

Sen 'ne:r let Sa 'd^entl 'norman 'bleed

grAu 'kald far 'hiland 'kern.'
"

NOTE. The scene of The Antiquary is supposed to be

laid in the neighbourhood of Arbroath, East Forfar.

Elspeth's own speech would be the dialect of the district,

but in reciting the ballad she would approximate to the

Edinburgh standard, the old lingua Scottica, and introduce

English pronunciations as lending more dignity to her

subject. The dialect pronunciation of what, for instance

viz. fat would not be introduced in the ballad.



PART III

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. What do you mean by the term Phonetics ?

2. Why in Phonetics must we use a special alphabet 1

3. Distinguish between a narrow and a broad transcription.

4. Why is it necessary to set up a Standard of pronunciation ?

5. What do you understand by a Standard Scottish ?

916
1. Make a sketch to show the organs that are chiefly concerned

in the production of speech.

2. Explain carefully what you mean by front of tongue, blade

of tongue, hard palate, soft palate, uvula.

3. Describe the position of the vocal chords and their function

in speech.

4. Define the terms glottis, voice, breath.

5. Describe an experiment to illustrate the distinction between

breath and voice.

6. How would you explain to a class the difference between

breathed sounds and voiced sounds ?
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$ 1725oo

1. Define the terms vowel, consonant, whispered vowel, whis-

pered consonant.

2. Name the sounds included under the term consonant.

3. What is meant by the sonority of sounds and on what

does it depend?

4. Compare vowels and consonants in regard to their sonority.

5. Repeat the following pairs of breathed and voiced sounds

till you have mastered the distinction between breath and voice :

p b (pin bin}, t d (tin dm), k g (keen gun), a z

(son sone), f v (/an van), 0, $ (thin thee).

6. Then try to unvoice the following r, 1, m, n, giving

F i* ?' *
7. Isolate the sounds in the following words and mark the

breathed and voiced sounds as in the following example,

cl|uck|i|ng;
v| v o |v|v

remember the letters are often no guide to the sounds : looted,

choice, rejoice, when, weal, pleasure, azure, assure, rubbed, robed,placed,

pleased, wrapped, resound, patch, drudge, institute, ellipse, pharynx,

thin, though, lose, loosen, glottis, races, chords, tongue, was, example.

1 2629
1. What are the three principles on which we classify con-

sonants ?

2. Classify consonants according to Place of Formation.

3. Classify consonants according to Manner of Formation.

4. Give the consonants formed (1) at the lips, (2) between the

lip and teeth, (3) between the point of tongue and teeth, (4) at the

tongue point, etc.

5. Explain carefully what is meant by stop, plosive, fricative,

nasal, lateral, trill.
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6. Give the breathed fricatives beginning with the lips and

shifting the area of articulation until the back of the tongue is

reached thus M, f, 8, J, S, J, 9, X.

7. Give in the same way (a) voiced fricatives, (6) the breathed

plosives, (c) the voiced plosives, (d) the voiced nasals.

8. How do the sounds M and w differ from all the other

consonants ?

9. Describe briefly the following consonants so as to com-

pletely distinguish each from every other (e.g. v is voice, lip-teeth

fricative): f, s, /, Z, 3, r, J, 1, m, n, fj
and C.

10. Pronounce the following pairs of consonants and show

wherein they agree and wherein they differ:

m b, n d,
TJ g, 1 d, a r, x 9, v- w, f M, 32,

1 3040oo

1. How can we show that the size of the mouth cavity is a

necessary feature in distinguishing vowels?

2. How is the size of the oral cavity chiefly modified?

3. Explain the terms high, mid, low, back, mixed, front,

rounding, tenseness and laxness, nasalized vowel.

4. Give a vowel series (1) which will show the horizontal

movement of the tongue, (2) which will show the vertical.

5. Name the following vowels : i in feet, e in fate, o in boat,

9 in call, A in but.

6. Round the vowel e and then unround at one breath (rounded

e= is the vowel in French peu) ;
thus e e. Round e or

and then unround at one breath (rounded e or = <B is the vowel

in French peur) ;
thus e CB 6.

7. Practise the unrounding and re-rounding of the back vowels

U, O, 9, O in like manner.

8. Give as many pairs as you can of lax and tense vowels.

9. How does a nasalized vowel differ from a nasal consonant ?
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42--61

1. Describe fully the stop or plosive consonants in the following

words and give in each case the phonetic symbol : raspberry, corps,

corpse, subtle, ebb, diphtheria, John, missed, gnawed, diaphragm, echo,

conquest, exchange, accept, actual, rupture.

2. Write down any words where you have found that you

habitually mispronounce any plosive, and indicate in what the

mistake consists.

3. What is meant by the glottal stop ?

Have you ever noticed the use of the glottal stop ? If so, give

examples of words where it occurs.

4. Those who have difficulty in voicing and unvoicing should

practise the following : rope robe, crept crabbed, back bag, nip

nib, baked begged, rack rag, cap cab, meant mend, hough hog,

sop sob, reached raged, lock log, caper caber, matter madder,
sack sag, pole bowl, latter ladder, jack jag, pour bore, lout

loud, rickle wriggle, pin bin, root rood.

i 6287

1. Isolate and describe fully the nasal consonants in the fol-

lowing, giving also the phonetic symbol : triumvir, written, anxious,

think, handkerchief, strength, increment, conqueror.

2. How do the clear 1 and the dark 1 differ in formation ?

Have you ever noted in your own speech if you make any distinction

between these sounds of 1 ? If so, state in what cases each is used.

3. What sound in Standard Scottish corresponds most generally

to the letter r ?

4. (a) What sound sometimes replaces trilled r and in what

circumstances ?

(6) What form of r do you yourself use habitually ?

5. Describe the sound indicated by the symbol R.

6. How would you deal with a pupil who used R instead of r 1
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88125
1. Isolate, describe and give the symbols for the fricative

consonants in the following : thwart, languish, rough, clothes, heathen,

worthy, healthy, sixth, nuisance, spasm, greasy, gosling, Harwich,

soldier, transition, Asia, fortune, vignette, human.

2. Explain carefully the difference between all and hall.

3. When do we naturally use 'im for him 1 Try to account

for this.

4. Explain what is meant by saying that there are as many A's

as there are vowels.

5. Account for the two pronunciations of historical.

126184
1. Write out the following words in phonetic characters : quay,

suite, tortoise, medicine, business, colonel, twopence, one, oven, flood,

feign, campaign, stipend, insect, says, Gaelic, plait, sovereign,fountain,

rife, rye, vivacious, Tuesday, legacy, iron, violence, comfort, bellow,

cross, gone, movement, resolute, assume.

2. What vowel should be used in the following words : lick,

fill, mill, sell, cheek, week, seek, tale, bone, moan, road, cap, hat, man,

come, walk, wall, nod, sod, full, pull.

3. In the list of words in Question 2 indicate any vowel which

you have heard used by careless or dialect speakers.

4. Write out the following in phonetic characters : share,

shear, shore, short, sword, soared, core, cored, cord, corn, earn, concern,

desert, ferry, fairy, pert, Perth, mirth, worth, shirt, hurt, flurry, merry.

5. Classify the words in Question 4 according to their accented

vowel sound and add to each class all the words you know of the

same type.

6. In what classes of words would you expect to find CL and in

what classes a ?

7. Give cases where usage seems to waver between CL and a.

8. If you use the vowel u, would you state where it occurs in

your speech 1
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9. Give the different spellings for the following vowels with

examples other than those in the" book : i, I, e, 6, O, O, U, tr, 9,

A, a.

10. What vowels are indicated by the symbols e, 6, ii, A, a ?

State under what circumstances they may be used.

11. Give examples of words (other than those in the book)
where you have heard ju and u both used.

12. What diphthong or diphthongs do you use in rise and ricel

If you make a distinction, would you indicate in what words each

diphthong is used ?

185188
1. If you have noticed any tendency to nasalize sounds in your

own speech will you give examples ?

2. Describe a plan that will help speakers to get rid of the

habit of nasalizing.

3. What is meant by an inverted sound ? If you have observed

any in your own speech give examples.

S 189203oo

1. What is meant by the term breath group ?

2. Mark the breath groups in Extract 7, Part II, and indicate

any subordinate divisions within each group.

3. What is meant by a glide 1

4. Account for the disappearance of 1 in such words as folk,

balm, and give similar examples.

5. A Cockney's
" shake hands " was heard by a Scotchman as

"shy cans." Can you account for this ?

6. Explain the Shakespearian nuncle alongside of the modern

uncle.

7. What two things are essential to the complete pronunciation

of a plosive consonant ?

8. What is the difference in the pronunciation of the b's in

about and bulb ?
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9. Give examples (other than those in the book) of words, or

phrases, where pure stops are employed, (1) as short, (2) as prolonged,

sounds.

10. What are the three possible ways of pronouncing tt in

right time ? Which would you consider best for school purposes ?

11. When a child says lil, 111, for little what action has the

tongue failed to perform?

| 204208
1. When do two sounds constitute different syllables ?

2. What is meant by a syllabic consonant ? and what consonants

are most often syllabic in English ?

3. Explain why we have only one syllable in blot, bolt, lank,

bulk, sink, and two in bottle, ankle, buckle, sicken.

4. What is meant by a diphthong ? Name the diphthongs in

Standard Scottish with examples of words where they occur.

5. When do two consecutive vowels form separate syllables ?

$ 210215dO

1. What is meant by assimilation ?

2. Give examples of assimilations of voice to breath, or breath

to voice, other than those in the text.

3. Give examples of assimilations (a) affecting the position of

the tongue, (6) affecting the position of the lips.

4. Give examples of assimilations under the influence of a

nasal consonant.

5. How do you pronounce girl, pew, nature, education, small,

queen, bacon, nymph, anthem, conquest, concord, syncope, income,

encounter, engage, inquiry, bronchitis, Anchises, melancholy, concreted

Note any effect due to assimilation.

216223
1. What is meant by the term stress ?

2. Write out in phonetic characters the sentence, "You are

walking to town," and show that the variation in stress is accom-

panied by a variation in meaning.
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3. What classes of words are regularly used with a minimum
of stress in the breath group ?

4. Give examples to show that variations in stress in the word
and in the breath group lead to variations in pronunciation.

224228
1. Name the vowels that are generally regarded (1) as long,

and (2) as short.

2. Show by examples other than those in the book that the

consonant following the vowel influences the vowel length.

3. Give examples to show that the length of the final consonant

depends on the previous vowel.

229238
1. What is meant by intonation ?

2. Take the interrogative sentence,
" Is it high or low? " Note

that there is a rising intonation on high and a falling one on low,

thus

h.p.

1. p.

izit'haior'lo: ?

When you are in doubt about the direction of an inflection,

remember this sentence.

3. Practise the rising and falling intonations with each of the

vowels, at first through a considerable interval and then through
shorter intervals until your ear can easily detect a rise or fall.

Thus a / rise \ fall / rise / rise \ fall

\\//
e // \\ / \
1 / \ / \\ / \
u \ // \\ / \ / \

4. Then go through similar exercises using words instead of

single vowels, thus :

bar, bair / \ // \
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5. (1) Mark the rise and fall in the following sentences and

(2) try and complete the speech curve for each :

You said yes.

Did you say yes? Yes.

Is it black or white?

It is black not white.

Two men I honour and no third.

What a piece of work is man !

Do as you are told.

Some more tea? No thank you.

Are you quite sure of your facts?

TEST EXERCISES FOR VOWELS

i 128132

1. He sings pretty hymns.

2. The position of the women will cause mischief.

3. At a given signal the Exhibition will be lit up with

electricity.

4. The printer dips his finger in the ink.

5. His condition is pitiful.

e 133, 134

1. The baker may fail to resist temptation.

2. The sailor hates his daily rations.

3. The aged lady obeys the gaoler's relation.

e 133, 134

1. The guest says that he is not the fhend of the enemy.

2. One cannot be merry when in peril.

3. The dead men were bwried in the fen.

4. At twenty he was steady and clever.

5. Henry never trembles on the bench.
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e: or e: 135, 140

1. The pair stare at the hare.

2. He does not care where he bears the chatr.

3. He dare not swear that the mayor was there.

a or ae 142, 143

1. That man Jack lacks ballast.

2. The barrow stands on the fallow land.

3. Pat's fat cat sat on the mat.

4. The bandsmen stand on the sand with their mantles in

their hands.

a 147

1. The calf is on the farm not far from the cart.

2. My father saw a mirage from his barge.

3. The class tries hard not to laugh at the master.

4. In Derby the sergeant lost his card.

A 150, 151, 152

1. The nwts were rough and covered with dust.

2. One of the couple was cut off by the flood.

3. The ruddy hunter loves the sun.

4. If you hurry you will only cause worry.

A or A 154, 155

1. The cur has a fine far.

2. Work httrts the worthy man.

3. He burns the churns in the furnace.

4. The murderer turned away without further demur.
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9 before r sometimes i' 181, 182

1. The fir was growing on the shore of the firth.

2. His bf'rth was a matter for mirth.

3. The birds whirled round Stirling Rock.

4. When the girl's horse stirred, its girths loosened.

e or e 138, 178

1. The earl is an earnest person.

2. He must not defer learning the verses.

3. Perth is in a ferment over the stern verdict.

o 165168

1. Gloucester hopped softly across the cloth.

2. The dog has lost his sawsage.

3. The swans and goslings have gone off.

4. The rod is not brood enough.

o 161164

1. The old folk don't know the road.

2. He was smoking in a poky hole.

3. He had a notion to go on a locomotive.

4. The yeoman owes the beat* more than he showra.

9 172174

1. Walter has tawght us to respect the law.

2. .411 that is mere taZk of war.

3. He thow^At that he ought to have sought the author.

(j. 11
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u 156159
1. The puny youth plumes himself on his beauty.

2. The ewe moved through the queue.

3. The fruit renewed the crew's strength.

4. Euccleuffk wooed the mwse.

5. On Twesday you may view the pew of the Leveson-Gowers.

6. There were few Jews in the room.

u or u 160

1. The cook shook the hook at the rook.

2. He will not brook the soot on his foot.

3. The bull stood in the nook of the wood.

4. He pushed the wolf out of the bwsh.

5. Look at the book in the pwlpit.

6. Worsted should be made from wool.

ax and ai 144, 147, 183, 184, 208

1. The child is quite quiet.

2. Height is derived from high.

3. He must prize the rice that will rise in price.

4. The word mice was my surmise.

5. She sighed at his side when she saw the sight.

6. He will arrive before the news is rife.

7. The wine helps him to make his rhymes.

01 170, 208

1. The boy will not boil the oil.

2. With a joyous shout he pointed to the coil of rope.

au 146, 147, 208

1. How do you pronownce this ?

2. The plow^A is in the owt-howse.

3. There are flowers in her bower.



APPENDIX 1

ORDINARY SPELLING OF THE PIECES
TRANSCRIBED IN PART II

1. PSALM xxm
1 The Lord is my shepherd ;

I shall not want.

2 He maketh me to lie down in green pastures : he leadeth me
beside the still waters.

3 He restoreth my soul : he leadeth me in the paths of right-

eousness for his name's sake.

4 Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,

I will fear no evil : for thou art with me
; thy rod and thy staff

they comfort me.

5 Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine

enemies : thou anointest my head with oil
; my cup runneth over.

6 Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my
life : and I will dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.

2. 1 CORINTHIANS xm
1 Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and

have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling

cymbal.
2 And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all

mysteries, and all knowledge ;
and though I have all faith, so that

I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing.

3 And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and

though I give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it

profiteth me nothing.

112
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4 Charity suftereth long, and is kind
; charity envieth not

;

charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up,

5 Doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is

not easily provoked, thinketh no evil ;

6 Eejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth
;

7 Beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things,

endureth all things.

8 Charity never faileth : but whether there be prophecies, they

shall fail
;
whether there be tongues, they shall cease

;
whether

there be knowledge, it shall vanish away.
9 For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.

10 But when that which is perfect is come, then that which

is in part shall be done away.
11 When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a

child, I thought as a child : but when I became a man, I put

away childish things.

12 For now we see through a glass, darkly ; but then face to

face : now T know in part ;
but then shall I know even as also

I am known.

13 And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three ; but the

greatest of these is charity.

3. MILTON

Paradise Lost, Book n. 11. 43 70

He ceas'd
;
and next him Moloch, scepter'd king,

Stood up, the strongest and the fiercest spirit

That fought in Heav'n
;
now fiercer by despair :

His trust was with th' Eternal to be deem'd

Equal in strength, and rather than be less

Car*d not to be at all
;
with that care lost

Went all his fear
;

of God, or Hell, or worse

He reck'd not, and these words thereafter spake.
' My sentence is for open war : of wiles,

More unexpert, I boast not : them let those

Contrive who need, or when they need, not now.

For while they sit contriving, shall the rest,
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Millions that stand in arms, and longing wait

The signal to ascend, sit ling'ring here,

Heaven's fugitives, and for their dwelling-place

Accept this dark opprobrious den of shame,

The prison of his tyranny who reigns

By our delay? No, let us rather choose

Arm'd with Hell-flames and fury all at once

O'er Heaven's high towr's to force resistless way,

Turning our tortures into horrid arms

Against the Torturer ; when to meet the noise

Of his almighty engine he shall hear

Infernal thunder
;
and for lightning see

Black fire and horror shot with equal rage

Among his angels ;
and his throne itself

Mixt with Tartarean sulphur, and strange fire,

His own invented torments.'

4. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Passage from Julius Caesar, Act III. Scene 2

Ant. Friends, Komans, countrymen, lend me your ears
;

I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him.

The evil that men do lives after them
;

The good is oft interred with their bones
;

So let it be with Caesar. The noble Brutus

Hath told you Caesar was ambitious
;

If it were so, it was a grievous fault,

And grievously hath Caesar answer'd it.

Here, under leave of Brutus and the rest

For Brutus is an honourable man
;

So are they all, all honourable men
Come I to speak in Caesar's funeral.

He was my friend, faithful and just to me
;

But Brutus says he was ambitious
;

And Brutus is an honourable man.

He hath brought many captives home to Rome,
Whose ransoms did the general coffers fill ;
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Did this in Caesar seem ambitious ?

When that the poor have cried, Caesar hath wept ;

Ambition should be made of sterner stuff;

Yet Brutus says he was ambitious
;

And Brutus is an honourable man.
You all did see that on the Lupercal
I thrice presented him a kingly crown,
Which he did thrice refuse

; was this ambition ?

Yet Brutus says he was ambitious
;

And, sure, he is an honourable man.
I speak not to disprove what Brutus spoke,
But here I am, to speak what I do know.
You all did love him once, not without cause

;

What cause withholds you then, to mourn for him ?

O judgement ! thou art fled to brutish beasts,

And men have lost their reason. Bear with me
;

My heart is in the coffin there with Caesar,
And I must pause, till it come back to me.

5. CARLYLE.

Passage from the Essay on Burns

Byron and Burns were sent forth as missionaries to their

generation, to teach it a higher Doctrine, a purer Truth
; they had

a message to deliver, which left them no rest till it was accomplished ;

in dim throes of pain, this divine behest lay smouldering within

them ; for they knew not what it meant, and felt it only in

mysterious anticipation, and they had to die without articulately

uttering it. They are in the camp of the Unconverted
; yet not as

high messengers of rigorous though benignant truth, but as soft

flattering singers, and in pleasant fellowship will they live there :

they are first adulated, then persecuted ; the}
7

accomplish little for

others ; they find no peace for themselves, but only death and the

peace of the grave. We confess, it is not without a certain mournful

awe that we view the fate of these noble souls, so richly gifted, yet

ruined to so little purpose with all their gifts. It seems to us there

is a stern moral taught in this piece of history, twice told us in
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our own time ! Surely to men of like genius, if there be any such,

it carries with it a lesson of deep impressive significance. Surely
it would become such a man, furnished for the highest of all

enterprises, that of being the Poet of his Age, to consider well what

it is that he attempts, and in what spirit he attempts it. For the

words of Milton are true in all times, and were never truer than in

this : "He, who would write heroic poems, must make his whole life

a heroic poem." If he cannot first so make his life, then let him
hasten from this arena ;

for neither its lofty glories, nor its fearful

perils, are fit for him. Let him dwindle into a modish balladmonger ;

let him worship and besing the idols of the time, and the time will

not fail to reward him. If, indeed, he can endure to live in that

capacity ! Byron and Burns could not live as idol-priests, but the

fire of their own hearts consumed them ;
and better it was for them

that they could not. For it is not in the favour of the great or of

the small, but in a life of truth, and in the inexpugnable citadel of

his own soul, that a Byron's or a Burns's strength must lie. Let

the great stand aloof from him, or know how to reverence him.

Beautiful is the union of wealth with favour and furtherance

for literature
;

like the costliest flower-jar enclosing the loveliest

amaranth. Yet let not the relation be mistaken. A true poet is

not one whom they can hire by money or flattery to be a minister

of their pleasures, their writer of occasional verses, their purveyor
of table-wit ; he cannot be their menial, he cannot even be their

partisan. At the peril of both parties, let no such union be

attempted ! Will a Courser of the Sun work softly in the harness

of a Dray-horse ? His hoofs are of fire, and his path is through the

heavens, bringing light to all lands
;

will he lumber on mud

highways, dragging ale for earthly appetites from door to door ?

6. SIR HENRY WOTTON

A Happy Life

How happy is he born and taught
That serveth not another's will

;

Whose armour is his honest thought
And simple truth his utmost skill

;
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Whose passions not his masters are,

Whose soul is still 'prepared for death,

Untied unto the world by care

Of public fame, or private breath 1
;

Who envies none that chance doth raise

Nor vice
;
who never understood

How deepest wounds are given by praise ;

Nor rules of state, but rules of good :

Who hath his life from rumours freed,

Whose conscience is his strong retreat
;

Whose state can neither flatterers feed,

Nor ruin make oppressors great ;

Who God doth late and early pray
More of His grace than gifts to lend ;

And entertains the harmless day
With a religious book or friend.

This man is freed from servile bands

Of hope to rise, or fear to fall :

Lord of himself, though not of lands
;

And, having nothing, yet hath all.

7. WILLIAM PITT

Passage from Reply to Walpole

The atrocious crime of being a young man, which the honour-

able gentleman has, with such spirit and decency, charged upon

me, I shall neither attempt to palliate, nor deny; but content

myself with wishing that I may be one of those whose follies cease

with their youth ;
and not of that number who are ignorant in

spite of experience.

Whether youth can be imputed to any man as a reproach,
I will not assume the province of determining : but, surely, age

may become justly contemptible, if the opportunities which it

brings have past away without improvement, and vice appears to

1
flattery.
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prevail when the passions have subsided. The wretch that, after

having seen the consequences of a thousand errors, continues still

to blunder, and whose age has only added obstinacy to stupidity,

is surely the object of either abhorrence or contempt ;
and deserves

not that his grey head should secure him from insults. Much more

is he to be abhorred who, as he has advanced in age, has receded

from virtue, and becomes more wicked with less temptation, who

prostitutes himself for money which he cannot enjoy, and spends
the remains of his life in the ruin of his country.

8. C. S. CALVERLEY

Contentment

(after the manner of Horace)
1

Friend, there be they on whom mishap
Or never or so rarely comes,

That, when they think thereof, they snap
Derisive thumbs ;

And there be they who lightly lose

Their all, yet feel no aching void
;

Should aught annoy them, they refuse

To be annoy'd ;

And fain would I be e'en as these !

Life is with such all beer and skittles ;

They are not difficult to please

About their victuals
;

The trout, the grouse, the early pea,

By such, if there, are freely taken
;

If not, they munch with equal glee

Their bit of bacon
;

And when they wax a little gay
And chaff the public after luncheon,

If they're confronted with a stray

Policeman's truncheon,

1
Reproduced from Calverley's Fly Leaves by kind permission of the

publishers, Messrs George Bell and Sons.
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They gaze thereat with outstretch'd necks,

And laughter which- no threats can smother,
And tell the horror-stricken X
That he's another.

In snowtime if they cross a spot
Where unsuspected boys have slid,

They fall not down though they would not

Mind if they did
;

When the spring rosebud which they wear

Breaks short and tumbles from its stem,

No thought of being angry e'er

Dawns upon them
;

Though 'twas Jemima's hand that placed,

(As well you ween) at evening's hour,

In the loved button-hole that chaste

And cherish'd flower.

And when they travel, if they find

That they have left their pocket-compass
Or Murray or thick boots behind,

They raise no rumpus,

But plod serenely on without
;

Knowing it's better to endure

The evil which beyond all doubt

You cannot cure.

When for that early train they're late,

They do not make their woes the text

Of sermons in the Times, but wait

On for the next ;

And jump inside, and only grin

Should it appear that that dry wag,

The guard, omitted to put in

Their carpet-bag.
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9. GOLDSMITH

Passage from the Vicar of Wakefield

Our little habitation was situated at the foot of a sloping hill,

sheltered with a beautiful underwood behind, and a prattling river

before; on one side a meadow, on the other a green. My farm

consisted of about twenty acres of excellent land, having given
a hundred pound for my predecessor's good- will. Nothing could

exceed the neatness of my little enclosures, the elms and hedge-
rows appearing with inexpressible beauty. My house consisted of

but one story, and was covered with thatch, which gave it an air of

great snugness ;
the walls on the inside were nicely whitewashed,

and my daughters undertook to adorn them with pictures of their

own designing. Though the same room served us for parlour and

kitchen, that only made it the warmer. Besides, as it was kept
with the utmost neatness, the dishes, plates, and coppers being well

scoured, and all disposed in bright rows on the shelves, the eye was

agreeably relieved, and did not want richer furniture. There were

three other apartments one for my wife and me, another for our

two daughters, within our own, and the third, with two beds, for

the rest of the children.

The little republic to which I gave laws was regulated in the

following manner: by sun-rise we all assembled in our common

apartment, the fire being previously kindled by the servant. After

we had saluted each other with proper ceremony, for I always

thought fit to keep up some mechanical forms of good breeding,

without which freedom ever destroys friendship, we all bent in

gratitude to that Being who gave us another day. This duty being

performed, my son and I went to pursue our usual industry abroad,

while my wife and daughters employed themselves in providing

breakfast, which was always ready at a certain time. I allowed

half an hour for this meal, and an hour for dinner
;
which time was

taken up in innocent mirth between my wife and daughters, and in

philosophical arguments between my son and me.

As we rose with the sun, so we never pursued our labours after

it was gone down, but returned home to the expecting family

where smiling looks, a neat hearth, and pleasant fire, were prepared
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for our reception. Nor were we without guests ; sometimes Farmer

Flamborough, our talkative neighbour, and often the blind piper,

would pay us a visit, and taste our gooseberry wine
;
for the making

of which we had lost neither the receipt nor the reputation. These

harmless people had several ways of being good company ;
while

one played, the other would sing some soothing ballad, "Johnny

Armstrong's Last Good-night," or " the Cruelty of Barbara Allen."

The night was concluded in the manner we began the morning, my
youngest boys being appointed to read the lessons of the day ;

and

he that read loudest, distinctest, and best was to have an halfpenny
on Sunday to put into the poor's box.

10. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Passage from King Lear, Act iv. Scene 7

Doctor. So please your majesty

That we may wake the king? he hath slept long.

Cordelia. Be govern'd by your knowledge, and proceed

I' the sway of your own will. Is he array'd ?

Gentleman. Ay, madam; in the heaviness of sleep

We put fresh garments on him.

Doctor. Be by, good madam, when we do awake him;
I doubt not of his temperance.

Cordelia. Very well.

Doctor. Please you, draw near. Louder the music there !

Cordelia. O my dear father ! Restoration hang

Thy medicine on my lips, and let this kiss

Repair those violent harms that my two sisters

Have in thy reverence made !

Kent. Kind and dear princess !

Cordelia. Had you not been their father, these white flakes

Had challenged pity of them. Was this a face

To be oppos'd against the warring winds ?

To stand against the deep dread-bolted thunder?

In the most terrible and nimble stroke

Of quick, cross lightning? to watch poor perdu !

With this thin helm ? Mine enemy's dog,
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Though he had bit me, should have stood that night

Against my fire
;
and wast thou fain, poor father,

To hovel thee with swine and rogues forlorn,

In short and musty straw ? Alack, alack !

'T is wonder that thy life and wits at once

Had not concluded all. He wakes ; speak to him.

Doctor. Madam, do you ;
't is fittest.

Cordelia. How does my royal lord 1 How fares your majesty ?

Lear. You do me wrong to take me out o' the grave.

Thou art a soul in bliss; but I am bound

Upon a wheel of fire, that mine own tears

Do scald like molten lead.

Cordelia. Sir, do you know me ?

Lear. You are a spirit, I know
;
when did you die ?

Cordelia. Still, still, far wide !

Doctor. He 's scarce awake; let him alone awhile.

Lear. Where have I been ? Where am I ? Fair daylight ?

I am mightily abus'd. I should e'en die with pity,

To see another thus. I know not what to say.

I will not swear these are my hands. Let 's see
;

I feel this pin prick. Would I were assur'd

Of my condition !

Cordelia. O, look upon me, sir,

And hold your hands in benediction o'er me.

No, sir, you must not kneel.

Lear. Pray> do not mock me.

I am a very foolish fond old man,
Fourscore and upward, not an hour more nor less

;

And, to deal plainly,

I fear I am not in my perfect mind.

Methinks I should know you, and know this man;
Yet I am doubtful: for I am mainly ignorant

What place this is, and all the skill I have

Remembers not these garments, nor I know not

Where I did lodge last night. Do not laugh at me;

For, as I am a man, I think this lady

To be my child Cordelia.

Cordelia. And so I am, I am.
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Lear. Be your tears wet? yes, faith. I pray, weep not.

If you have poison for me, I will drink it.

I know you do not love me, for your sisters

Have, as I do remember, done me wrong;
You have some cause, they have not.

Cordelia. No cause, no cause.

Lear. Am I in France ?

Kent. In your own kingdom, sir.

Lear. Do not abuse me.*****
Cordelia. Will 't please your highness walk ?

Lear. You must bear with me.

Pray you now, forget and forgive ;
I am old and foolish.

11. FRANCIS THOMPSON

Daisy
Where the thistle lifts a purple crown

Six foot out of the turf,

And the harebell shakes on the windy hill

the breath of the distant surf !

The hills look over on the South,
And southward dreams the sea

;

And, with the sea-breeze hand in hand,
Came innocence and she.

Where 'mid the gorse the raspberry
Red for the gatherer springs,

Two children did we stray and talk

Wise, idle, childish things.

She listened with big-lipped surprise,

Breast-deep 'mid flower and spine :

Her skin was like a grape, whose veins

Run snow instead of wine.

She knew not those sweet words she spake,

Nor knew her own sweet way ;

But there's never a bird, so sweet a song

Thronged in whose throat that day !
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Oh, there were flowers in Storrington

On the turf and on the spray ;

But the sweetest flower on Sussex hills

Was the Daisy-flower that day !

Her beauty smoothed earth's furrowed face !

She gave me tokens three:

A look, a word of her winsome mouth,
And a wild raspberry.

A berry red, a guileless look,

A still word, strings of sand !

And yet they made my wild, wild heart

Fly down to her little hand.

For, standing artless as the air,

And candid as the skies,

She took the berries with her hand,

And the love with her sweet eyes.

The fairest things have fleetest end :

Their scent survives their close,

But the rose's scent is bitterness

To him that loved the rose !

She looked a little wistfully,

Then went her sunshine way :

The sea's eye had a mist on it,

And the leaves fell from the day.

She went her unremembering way,
She went, and left in me

The pang of all the partings gone,

And partings yet to be.

She left me marvelling why my soul

Was sad that she was glad ;

At all the sadness in the sweet,

The sweetness in the sad.

Still, still I seem to see her, still

Look up with soft replies,

And take the berries with her hand,

And the love with her lovely eyes.
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Nothing begins, and nothing ends,

That is not paid with moan
;

For we are born in other's pain,

And perish in our own.

12. CHARLES DICKENS

A passage from Dombey and Son

Analysis of the character of P. Dombey

They were within two or three weeks of the holidays, when, one

day, Cornelia Blimber called Paul into her room, and said, "Dombey,
I am going to send home your analysis."

" Thank you, ma'am," returned Paul.
" You know what I mean, do you, Dombey ?

"
inquired Miss

Blimber, looking hard at him through the spectacles.
"
No, ma'am," said Paul.

"
Dombey, Dombey," said Miss Blimber,

"
I begin to be afraid

you are a sad boy. When you don't know the meaning of an

expression, why don't you seek for information ?
"

" Mrs Pipchiu told me I wasn't to ask questions," returned Paul.
" I must beg you not to mention Mrs Pipchin to me, on any

account, Dombey," returned Miss Blimber. '-
1 couldn't think of

allowing it. The course of study here is very far removed from

anything of that sort. A repetition of such allusions would make

it necessary for me to request to hear, without a mistake, before

breakfast-time to-morrow morning, from Verbum personale down to

simillima cygno."
"

I didn't mean, ma'am "
began little Paul.

"
I must trouble you not to tell me that you didn't mean, if

you please, Dombey," said Miss Blimber, who preserved an awful

politeness in her admonitions. " That is a line of argument,
I couldn't dream of permitting."

Paul felt it safest to say nothing at all, so he only looked at

Miss Blimber's spectacles. Miss Blimber having shaken her head

at him gravely, referred to a paper lying before her.

" '

Analysis of the character of P. Dombey.' If my recollection

serves me," said Miss Blimber, breaking off,
" the word analysis as
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opposed to synthesis, is thus defined by Walker. ' The resolution

of an object, whether of the senses or of the intellect, into its first

elements.' As opposed to synthesis, you observe. Now you know
what analysis is, Dombey."

Dombey didn't seem to be absolutely blinded by the light let in

upon his intellect, but he made Miss Blimber a little bow.*******
" 'It may be generally observed of Dombey,'

"
said Miss Blimber,

reading in a loud voice, and at every second word directing her

spectacles towards the little figure before her :

" ' that his abilities

and inclinations are good, and that he has made as much progress

as under the circumstances could have been expected. But it is to

be lamented of this young gentleman that he is singular (what is

usually termed old-fashioned) in his character and conduct, and

that, without presenting anything in either which distinctly calls

for reprobation, he is often very unlike other young gentlemen of

his age and social position.' Now, Dombey," said Miss Blimber,

laying down the paper,
" do you understand that ?

"

" I think I do, ma'am," said Paul.
" This analysis, you see, Dombey," Miss Blimber continued,

"
is

going to be sent home to your respected parent. It will naturally

be very painful to him to find that you are singular in your
character and conduct. It is naturally painful to us

;
for we

can't like you, you know, Dombey, as well as we could wish."

She touched the child upon a tender point. He had secretly

become more and more solicitous from day to day, as the time of

his departure drew more near, that all the house should like him.

For some hidden reason, very imperfectly understood by himself

if understood at all he felt a gradually increasing impulse of

affection, towards almost everything and everybody in the place.

He could not bear to think that they would be quite indifferent

to him when he was gone. He wanted them to remember him

kindly ;
and he had made it his business even to conciliate a great

hoarse shaggy dog, chained up at the back of the house, who had

previously been the terror of his life : that even he might miss him

when he was no longer there.

Little thinking that in this he only showed again the difference

between himself and his compeers, poor tiny Paul set it forth to

G. 12
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Miss Blimber as well as he could, and begged her, in despite of the

official analysis, to have the goodness to try and like him. To Mrs

Blimber, who had joined them, he preferred the same petition : and

when that lady could not forbear, even in his presence, from giving

utterance to her often-repeated opinion, that he was an odd child,

Paul told her that he was sure she was quite right ;
that he thought

it must be his bones, but he didn't know
;
and that he hoped she

would overlook it, for he was fond of them all.

" Not so fond," said Paul, with a mixture of timidity and perfect

frankness, which was one of the most peculiar and most engaging

qualities of the child,
" not so fond as I am of Florence, of course

;

that could never be. You couldn't expect that, could you, ma'am ?
"

" Oh ! the old-fashioned little soul !

"
cried Mrs Blimber, in a

whisper.

"But I like everybody here very much," pursued Paul, "and
I should grieve to go away, and think that anyone was glad that

I was gone, or didn't care."

13. ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING

The Forced Recruit

In the ranks of the Austrian you found him,
He died with his face to you all

;

Yet bury him here where around him

You honour your bravest that fall.

Venetian, fair featured and slender,

He lies shot to death in his youth,

With a smile on his lips over tender

For any mere soldier's dead mouth.

No stranger, and yet not a traitor,

Though alien the cloth on his breast,

Underneath it how seldom a greater

Young heart has a shot sent to rest !

By your enemy tortured and goaded
To march with them, stand in their file,

His musket (see) never was loaded,

He facing your guns with that smile !
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As orphans yearn on to their mothers,

He yearned to your patriot bands ;

" Let me die for our Italy, brothers,

If not in your ranks, by your hands !

" Aim straightly, fire steadily ! spare me
A ball in the body which may

Deliver my heart here, and tear me
This badge of the Austrian away!"

So thought he, so died he this morning.
What then ? many others have died.

Ay, but easy for men to die scorning
The death-stroke, who fought side by side :

One tricolour floating above them
;

Struck down 'mid triumphant acclaims

Of an Italy rescued to love them
And blazon the brass with their names.

But he, without witness or honour,

There, shamed in his country's regard,

With the tyrants who march in upon her,

Died faithful and passive : 'twas hard.

'Twas sublime. In a cruel restriction

Cut off from the guerdon of sons,

With most filial obedience, conviction,

His soul kissed the lips of her guns.

That moves you ? Nay, grudge not to show it,

While digging a grave for him here :

The others who died, says your poet,

Have glory, let him have a tear.

14. JAMES BOSWELL

A passage from the Life of Johnson

Johnson. "Sir, when people watch me narrowly, and I do not

watch myself, they will find me out to be of a particular county.
In the same manner Dunning may be found out to be a Devonshire

122
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man. So most Scotchmen may be found out. But, Sir, little

aberrations are of no disadvantage. I never catched Mallet in

a Scotch accent ; and yet Mallet, I suppose, was past five-and-twenty

before he came to London."

Upon another occasion I talked to him on this subject, having

myself taken some pains to improve my pronunciation, by the aid

of the late Mr Love, of Drury Lane theatre, when he was a player

at Edinburgh, and also of old Mr Sheridan. Johnson said to me,
"
Sir, your pronunciation is not offensive." With this concession I

was pretty well satisfied ;
and let me give my countrymen of North

Britain an advice not to aim at absolute perfection in this respect ;

not to speak High English, as we are apt to call what is far removed

from the Scotch, but which is by no means good English, and makes

"the fools who use it" truly ridiculous. Good English is plain,

easy, and smooth in the mouth of an unaffected English gentleman.

A studied and factitious pronunciation, which requires perpetual

attention, and imposes perpetual constraint, is exceedingly dis-

gusting. A small intermixture of provincial peculiarities may,

perhaps, have an agreeable effect, as the notes of different birds

concur in the harmony of the grove, and please more than if they

were all exactly alike. I could name some gentlemen of Ireland, to

whom a slight proportion of the accent and recitative of that

country is an advantage. The same observation will apply to the

gentlemen of Scotland. I do not mean that we should speak as

broad as a certain prosperous Member of Parliament from that

country ; though it has been well observed, that "
it has been of no

small use to him
;
as it rouses the attention of the House by its

uncommonness : and is equal to tropes and figures in a good English

speaker." I would give as an instance of what I mean to recommend

to my countrymen, the pronunciation of the late Sir Gilbert Elliot
;

and may I presume to add that of the present Earl of Marchmont,
who told me, with great good humour, that the master of a shop in

London, where he was not known, said to him,
" I suppose, Sir, you

are an American." "Why so, Sir?" said his Lordship. "Because,

Sir," replied the shopkeeper, "you speak neither English nor Scotch,

but something different from both, which I conclude is the language
of America."
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15. LORD BYRON

Greece

Clime of the unforgotten brave !

Whose land from plain to mountain-cave

Was Freedom's home or Glory's grave !

Shrine of the mighty ! can it be,

That this is all remains of thee ?

Approach, thou craven crouching slave:

Say, is not this Thermopylae ?

These waters blue that round you lave,

Oh servile offspring of the free

Pronounce what sea, what shore is this?

The gulf, the rock of Salamis !

These scenes, their story not unknown,

Arise, and make again your own ;

Snatch from the ashes of your sires

The embers of their former fires ;

And he who in the strife expires

Will add to theirs a name of fear

That Tyranny shall quake to hear,

And leave his sons a hope, a fame,

They too will rather die than shame:

For Freedom's battle once begun,

Bequeath'd by bleeding Sire to Son,

Though baffled oft is ever won.

Bear witness, Greece, thy living page !

Attest it many a deathless age !

While kings, in dusty darkness hid,

Have left a nameless pyramid,

Thy heroes, though the general doom

Hath swept the column from their tomb,
A mightier monument command,
The mountains of their native land!

There points thy Muse to stranger's eye
The graves of those that cannot die !
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'Twere long to tell, and sad to trace,

Each step from splendour to disgrace ;

Enough no foreign foe could quell

Thy soul, till from itself it fell;

Yes ! Self-abasement paved the way
To villain-bonds and despot sway.

16. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL

My Garden Acquaintance

Passage from My Study Windows

The robin has a bad reputation among people who do not value

themselves less for being fond of cherries. There is, I admit, a

spice of vulgarity in him, and his song is rather of the Bloomfield

sort, too largely ballasted with prose. His ethics are of the Poor

Richard school, and the main chance which calls forth all his

energy is altogether of the belly. He never has those fine intervals

of lunacy into which his cousins, the catbird and the mavis, are apt
to fall. But "for a' that, and twice as muckle's a' that," I would not

exchange him for all the cherries that ever came out of Asia Minor.

With whatever faults, he has not wholly forfeited that superiority

which belongs to the children of nature. He has a finer taste in

fruit than could be distilled from many successive committees of

the Horticultural Society, and he eats with a relishing gulp not

inferior to Dr Johnson's. He feels and freely exercises his right of

eminent domain. His is the earliest mess of green peas ; his all

the mulberries I had fancied mine. But if he gets also the lion's

share of the raspberries, he is a great planter, and sows those wild

ones in the woods that solace the pedestrian and give a momentary
calm even to the jaded victims of the White Hills. He keeps a

strict eye over one's fruit, and knows to a shade of purple when

your grapes have cooked long enough in the sun. During the

severe drought a few years ago, the robins wholly vanished from

my garden. I neither saw nor heard one for three weeks. Mean-

while a small foreign grape-vine, rather shy of bearing, seemed to

find the dusty air congenial, and, dreaming perhaps of its sweet
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Argos across the sea, decked itself with a score or so of fair bunches.

I watched them from day to day till they should have secreted

sugar enough from the sunbeams, and at last made up my mind

that I would celebrate my vintage the next morning. But the

robins too had somehow kept note of them. They must have sent

out spies, as did the Jews into the promised land, before I was

stirring. When I went with my basket, at least a dozen of these

winged vintagers bustled out from among the leaves, and alighting

on the nearest trees interchanged some shrill remarks about me
of a derogatory nature. They had fairly sacked the vine. Not

Wellington's veterans made cleaner work of a Spanish town
; not

Federals or Confederates were ever more impartial in the confiscation

of neutral chickens. I was keeping my grapes a secret to surprise
'

the fair Fidele with, but the robins made them a profounder secret

to her than I had meant. The tattered remnant of a single bunch

was all my harvest-home. How paltry it looked at the bottom of

my basket, as if a humming-bird had laid her egg in an eagle's

nest! I could not help laughing; and the robins seemed to join

heartily in the merriment. There was a native grape-vine close by,

blue with its less refined abundance, but my cunning thieves pre-

ferred the foreign flavour. Could I tax them with want of taste ?

17. SIR WALTER SCOTT

Young Lochinvar

0, young Lochinvar is come out of the west,

Through all the wide Border his steed was the best,

And save his good broad-sword he weapons had none;
He rode all unarmed, and he rode all alone.

So faithful in love, and so dauntless in war,

There never was knight like the young Lochinvar.

He stayed not for brake, and he stopped not for stone,

He swam the Eske river where ford there was none ;

But, ere he alighted at Netherby gate,

The bride had consented, the gallant came late :

For a laggard in love, and a dastard in war,

Was to wed the fair Ellen of brave Lochinvar.
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So boldly he entered the Netherby hall,

Among bride's-men and kinsmen, and brothers and all:

Then spoke the bride's father, his hand on his sword,

(For the poor craven bridegroom said never a word,)
"O come ye in peace here, or come ye in war,

Or to dance at our bridal, young Lord Lochinvar?"

" I long wooed your daughter, my suit you denied
;

Love swells like the Solway, but ebbs like its tide

And now I am come with this lost love of mine,

To lead but one measure, drink one cup of wine.

There are maidens in Scotland more lovely by far,

That would gladly be bride to the young Lochinvar."

The bride kissed the goblet; the knight took it up,

He quaffed off the wine, and he threw down the cup.

She looked down to blush, and she looked up to sigh,

With a smile on her lips and a tear in her eye.

He took her soft hand, e'er her mother could bar,
" Now tread we a measure !

" said young Lochinvar.

So stately his form, and so lovely her face,

That never a hall such a galliard did grace;

While her mother did fret, and her father did fume,

And the bridegroom stood dangling his bonnet and plume ;

And the bride-maidens whispered, '"Twere better by far

To have matched our fair cousin with young Lochinvar."

One touch to her hand, and one word in her ear,

When they reached the hall door and the charger stood near
;

So light to the croupe the fair lady he swung,

So light to the saddle before her he sprung !

" She is won ! we are gone, over bank, bush, and scaur
;

They'll have fleet steeds that follow," quoth young Lochinvar.

There was mounting 'mong Graemes of the Netherby clan
;

Forsters, Fenwicks, and Musgraves, they rode and they ran :

There was racing, and chasing, on Cannobie Lee,

But the lost bride of Netherby ne'er did they see.

So daring in love, and so dauntless in war,

Have ye e'er heard of gallant like young Lochinvar ?
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18. AUSTIN DOBSON

The Cure's Progress

Monsieur the Cur down the street

Comes with his kind old face,

With his coat worn bare, and his straggling hair,

And his green umbrella-case.

You may see him pass by the little Grande Place

And the tiny Hotel de Ville ;

He smiles, as he goes, to the fleuriste Rose

And the pompier Theophile.

He turns, as a rule, thro' the Marche cool,

Where the noisy fish-wives call
;

And his compliment pays to the "Belle The'rese,"

As she knits in her dusky stall.

There's a letter to drop at the locksmith's shop
And Toto, the locksmith's niece,

Has jubilant hopes, for the Cur gropes
In his tails for a pain d'e'pice.

There's a little dispute with a merchant of fruit,

Who is said to be heterodox,

That will ended be with a "Mafoi, ouif"

And a pinch from the Cure's box.

There is also a word that no one heard

To the furrier's daughter Lou
;

And a pale cheek fed with a flickering red,

And a "Bon Dieu garde M'sieuf"

But a grander way for the Sous-Prefet,

And a bow for Ma'amselle Anne,
And a mock "off-hat" to the Notary's cat,

And a nod to the Sacristan.

For ever through life the Cur^ goes
With a smile on his kind old face,

With his coat worn bare, and his straggling hair,

And his green umbrella-case.
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19. GEORGE ELIOT

A passage from The Mill on the Floss

"Oh, I say, Maggie," said Tom at last, lifting up the stand,

"we must keep quiet here, you know. If we break anything,
Mrs Stelling '11 make us cry peccavi."

"What's that?" said Maggie.
"
Oh, it's the Latin for a good scolding," said Tom, not without

some pride in his knowledge.
" Is she a cross woman 1

"
said Maggie.

"
I believe you !

" said Tom, with an emphatic nod.

"I think all women are crosser than men," said Maggie. "Aunt

Glegg's a great deal crosser than Uncle Glegg, and mother scolds

me more than father does."
"
Well, yovUll be a woman some day," said Tom,

" so you needn't

talk."

"But I shall be a clever woman," said Maggie, with a toss.

"
Oh, I daresay, and a nasty conceited thing. Everybody '11 hate

you."
" But you oughtn't to hate me, Tom ;

it'll be very wicked of you,
for I shall be your sister."

"
Yes, but if you're a nasty disagreeable thing, I shall hate you."

" Oh but, Tom, you won't ! I shan't be disagreeable. I shall

be very good to you and I shall be good to everybody. You won't

hate me really, will you, Tom ?
"

"
Oh, bother ! never mind ! Come, it's time for me to learn my

lessons. See here ! what I've got to do," said Tom, drawing Maggie
towards him and showing her his theorem, while she pushed her

hair behind her ears, and prepared herself to prove her capability

of helping him in Euclid. She began to read with full confidence

in her own powers, but presently, becoming quite bewildered, her

face flushed with irritation. It was unavoidable she must confess

her incompetency, and she was not fond of humiliation.
"

It's nonsense !

" she said,
" and very ugly stuff nobody need

want to make it out."
"
Ah, there now, Miss Maggie !

"
said Tom, drawing the book
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away, and wagging his head at her,
"
you see you're not so clever as

you thought you were."
"
Oh," said Maggie, pouting,

"
I daresay I could make it out, if

I'd learned what goes before, as you have."
" But that's what you just couldn't, Miss Wisdom," said Tom.

" For it's all the harder when you know what goes before
;
for then

you've got to say what definition 3 is, and what axiom V. is. But

get along with you now ;
I must go on with this. Here's the Latin

Grammar. See what you can make of that."

20. E. F. BENSON

A passage from Dodo (Chap. 4)
1

At this moment a shrill voice called Dodo from the drawing-room.
"
Dodo, Dodo," it cried,

" the man brought me two tepid poached

eggs ! Do send me something else. Is there such a thing as a

grilled bone?"

These remarks were speedily followed up by the appearance of

Miss Staines at the dining-room door. In one hand she held the

despised eggs, in the other a quire of music paper. Behind her

followed a footman with her breakfast-tray, in excusable ignorance

as to what was required of him.

"Dear Dodo," she went on, "you know when I'm composing a

symphony I want something more exciting than two poached eggs.

Mr Broxton, I know, will take my side. You couldn't eat poached

eggs at a ball could you 1 They might do very well for a funeral

march or a nocturne, but they won't do for a symphony, especially

for the scherzo. A brandy-and-soda and a grilled bone is what one

really wants for a scherzo, only that would be quite out of the

question."

Edith Staines talked in a loud, determined voice, and emphasized
her points with little dashes and flourishes of the dish of poached

eggs. At this moment one of them flew on to the floor and

exploded. But it is an ill wind that blows nobody any good, and

at any rate this relieved the footman from his state of indecision.

His immediate mission was clearly to remove it.

1
Reproduced by kind permission of Mr Benson and the publishers,

Messrs Methuen.
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Dodo threw herself back in her chair with a peal of laughter.
" Go on, go on," she cried,

"
you are too splendid. Tell us what

you write the presto on."
" I can't waste another moment," said Edith. " I'm in the

middle of the most entrancing motif, which is working out beauti-

fully. Do you mind my smoking in the drawing-room ? I am

awfully sorry, but it makes all the difference to my work. Burn a

little incense there afterwards. Do send me a bone, Dodo. Come
and hear me play the scherzo later on. It's the best thing I've

ever done. Oh, by the way, I telegraphed to Herr Truffen to come

to-morrow he's my conductor, you know. You can put him up in

the village or the coal-hole, if you like. He's quite happy if he gets

enough beer. He's my German conductor, you know. I made him

entirely. I took him to the Princess the other day when I was at

Aix, and we all had beer together in the verandah of the Beau Site.

You'll be amused with him."
"
Oh, rather," said Dodo ;

" that will be all right. He can sleep

in the house. Will he come early to-morrow ? Let's see to-morrow's

Sunday. Edith, I've got an idea. We'll have a dear little service

in the house we can't go to church if it snows and you shall play

your mass, and Herr What's-his-name shall conduct, and Bertie,

and Grantie, and you and I will sing. Won't it be lovely ? You
and I will settle all that this afternoon. Telegraph to Truffler, or

whatever his name is, to come by the eight-twenty. Then he'll be

here by twelve, and we'll have the service at a quarter past."

"Dodo, that will be grand," said Edith. "I can't wait now.

Goodbye. Hurry up my breakfast I'm awfully sharp-set."

Edith went back to the drawing-room, whistling in a particularly

shrill manner.

21. GAVIN GREIG

Passage from Main's Wooing, Act I. Sc. 2

Enter SHEPHERD.

SHEPHERD. Ay, ay, Souter, and ye're aye stickin' in ?

SOUTER. Ay, of coorse, a sooter aye sticks in to the last.
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SHEPHERD (laughing}. I'm gled to fin' ye sae cheery in thae

dull times.

SOUTEK. And fa wid be cheery gin a souter wisna ?

SHEPHERD. And fat gies him ony advantage ?

SOUTER. Weel, gin ye wis to lose your all, fat wid happen ?

SHEPHERD. Oh, I suppose I wid jist be ruined.

SOUTER. Surely; but if I wis to lose my awl (holding it up)
I wid jist buy anither. They only cost thrippence.

SHEPHERD. Oh, Souter man, that'll dee. By-the-bye, wid ye
hae onything gaun up the wye o' o' Knoweheid, maybe?

SOUTER. Ay, there's a pair o' beets o' Maggie An'erson's here

that I've been solin'. They micht gang to Knoweheid if they'd feet

in them.

SHEPHERD. But couldna they be carriet ?

SOUTER. Sae they likely will
;
but foo are ye spierin' ?

SHEPHERD. Ah weel, ye see, I wis maybe to be takin' a turn

roon that wye the nicht mysel maybe like ye ken ; and I jist

thocht, ye see, aifter I come hame fae the Fair I micht, maybe, ye
ken like

SOUTER (waving his hand and smiling). It's a' richt, man.

I see the thing fine. Ye're jist wantin' an eeran' owre to see

Maggie.

SHEPHERD. Weel, maybe I am.

SOUTER. It's a' richt, man. I sympatheese wi' ye; for she's

a fine lass, Maggie; and atween you and me she ocht to be rale

weel suited.

SHEPHERD. Fat wye ?

SOUTER. Weel, ye see (taking one of the boots and tapping the

sole), I'm a souter for her sole, and ye're a suitor for her hairt and

hand d'ye see 1

SHEPHERD. Souter man, that's waur and waur. Gie's the

beets and lat's awa'.

SOUTER wraps boots in paper.

SOUTER (handing parcel to SHEPHERD). Hae, man
;
and luck

gae wi' ye.

SHEPHERD. Thank ye, Souter, and guid-day.
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22. SIR WALTER SCOTT

Passage from The Antiquary, Chap. XL

As the Antiquary lifted the latch of the hut, he was surprised
to hear the shrill tremulous voice of Elspeth chanting forth an old

ballad in a wild and doleful recitative.

"The herring loves the merry moonlight,
The mackerel loves the wind,

But the oyster loves the dredging sang,

For they come of a gentle kind."

A diligent collector of these legendary scraps of ancient poetry,

his foot refused to cross the threshold when his ear was thus

arrested, and his hand instinctively took pencil and memorandum-

book. From time to time the old woman spoke as if to the children
"
Oy ay, hinnies, whisht, whisht ! and I'll begin a bonnier ane than

that

" Now haud your tongue, baith wife and carle,

And listen, great and sma',

And I will sing of Glenallan's Earl

That fought on the red Harlaw.

"The cronach's cried on Bennachie,

And doun the Don and a',

And hieland and lawland may mournfu' be

For the sair field of Harlaw.

I dinna mind the neist verse weel my memory's failed, and there's

unco thoughts come ower me God keep us frae temptation !

"

Here her voice sunk in indistinct muttering.

"It's a historical ballad," said Oldbuck eagerly, "a genuine

and undoubted fragment of minstrelsy! Percy would admire its

simplicity Ritson could not impugn its authenticity."
"
Ay, but it's a sad thing," said Ochiltree,

" to see human nature

sae far owertaen as to be skirling at auld sangs on the back of a

loss like hers."
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"
Hush, hush !

" said the Antiquary," she has gotten the

thread of the story again." And as he spoke, she sung:

"They saddled a hundred milk-white steeds,

They hae bridled a hundred black,

With a chafron of steel on each horse's head,

And a good knight upon his back."

" Chafron !

" exclaimed the Antiquary,
"
equivalent, perhaps,

to cheveron the word 's worth a dollar," and down it went in his

red book.

"They hadna ridden a mile, a mile,

A mile, but barely ten,

When Donald came branking down the brae

Wi' twenty thousand men.

"Their tartans they were waving wide,

Their glaives were glancing clear,

The pibrochs rung frae side to side,

Would deafen ye to hear.

" The great Earl in his stirrups stood

That Highland host to see:

' Now here a knight that 's stout and good

May prove a jeopardie;

"'What wouldst thou do, my squire so gay,

That rides beside my reyne,

Were ye Glehallan's Earl the day,*/ */ 7

And I were Roland Cheyne ?

" ' To turn the rein were sin and shame,
To fight were wondrous peril,

What would you do now, Roland Cheyne,
Were ye Glenallan's Earl?'

" Ye maun ken, hinnies, that this Roland Cheyne, for as poor and

auld as I sit in the chimney-neuk, was my forbear, and an awfu'

man he was that day in the fight, but specially after the earl had

fa'en
;
for he blamed himsell for the counsel he gave, to fight before

Mar came up wi' Mearns, and Aberdeen, and Angus."
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Her voice rose and became more animated as she recited the

warlike counsel of her ancestor : .

"'Were I Glenallau's Earl this tide,

And ye were Roland Cheyne,
The spur should be in my horse's side,

And the bridle upon his mane.

" ' If they hae twenty thousand blades,

And we twice ten times ten,

Yet they hae but their tartan plaids,

And we are mail-clad men.

" ' My horse shall ride through ranks sae rude,

As through the moorland fern,

Then ne'er let the gentle Norman blude

Grow cauld for Highland kerne.'"
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SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SOUTHERN
ENGLISH AND STANDARD SCOTTISH

Vowels

SOUTHERN ENGLISH

1. diphthongizes long
vowels o, e, i, u

2. uses u in book, etc.,

see 160

3. uses e or or even ae

in words like fare
4. uses 9 in words like

hot, see 167

5. tends to lengthen and

make tense the vowel 9
before ss, st, sp, th

', f,ff or

ph. Thus cross, lost, froth,

soft, oft, may become krgis,

Iqist, etc.

6. uses Q in words of the

more class, see 164

7. uses Q in words of the

board class, see 163, and

of the cord class, see 168,

thus cored, cord and cawed

are perfect rhymes
G.

SCOTTISH

keeps long vowels pure

retains u long or

in this

still

short

still retains e

class, see 133

uses o or OT in this class,

see 166

has no such tendency but

retains o in this class of

words

has o generally in this

class, see 164

still uses o in the board

class. Hence cored, cord

and cawed, koird, kord,

kqid are distinct words to

the ear, see 163, 168

13
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SOUTHERN ENGLISH

8. uses 91 (lowered) in

(1) words \ikefnr

(2) fern

(3) fir

9. tends to use a

(1) before B, f, 9, as in

pass, raft, bath

(2) in Romance words

ending in a nasal + conso-

nant, as France, command
10. uses ae in words of

the man type, see 142

11. advances or flattens A
in stressed syllables, e.g. cut,

abut

SCOTTISH

uses a distinct vowel in

the three classes, which is

generally
A in (1), 151, 153

e in (2), 138

a in (3), 181

still prefers a in these

two classes, see 143, 148,

149

prefers a, see 143

never advances or flattens

A except in the case of some

speakers before r; see 179

12. In Scottish generally tense vowels tend more to

medium length than in Southern English.

Consonants

SOUTHERN ENGLISH

1. loses trill in final posi-

tion and before a consonant.

The trill is often replaced

by the voiced point fricative

in initial and medial posi-

tion

2. replaces M. by w, e.g.

what, wot

SCOTTISH

keeps the trill generally.

In final position and before

a consonant, the point frica-

tive is also used, see 83,

117

retains M. see 88, 89
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SOUTHERN ENGLISH SCOTTISH

3. uses tj commonly in retains tj in these cases,

words like question, nature, at least in careful speech,

etc., kwestfn, 'next/a kwestjan, netjar, see

1 121, 213

4. S has supplanted 9 in still used in such words,

certain words, e.g. with, see 105

though, thence, thither

5. shows a greater ten- retains h more generally,

dency to drop h even in in careful speech.

careful speech in words with

minimum stress, as him, her,

etc.

The pronunciation of Standard Scottish may be briefly

described as founded on a conservative form of eighteenth

century English modified by three factors :

The first of these factors was the sound basis of the

old Scotch Standard Dialect (most closely akin to the

present Lothian dialect of Scotland). The persistence of

the tense vowel as in bull, etc., and in fair, etc., is one of

the results that may be safely assigned to this cause.

The second was the study of the early pronouncing
dictionaries. These confirmed the Scottish reader in

many of his pronunciations, e.g. oar, port, four, but

corrected some others, e.g. in words like position he gave

up i for i.

The third factor is the influence of Southern English

speakers within the last quarter of a century which has

disturbed some of the older pronunciations, e.g. in words

like fare, four, fern, though, etc.

132
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POINTS TO BE REMEMBERED BY TEACHERS
OF READING

I. The clear enunciation of the vowels. The singing
of the vowel sounds, first alone and then in conjunction

with various consonants, is an excellent exercise for junior

pupils. The omission of the vowel in a weakly stressed

syllable is a very common fault in our Board schools, e.g.

mi/nri for mijanari, poplar for popjular, prnAnJe/n
for prbnAnsieJan.

II. The distinct articulation of the consonants. Ex-

amples of common errors under this head are, hi or even

11 for liU, 'faar or 'faPar for 'fa:$ar, IAF for jnr. The

sound drill which is involved in teaching reading on a

phonetic basis will do much to eradicate mistakes under

these two heads.

III. The children have to be taught the correct

sounds for individual words, i.e. the sounds that are

sanctioned by the usage of educated speakers. Many of

the sounds used by the children are dialect intrusions,

e.g. kat for kat, 'f<?ar for 'fcuttar, ft for fet. For other

examples see Chapters IV, V, VI, VII. Here again a

phonetic training is of advantage as it enables the children

to appreciate more readily differences in sounds.
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IV. Pupils must be trained to make the pauses

correspond with the sense. This is sometimes shortly

styled phrasing, and it implies an appreciation of the

meaning of what is read on the part of the pupils (see

189, 190). In public speech, it is one of the most

important ways of conveying our meaning clearly to an

audience.

V. The emphasis, i.e. the stress, on words in the

breath group must be so arranged as to bring out the

sense. Little children emphasize all words equally in

learning to read. The use of words already well known

to the children in their early lessons and the constant

association of sound and sense are the best preventives of

monotonous reading.

VI. The intonation should be as natural as possible.

The reader should not merely understand what he is

reading but be in sympathy also with the writer. The
rise and fall of the voice will correspond to what the

reader feels himself. Hence when there is not much

feeling involved, the tone will be an intermediate one

with comparatively small variations. By a vague demand

for more expression, teachers often force their pupils

especially girls to introduce compound intonations when
neither sense nor taste requires them, e.g. a simple sentence

such as
"
give me a pound of ham " when read in class

will be uttered with rising and falling tones that would

make it ludicrous in actual life thus

'gnrmia'paundav'ham
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VII. The style of the reading is conditioned largely

by the character of the subject-matter and to some extent

also by the size of the audience. With a serious subject,

the rate of movement is naturally slower, the tone lower

and the pauses more frequent. With a large audience

deliberation in speech and proper pausing are necessary

to enable the hearers to follow the meaning. In such

cases vowels in weakly stressed syllables are never crushed

out and often are used with their original value, e.g. as,

and, but. More generally the impression on the ear is

that of an intermediate vowel which, however, suggests

the original quality, e.g. knowledge, beareth Extract A 2,

torment Ext. A 3, etc. These intermediate vowels (see

177, 182, 223) may be heard also in some words in

Style B, e.g. innocent B 11, society and profounder B Ij6,

etc., and in occasional passages that demand greater

sobriety or dignity, see Cornelia's Report B 12. Style A
is very helpful in dictation lessons to younger classes as it

suggests the spelling more directly than the others.

In Style C the tendency is to reduce all weak vowels

to a and in some cases to leave them out altogether, to

drop initial h in all pronominal words and w in auxiliaries

like will and would, and to tolerate easy assimilations.

Some examples : to for tu, an or n for and, 'nonsns 019,
for 'nonsans, 'difrans for 'difarans C 20, d for had and

1 for will, sen mi for send mi C 20. For others consult

Extracts 19 and 20 in C.
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(The figures in brackets belong to the preceding figure)

a, an 222

abbey 199
abdicate 202
absolute 159

absolutely 221
accord 168(1)
ache 55

acknowledge 177
add 51
adorn 168(3)
afford 163 (1)

agreed 226
ahem 63
all 193
alone 123
anchor 71
and 222
anthem 213

apple 79
arise 38

arrange 82
arrive 32, 217
as 109, 222
ask 148(4)
at ten 201
at them 49
audacious 225 (vii)

audible 225 (vii)

august 176

Augusta 176

authority 177

away 93
azure 115

baby 45
back door 202
bacon 213
bad 199
bad day 201

bald 228
(ii)

ball 191
balm 148(3), 225 (iii)

Banff 64
bar 148(1), 225

(iii)

barque 55

bashed 139
bath 148(4)
battle 75, 149 (3)

beat 127

beauty 120, 158
be easy 207
beer 30

beg 137
bell 142
bet 47
better 47

bigger 58
bird 181, 182, 188
blazed 110, 211
blessed 211
blest 110
blood 151
blue 157
boar 164
board 163 (1)

boatswain 107
boil 170
bolt 204, 205
bon (Fr.) 185
book 160
boor 30
bore 164
boreal 164
born 168(3)
borne 163(5)
bottle 204, 205
bower 207
box 55
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boy 130, 170, 208
bread 137
bread and butter 53, 222

breath 103
breathe 103
brew 226
brewed 226
broad 166
broken 200
brooch 162
brood 226

brought 174
bull 160
buncle 73
bunt 204
burns 153
burrow 155

bury 137
bush 160

busy 129
but 38, 150, 225 (iii)

button 204

cab 139

.calf 97
call 228(1)
callow 149(3)
calm 148(3)
car 148(1)
care 135, 140, 141

carnation 225 (vii)

caste 47
casual 121

cat 2, 16, 26(8), 55, 211

caught 173

ceiling 107, 127
cent (Fr.) 35
chair 112
chance 148 (5)

character 55, 149 (3)

charge 148(2)
chasm 65
chest 116
chew 116
chin 116

chirp 181
choir 93
chord 168(1)
christen 107
Church 116, 179
churn 154

chutney 206
Cirencester 107

city 2, 132

Clapham 43
coarse 163 (4)
coat 33, 37
cold 55
come 151, 152
comfort 214
command 148 (5)

comport 163 (2)

confer 138, 178
confusion 115

congress 71

conquer 55
cook 160
cool 157
cord 168(1)
core 164
cork 168(4)
corn 168 (3)

corps 163

corpse 163, 168 (8)

corse 168 (8)
cot 33, 213

cough 2

could 160

country 87
course 163(4), 213
court 163(2)
courteous 163 (2)

courtesy 163 (2)

courtier 163(2)
crabbed 52, 211
create 207
crew 157
Crimean 207

cry 145
cuirass 93

cup and saucer 65

cupboard 45

curry 180
cut 55

dahlia 134
damn 64
dance 148(5)
debt 47

deport 163(2)
Derby 148 (2)
dinner 67
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discern 109
dissuade 93
divorce 163(4)
does 151, 213

dog-kennel 201

dogs 211
door 164
doth 152
doubt 146

dough 162

drop 52
dual 158
duck 151
due 158
duke 123, 209

earth 178
earthen 103
ease 203
education 121

eh 134

eight 47
either 103

England 129
ere 135, 140
err 178
errand 180
ether 103
ewe 120
examine 58

except 55
exercise 177

eye 145

fact 202
fade 2, 30, 191
fair 32
falls 225 (vi)

fan 100
farce 148

(2)
farm 148(2)
fashion 116
fate 32, 37, 38, 133
father 147, 148(5), 217

fatigue 127
fault 225 (vi), 228 (ii)

fear 100, 118

feather 103
fee 225 (vii)

feed 126

feeing 225 (vii)

feet 32, 126
fern 138, 178
feud 158, 226
feued 226
fever 127
few 158
find 2, 145
fine 100

finger 71
fir 181
fire 118
firm 181

first 181
fit 37
fix 2

flattened 52
floor 164
flower 207
folk 191
follow 79
food 30, 32, 38, 156
fool 156
foot 160(3)
force 163(4)
ford 163(1)
fore 164

forge 163(6)
forget 177
fork 168 (4)
form 168(2)
fort 163(2)
forth 163(3)
fortification 163

fortify 163

forty 163(3), 164
four 118, 164
fourteen 163(2)
fourth 163(3)
fowl 146
friend 137
fruit 157
full 156, 160
fun 97
fur 151, 154, 179
furrow 155

furry 155, 180
further 32, 103
furze 109

gale 134

gaol 134
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garb 148(2)
gate 225(1)
gauge 134

genius 120

George 168(7)
get 225(1)
ghost 58

gin 116

gird 181

girl 181, 213

give 129

glass 110

glaze 110
Gloucester 166

gluttony 206

gnaw 59, 67, 213

good 40

goose 225 (ii)

gore 164

gorge 168(7)
gorse 168(8)
grandmother 53, 215

grant 148(5)
great 134

greed 226

Grimthorpe 43

guest 58, 137

guide 145

guilt 129

gun 16, 26(8), 58

hackney 200
half 148(3), 191
halve 148(3)
halves 203
hammer 64, 149(3)
handful 53
handkerchief 71

happen 149(3)
happy 43
hard 148(2)
harmonious 176

harmony 176

harp 148(2)
harsh 148(2)
has 222
hat 139
haunch 173
haunt 173
hawk 173
he 124, 225 (v)

heads 203
heat 225 (1)

'heathen 213
heaven 68

hedge 116
heed 225 (1)

height 145
heir 135
hell 131

hence 110

Henry 117, 139
hens 110
her 125, 222

hiccough 43

hid 225(1)
high 144, 147, 208
hill 131
him 26(9), 125
hint 228 (ii)

his 109, 110, 125, 222
hiss 110
historical 125

history 125
hit 225 (i)

hitch 116
hoard 163(1)
hoarse 163(4)

hoar(y) 164
hollow 223
holm 64
hood 160(3)
hopeful 214
horde 51, 163 (1)

horn 168(3)
horsie 84
horseshoe 213
hot 166
hotel 125

hough 55, 166
house 146
how 147, 208
hue 26(7), 122

huge 122
hull 131
humour 125

humpy 63

hungry 215

hurry 180, 155

hurt 151

I can't tell 69
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I don't know 69

import 163(2)
indict 47

injudicious 218, 221
ink 71
is 2.11

it 125

Jack 139

jagged 51

jaundice 173

jaunt 173

jest 116

jew 116

judge 114, 116

judicious 218

keel 127

keg 55

key 127, 213
kiln 79
kin 55
kindness 53, 215

king 71, 129
knee 59, 67, 73, 213
knit 69
knock 213
knoll 191

knowledge 166

lack 55
ladle 75

lamb 64
land 74, 149 (2), 215

landlady 53

language 93

laogh 95
laud 30, 32, 173
launch 173

laundry 173
law 38

leap 34
leisure 137

length 72
lense 109

leopard 137
life 100

light 183

lip 34
listen 48
live 100

Llangollen 22 note 2

load 30, 32, 191
loath 225 (iv)

loathe 225 (iv)

loch 90, 94

long 26(8), 215

longer 74, 215
lord 7, 168(1)
lot 39
loud 79
lower 207
lute 159
luxurious 58

magnificent 221
mallow 149(3)
man 40, 64, 139, 142
mann (Ger.) 143

many 137
marrow 149 (3)

Mary 133
mat 225

(ii)

measure 115
meat 225 (ii)

mere 127

merry 180
method 103
mezzotint 47
mile 145
mine 192
miracle 176, 182
miraculous 176
mirror 182
miss 107
mnemonics 67
mode 30
moment 176, 177
momentous 176
month 213
more 164
morn 168(3)
moss 225

(ii)

most 162
mourn 163 (5)
muckle gsveed 78
must n't 48
mutton 68
muzzle 109

my 192

nation 113, 121, 191
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nature 121

Nell 142

nephew 99
newt 192
next one 48
no 61

none 67
north 168(6)
now 160
number 74

nymph 129, 214

oar 164

obey 134
obvious 214
occasion 115
ocean 113, 121

of 99, 222
often 48, 97
oil 170
once 93
one 93, 123

open 65, 200

opinion 72, 120

opportunity 217

orange 192
order 168(1)

packed 47

paladin 149(3)
parasol 149(3)
park 148(2)
parse 148(2)
pass 148(4), 197

pass the butter 61

path 103, 148(4)

paths 103

patte (Fr.) 143

pearl 178

pebble 45

pen 142

pence 110

pens 110

people 127, 206

peril 180

peuple (Fr.) 22 note 2

pew 212

phlegm 64

phthisic 47

pin 129

pince 110

pins 110

pithy 103

pitted 211

pity 39, 128, 130

place 212

please 192

pleasure 26 (6), 192

plentiful 160

plough 2, 146

ply 198

pneumatic 67

polite 177

pork 163(7)

porous 164

port 163 (2)

position 132

postman 48

pour 164

prance 107

prepare 223

pressure 113

presume 159

prism 65

psalm 107

pull 160

puny 129

pure 120

purse 84, 107

push 160

puss 160

put 160

quartz 107

queen 93

question 56, 94

quite 93, 214

rabbit 149(3)
racial 113
rack 149(1)
ragged 52
rain 134

rap 149(1)
rasp 148(4)
rather 148 (5)

ray 2, 134
reach 112

real 127
reason 109

receipt 47
record 168(1)
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red cart 202
reel 127

reign 67, 134

relief 127
remember 139
remorse 168(8)
report 163(2)
resort 168 (5)
resource 163(4)
respecting 204
restore 164
rice 183
ridden 68
rife 130, 183
rise 144, 183
rive 130, 183
road 39, 162, 226
robed 211
rod 165, 166, 225 (iv)
rode 162
rood 226

roped 211
rot 225 (1)
rote 225(1)
rotten 200
rove 100
rowed 226
rude 82, 157, 226
rued 226
ruff 97, 100
rushed 47

sadder 51
said 137
sand 149 (2)

sang 149(1)
sang (Fr.) 35
sans (Fr.) 185

sapped 43

sapphire 97
sat 149 (1)

Sauchieburn 94
saw 207
scarlet 225 (vii)
scene 107, 228(1)
schism 107
schist 113
score 164
scorn 168 (3)
seal 110

seam 107
seated 211
see 192
seen 228(1)
send 139

sergeant 148(2)
serve 178
sew 162
she 213
shed 113
shoe 157
shone 166
shore 164
shorn 168(3)
short 168(5)
should 51, 160(3)
show 26 (6)
shroud 87
sieve 129

sigh 183, 184

sighed 184

sight 145, 183

sign 145, 228(1)
silk gown 201
sin 228(1)
sing 72

singer 71, 72
sink 110
sit down 48
sixth 103
small 63, 212
snore 164
snort 168(5)
snuff 212
so 26 (5)
soar 164
sodden 200
soldier 121

son 151

song 71
soot 160(3)
sore 164
sort 168(5)
soul 162
sow 162

sparrow 149 (3)

speak 129

special 121

spirit 132

sport 163(2)
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stair 135, 140
star 149(3)
starry 149 (3)
steak 2

steppe 43
stern 178
stood 160(3)
store 164
stork 168(4)
storm 168(2)
story 164
stove 100

straight 134

strange 205
stuff 100

style 145

sugar 113, 121, 159
suit 159

support 163(2)
supreme 159
sure 121, 159

surely 159
sweet 212
sword 163 (1)
swore 164
sworn 163(5)

tar 148(1)
tear 135
Thames 47
that 103, 222
thatch 103
that will do 93
the 103, 222
thee 26(3)
their 140
thence 105
there 103, 140
thin 25, 26 (3), 49, 103
thine 192
thither 105

though 2, 105

thought 2, 174
three 94

through 103

thy 192
tide 183
tie 183
tied 183

tight 183
to 160

toil 170

.tore 164
torn 163 (5)

torture 223
touch 151

tough 97
trill 49
truth 103, 157
truths 103

try 198, 212
tune 158
twelve 93, 99
two and six 53

umbrella 87
un (Fr.) 185
union 120
unknown 220 w
us 125
use (vb.) 158

use (sb.) 158
usual 121

vague 58
value 223
van 100
vaunt 173
veer 100
vein 134
verdict 178

very 99
view 158
vin (Fr.) 185
vine 100

vineyard 176, 177

virgin 181
virtue 181

vision 116

wag 214

wagen (Ger.) 95

wait 93
waited 47
waiter 82
walk 55, 173, 174
wall 173
want 166
war 148(1), 173, 214

wart 148 (1)

was 166, 214
watch 166, 214
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wax 214
we 26 (10), 225 (v)

weigh 134

weight 2

wen 16
whale 89
what 91, 193
what'll Tom do 80
wheel 89
when 16, 26(10), 89
who 124

why 89
wife 184
will 93
wind 228 (ii)

wine 186
with 105
withe 183
wither 103
wives 184
woe 162
wolf 160(4)
woman 160(4)
women 129
wood 160(3)

wool 123, 160(3)
Worcester 107
word 154
wore 164
work 151
worn 163(5)
worsted 160(4)
would 93, 160(3)
wound 157

wring 82
writhe 183

wrought 93

Wyndham 51

yacht 47

yard 176
York 168(4)
you 26(7), 225 (v)

young 120

younger 71

young uns 123

zeal 110, 203
zinc 110
zone 26(5), 109
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